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ABSTRACT 
 
Sex segregation, particularly one that is reinforced in the name of religion, is often 
blamed for fortifying gender discrimination in society as a whole. This dissertation examines 
this assumption in Islamic society and investigates how such segregation may actually 
benefit Muslim women. This dissertation specifically asks how sex segregation has been 
defined among Muslims in Yogyakarta (Indonesia), who holds the authority to form the 
definition, and how gender separation is translated into mosque spaces and internalized 
through societal life. Guided by postcolonial feminist theory and poststructuralist visual 
theory, it further questions not only how gender conceptions permeate the architectural 
space of the mosque but also how architectural space helps to shape the larger landscape of 
gender relations. 
The mosques of Yogyakarta, comprising Masjid Gedhe Kauman, Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, 
Musalla Ar-Rosyad, Masjid Keputren, and Masjid Panepen, and the ‘Aisyiyah organization 
(founded in the early twentieth century) provide a case study for studying how sex 
segregation is imposed through social and spatial practices. Using data obtained through 
ethnographic research (participant observation and in-depth interviews) and archival 
records pertaining to the establishment of these mosques, which include mosques 
exclusively for women and prayer spaces set aside for them within the congregational 
mosque, the architectural layout of the mosques is revealed as a spatial translation of the 
control of the gaze upon women and their sexuality. The control is a disciplinary mechanism 
of spatial and visual segregation that privileges men and posits the mosque as a space for 
men. Yet despite this apparent discrimination, segregation can also facilitate women’s 
access to resources in public space such as the mosque. Because the Javanese mosque as an 
institution provides space for the express use of women, and thus opportunities for their 
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leadership in that context, it serves as an important political space. By examining how 
gender difference is accommodated and controlled in these five mosques, this dissertation 
seeks to provide a model of analysis in architectural studies that may be broadly applicable 
to promote social justice in the religious sphere. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: Gender, Vision, and Power in Religious Space 
“Women are prohibited in this mosque. They should do their prayers at their own 
house, not in the mosque,” Pak Omar replied when I asked him why women did not attend 
Masjid Menara in Semarang.1 As the chair of the mosque board and member of the mosque 
foundation of Masjid Menara of Kampung Melayu, an Arab quarter in the city of Semarang 
(Indonesia), Pak Omar talked on behalf of the other committee members. He affirmed the 
imposition on women to do their prayers at home by quoting a hadith on the absence of 
women in the Prophet’s mosque in seventh-century Arabia. When I asked him whether or 
not a travelling woman like me was allowed to pray in the mosque, he shook his head and 
indicated a small building next to the mosque where I could pray. The building sat on a thin 
platform, about ten centimeters higher than the surrounding ground, but one meter lower 
than the mosque porch floor. It was not a special prayer room for women, but a utility 
chamber where the mosque guard slept. Pak Omar maintained that a woman’s appearance 
in the mosque might result in fitna, which means temptation, trial, or upheaval. For this 
reason, the Masjid Menara board restricted attendance to men, despite women’s 
objections, and they ignored women’s desire to be involved in the mosque activities and to 
interact with other Muslim women in Islamic programs.2  
*** 
 
                                                 
1
 All informants and respondents in this research are assigned a pseudonym, except otherwise not 
noted, in accordance with the policy of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign Institutional Research 
Board (IRB). 
2
 Fieldnotes, March 2000. 
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Masjid Menara is an extreme yet very rare example of how gender segregation—and 
even the exclusion of women—is strictly applied in some Indonesian Muslim communities. 
In fact, almost all mosques in the country allow women’s presence in daily prayers. 
Traditional mosques usually accommodate women in a specific room next to the main 
prayer hall, where men pray; many others throw a dividing screen to reserve a corner of the 
main prayer hall for women; while contemporary mosques are usually designed with a 
balcony located at the rear of the main prayer hall for women to pray.3 All of these 
arrangements are united on the issue of sex segregation to avoid the intermingling of 
women and men. In the modern world, segregation is widely perceived to be a source of 
gender inequality. But this is a very modern view of what constitutes equality, and in fact, 
such segregation is not only found in Indonesia but also in some mosques in Chicago and 
Washington, D.C., two of the largest cities of the United States, where democracy is often 
claimed to grow (and where one might expect, thus, to find a greater emphasis on equality). 
At the Central Illinois Mosque and Islamic Center (CIMIC) of Urbana, Illinois, women are 
provided with a space behind men inside the main prayer hall, but there is no actual 
segregating device between the men and the women’s lines. Additionally, they are also 
facilitated with a separate room, allowing women to pray and listen to the sermons while 
nursing their baby or taking care of their kids. The dividing one-way glass allows the women 
in the women’s room to see the preacher and others who pray in the main prayer hall 
without themselves being visible.  
  
                                                 
3
 Tutin Aryanti, "Segregasi Ruang Masjid Menurut Jender: Fenomena Pawestren pada Masjid-Masjid 
Di Jawa Tengah [Gender and Spatial Segregation: The Phenomenon of the Pawestren in the Mosques of 
Central Java]" (Master's thesis, Institut Teknologi Bandung, 2000). 
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Fig. 1 The world's Muslim population  
(Map: The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life, Pew Research Center, 2011) 
 
During the last decade, Islam has been the fastest-expanding religion in the world. 
The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life of the Pew Research Center reported that 
Muslim population has grown from 21.6% of world population in 2000 to 23.4% in 2010.4 In 
this fast-growing community, many mosques have been newly built to accommodate 
                                                 
4
 "The Future of the Global Muslim Population," Pew Research Center, 
http://features.pewforum.org/muslim-population-graphic/. See also: Jason Howerton, "Islam Is the Fastest 
Growing Religion in England; Christianity on the Decline, Census Data Shows," 
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2012/12/12/islam-is-the-fastest-growing-religion-in-england-christianity-
on-the-decline-census-data-shows/; "Survey Shows Muslim Population Is Fastest Growing Religion in Canada," 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/05/08/survey-shows-muslim-population-is-fastest-growing-religion-in-
canada/.  
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religious and social needs. Many of them have recognized women’s presence by allocating 
special prayer space for them. However, Renata Holod and Hasan-Uddin Khan identify that 
the ratios of the space allocation for women and men in several mosques, including state 
mosques and community mosques in several Islamic countries, are varied from 1:4 to 1:20. 
Some of the mosques even do not provide any space for them at all. They assert that the 
mosque modern design may have worked to locate women in the mosques (albeit often in 
marginalized and subordinate positions) but in the mosque activities and programs, women 
are still not included.5  
Muslim feminist scholars generally appreciate and regard what Indonesian Muslim 
women enjoy as a privilege compared to Muslim women elsewhere. While at a glance, the 
separated prayer space appears to be a facility that allows and even encourages women to 
freely participate in the mosque, the spatial arrangement reveals other values as well. 
Serving as more than ordinary structural components or mere demarcating signs, the 
segregating devices control women’s visibility, their interactions with men, and further 
often limit women’s access to resources.  
Because sex segregation is broadly believed to be an Islamic recommendation, 
women’s visibility in public space is carefully controlled in Islam. Muslims have responded to 
this recommendation in a variety of ways through architectural space. Based on the concept 
that the definition of Islamic sex segregation is culturally located and that there are many 
potential interpretations controlling it, several questions emerge.6 How has sex segregation 
been defined in Islamic society across the world? Who has the authority to make the 
definition? How is it translated into mosque spaces and internalized through societal life? In 
                                                 
5
 Renata Holod and Hasan-Uddin Khan, The Mosque and the Modern World: Architects, Patrons and 
Designs since the 1950s (London: Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1997), 19-21. 
6
 See, for example, authors in Mehran Kamrava, ed. The New Voices of Islam: Rethinking Politics and 
Modernity (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2006). 
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response to these questions, my dissertation asks not only how gender conceptions 
permeate the mosque architectural spaces but also how architectural space helps to shape 
the terrain of gender relations, resulting in the Islamic “social space.”7 More than simply an 
envelope for human’s activities, architecture has the power to shape social practices and 
ways of thinking. I seek to understand the way power (and resistance to it, if any) operates 
in the mosque and to inquire into the way that idealized gender relations have been shaped, 
preserved, negotiated, and challenged through and within mosque space. Moreover, I wish 
to know what it means for women to be in such a space, and how it encourages or 
discourages their empowerment.  
In response to these questions and taking as its premise the theory that space and 
social practices are mutually constitutive, my dissertation examines the way that the 
idealized conception of the Islamic gender relations permeates the Javanese mosque 
architecture and space in the Indonesian city of Yogyakarta, and how the gendered space 
helps to shape gender relations that take place within it. Incorporating architectural 
methods, postcolonial feminist theory, and using the technique of ethnography, my 
research shifts from the conventional architectural focus on place and aesthetics to examine 
the way that space functions physically, socially, culturally, and politically. Although each 
mosque can be examined as a single built work, I argue that with regard to the gender 
relations that take place within it, the mosque should instead be read within the context of 
broader cultural practices. I treat architecture as a physical structure; yet I also employ a 
broader definition of space as formulated by anthropologists and feminist geographers. 
Following the framework developed through poststructuralist theory, architecture cannot 
                                                 
7
 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 1991); Doreen Massey, Space, Place, and Gender (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1994). 
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be seen as merely physical and thus neutral. The building construction may end once the 
builder completes it, but the space within it continues to be constructed as building is 
occupied and given meanings by its occupants. 
Existing studies on Javanese mosques mostly treat mosques as material entities 
produced by powerful princely patronage. The existing scholarship emphasizes aesthetic 
and style to represent regional Islam, authoritative patronage, and mosques’ role in the 
Indonesian city formation.8 Despite the privilege that Indonesian Muslim women enjoy in 
public, their prayer spaces are rarely mentioned in those written histories. Yet the 
Yogyakarta Islamic Sultanate has provided women with a separate prayer, called a 
pawestren, at its state mosque, Masjid Gedhe Kauman (built in 1773), and there is a small 
women’s mosque for female royal family members and their female servants inside the 
palace women’s quarter named Masjid Keputren (built in the end of the nineteenth 
century). Additionally, two Islamic women’s organizations in Yogyakarta, the ‘Aisyiyah 
organization and Ar-Rosyad foundation, built their own women’s mosques in Kauman 
village: Musalla ‘Aisyiyah (1922) and Musalla Ar-Rosyad (1951). These women’s prayer 
spaces and mosques are worth scrutinizing, considering their uniqueness in the Islamic 
world, their roles in providing women with spaces for prayer and other religious activities, 
                                                 
8
 The mosques as the representation of regional Islam can be seen in: Hugh O'Neill, "South-East Asia," 
in The Mosque, ed. Martin Frishman and Hasan-Uddin Khan (London: Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1994), 225-39; 
Bambang Setia Budi, "A Study on the History and Development of the Javanese Mosque Part 1: A Review of 
Theories on the Origin of the Javanese Mosque," Journal of Asian Architecture and Building Engineering 
3(2004): 189-95; Bagoes Wiryomartono, "Postcard from the Field: A Historical View of Mosque Architecture in 
Indonesia," The Asia Pacific Journal of Anthropology 10, no. 1 (2009): 33-45. The mosques as products of 
authoritative patronage are discussed in: Holod and Khan, The Mosque and the Modern World: Architects, 
Patrons and Designs since the 1950s; Bambang Setia Budi, "A Study on the History and Development of the 
Javanese Mosque Part 2: The Historical Setting and Role of the Javanese Mosque under the Sultanates," 
Journal of Asian Architecture and Building Engineering 4(2005): 1-8. The mosques in the Indonesian city 
formation are discussed in: Bagoes Wiryomartono, Seni Bangunan dan Seni Binakota Di Indonesia [The Art of 
Building and Urban Design in Indonesia] (Jakarta: Gramedia, 1995); Abidin Kusno, Behind the Postcolonial: 
Architecture, Urban Space and Political Cultures (New York: Routledge, 2000); "'The Reality of One-Which-Is-
Two', Mosque Battles, and Other Stories: Architecture, Religion and Politics in the Javanese World," Journal of 
Architectural Education 57(2003): 57-67. 
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and their connection to women’s Islamic movements. Whereas Holod and Khan based their 
study primarily on major mosques, I maintain that the mosque historiography should not be 
confined to sultanate mosques and other major mosques—places that are thoroughly 
inscribed with male identity and patriarchy. To allow us to see a more comprehensive 
depiction of how the mosques serve as representations of Islamic society, I propose to 
consider the perspective of the actual members of the community—in this case the 
community in Yogykarta, Indonesia--in addition to the authoritative perspective that has 
typically been privileged in the existing scholarship on mosque architecture, while regarding 
buildings as part of an integrated contemporary social, cultural, and political system.  
This dissertation is structured in such a way so as to show how women and their 
prayer spaces in Javanese mosques embody the interconnected issues of vision, power, and 
women’s visibility, both textually and materially, as well as their spatial interplay. In addition 
to the four aforementioned mosques, this research also examines Masjid Panepen (built in 
the mid-nineteenth century), the sultan’s private mosque that is primarily used as his own 
private shrine. Situated inside the sultan’s palace, this mosque contrasts to Masjid Keputren 
in many ways and thus is significant in the investigation of the sultan’s vision of women and 
religious space. The mosques and the gender relations that take place within them should 
not be seen as single structures but instead should be examined within their social, cultural, 
and political context, both at the time when the women’s prayer space and the women’s 
mosques emerged in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and today as they are 
occupied and given meanings by their current users.  
Thus in Chapter 2 (The Women’s Prayer Spaces as Described and Seen), I present the 
description of these various mosques and their contexts. I explain how the research in these 
sites was conducted, and in Chapter 3 (Methodology: Researching Gender, Space and 
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Power), I explain how I position myself as a Javanese Muslim woman who builds her 
theoretical framework upon Western theories. In Chapter 3, I also set forth the research 
approach that I employ to devote more attention to women and their prayer spaces, which 
have been marginalized in the architectural historiography of the mosque. 
I categorize the mosques that I research into two groups. The first group 
encompasses the sultanate mosques: Masjid Gedhe Kauman (henceforth Masjid Gedhe) in 
Kauman village, and Masjid Keputren and Masjid Panepen inside the sultan’s palace. Built 
and managed fully or partly under the sultan’s authoritative patronage, these three 
mosques appear to exemplify the idealized gender relations and their spatial conceptions 
according to the Javanese Islamic community, ruled by the sultanate from the mid-
eighteenth to the mid-twentieth century. Still entirely under the sultan’s control, the gender 
conceptions at the two palace mosques (Masjid Keputren and Masjid Panepen) are 
traditionally preserved. But such conceptions are challenged at Masjid Gedhe as a 
consequence of the transfer of the mosque management to the community, the majority of 
who are followers of the Muhammadiyah organization, an Indonesian Islamic reform 
movement, which was established in 1912 and survives until today. As I discuss in Chapter 4 
(Making Women Invisible in the Sultanate Mosques), the architectural layout of the 
sultanate mosques demonstrates the spatial translation of the Javanese-Islamic ethics on 
women, stemming from the conception of the control of the gaze upon women and their 
sexuality. Moreover, the mosque spaces have served as sites where the authoritative 
patronage enacts its power in controlling the gender relations that occur within its territory. 
The mosques have become tools representing the sultan and facilitating power operation 
through the disciplinary mechanism of spatial and visual segregation.  
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The second group comprises the two women’s mosques that were established by 
non-royal women’s Islamic groups: Musalla ‘Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad. From the early 
twentieth century until today, these two mosques have successfully facilitated women’s 
access to public space and women’s education through the endorsement of the Islamic 
veiling and sex segregation—the very mechanisms that are paradoxically often considered 
forms of discrimination against women. This issue is discussed in Chapter 5 (The “Other” 
Space: The Women’s Mosques in Kauman) in which I also investigate whether a facility 
created exclusively for women encourages or impedes women’s empowerment.  
Gender practices and relations should be seen within their larger context. In Chapter 
6 (The Gendered Borders and Political Space), I provide a portrayal of women’s participation 
in Masjid Gedhe, the mixed mosque, so as to allow a comparison between it and spaces 
where women are relegated to an exclusive space. I investigate the question of gendered 
borders, particularly of how they are evolving as a response to the dynamics of gender 
relations in society and what effects it brings to gender relations, particularly to women’s 
position in the mosque and its management. Focusing the investigation on Masjid Gedhe, 
which is attended by women and men, I examine the way gendered borders are constructed 
through physical dividers and the control of movements. Scholars who work on gender and 
space mostly concentrate their inquiry on how space contributes to women’s status in 
society. This chapter extends that inquiry by exploring the discourse contestation on Islamic 
feminism, specifically on female leadership and religious authority, and how it contributes 
to constructing the mosques as political spaces.  
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Theoretical Framework: Gender and Vision in the Mosque  
The control and manipulation of vision has a long history but it became a subject of 
deep inquiry among architectural historians with the turn to theory in the last quarter of the 
twentieth century. Influenced by the development of structuralist and poststructuralist 
theory in twentieth-century France, historians of material culture and the built environment 
began to shift their emphasis and interest from art objects to their social contexts, 
reception, and ideology to investigate the impact of feminist, Marxist, structuralist, 
psychoanalytic, and socio-political ideas on the objects.9 Thus, art was no longer regarded as 
a stylistic matter that reflected genius but as a material production that reflected and 
produced social hierarchy.  
In architectural history, this shift has challenged the dominance of patronage studies 
and allowed the consideration of viewers and users as significant actors in producing the 
meaning of space. Towards this end, scholars in spatial studies began to examine the 
applicability of poststructuralist theory, first among philosophers and linguists and later by 
art historians using it to understand space. If space is seen as “text” (or “art object” to art 
historians) in the Barthesian sense, then occupying it will be seen as “reading.”10 In this 
regard, the meaning of space, like texts and art objects, is constructed through discursive 
formation that emerges among the occupants (as readers in text).11 The poststructuralist 
approach examines the way in which discursive systems could produce the positions of 
image (the object) and frame (what surrounds the object), object and subject, as well as text 
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and author as a “discourse of vision.”12 Like landscape—the field in which Denis Cosgrove 
worked and explored theories of vision—architecture is “a way of seeing.” It is the 
representation of humans’ relations with their social and physical environments.13 
Therefore, the built environment should be interrogated through a social perspective that 
requires not only the construction of “what was seen” but also “the way it was seen” to 
examine how power is articulated through spatial and visual manipulations. This kind of 
approach allows me to look into the women’s prayer spaces in Yogyakarta in new, more 
profound ways. 14  
I discuss vision as both a corporeal activity and a discursive formation with regard to 
women’s visibility in the public sphere. As an ideological apparatus, through which the 
patron’s or societal ideology is asserted, architecture controls the movement and vision of 
users in non-suppressive ways and thus frames gender practices that occur within it.15 
Therefore, the space of the mosque should be understood as a social—instead of a mere 
physical—entity that is socially constructed. Conversely, the social is spatially created; this 
signifies that gender practices within the mosque contribute to the creation of gendered 
space and that the architectural design permeates and fortifies gender practices that take 
place in it. Moreover, Michel Foucault asserts that power emerges in its “microphysic” form, 
dispersing among members of society through a disciplinary system, to which members, 
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including women, voluntarily submit themselves to help it work and perpetuate it.16 This 
explains why people participate the way they do in social institutions, of which both 
mosques and gender norms are examples.  
The scholarship discussed in this dissertation reveals that architectural spaces can be 
tools of practicing gender ideology in a great many religious communities to limit women’s 
access to certain rituals and spaces through spatial segregation or marginalization, or 
exclusion. Limits are imposed on women in all the major religions, including Christianity, 
Judaism, Hinduism, and Islam. Women’s exclusion from houses of worship, as Pak Omar 
sanctioned in Masjid Menara (quoted above), is in fact not peculiar to Islam. In Islam, the 
major reason for the exclusion is the fear of female sexuality that may distract male 
congregations. Similar to women of Kampung Melayu, women in medieval Christian 
churches in the ninth to twelfth centuries in Europe, were frequently restricted in their 
participation in the church, even to the extent of being prohibited from attending the 
churches and even from visiting saints’ shrines. The churches taught that women were the 
“dangerous ‘Others’” who should be avoided through ascetism and celibacy.17 Catholic 
churches barred women from the priesthood, although they could serve as abbesses, as in 
the cases of women such as the eighth-century St. Eadburge of Britain and the twelfth-
century St. Hildegard von Bingen, a Benedictine abbess, mystic and scholar. Most 
importantly, women were not allowed to conduct the sacraments or handle the holy 
Eucharist. In most Protestant churches, until recently, female preachers were rejected for 
similar reasons. It is significant that it is in the Eucharistic rite and in the pulpit that women 
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are most vigorously excluded and marginalized. Rank was a matter of gender as well as 
class: male preachers ranked the highest because religious rhetoric performance 
traditionally belonged to men of the ruling classes.18 Similarly, until the Reform Judaism 
accepted the first female rabbis in the late twentieth century, Jewish synagogues also 
rejected women as leaders of worship because the woman’s body was considered a 
distraction in public prayers.19 The other justification for exclusion was women’s potentiality 
to pollute the house of worship with their bodily impurity. Some African churches prohibited 
women from attending the church during their menstruation and for a period of time 
following parturition.20 This was also applied in numerous Javanese mosques in Indonesia, 
so that women are occasionally barred from the mosque even simply for the purpose of 
listening to Islamic lectures. Clearly, Islam is not alone in fearing the participation and 
presence of women in religious life and the place of worship. 
However, this is changing. In dealing with gender issues, with particular focus on 
providing all members of society with equal access to religious activities, more and more 
contemporary houses of worship welcome women’s attendance. Many of them have sex-
segregated facilities to accommodate women’s prayer without causing distraction among 
the men. Traditional synagogues locate women at the gallery above the main prayer room, 
where men sit surrounding the bimah (raised platform) where the sacred Torah is read. 
However, while women may observe, they are not included in the religious rituals. Not only 
does this exclude women from the opportunity to read the Torah to the congregation, it 
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also keeps out women from following the prayer comfortably due to the limited audio and 
visual quality that the gallery has, compared to the main platform.21  
In the mosques, sex segregation is applied in varied ways, which I will discuss at 
length in Chapter 6. As I have argued elsewhere, this has resulted in women’s limited access 
to information and mosque management.22 Even in the Western world where Muslim 
women are often presumed to enjoy more liberty than Muslim women in non-Western 
societies, women in several communities experience limitation in the mosques. Rachel 
Woodlock shows that in the midst of the diverse interpretations of women’s space in the 
mosques in Melbourne (Australia), women’s access to the mosques is still limited.23 Women 
have wide access to secular public life, but the mosques ironically have impeded them from 
full participation.  
Oftentimes the exclusion is effected through non-physical ways. Women are 
welcomed to attend the worship, yet are not granted access to the resources or 
authoritative positions held by men. Religious law is often invoked to confirm and justify 
this. The religious views on women that ultimately result in their marginalization are 
pertinent to the growing narrative of gender relations in religions. For example, in a 
traditional Jewish ritual, men are obliged to conduct the morning liturgy, in which they 
thank God for their maleness and for not creating them as female, so that they possess 
maximum opportunities to express their devotion to God.24 Women were also excluded 
from nineteenth-century American synagogues by being exempted from the “time-bond 
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commandments” that were only incumbent upon men because women were expected to 
spend most of their time in domestic duties and child rearing.25 Similarly, in traditional 
Islamic jurisprudence, women were often presented as secondary individuals or even 
assumed to be absent in the divine revelation. Men’s thoughts and experience are dominant 
in the prevailing Islamic schools of legal interpretation, because it reflects the world as seen 
through their eyes.  Kecia Ali persuasively argues that although in many Quranic verses Islam 
promotes respect for women, the sacred text itself is often male-centric, albeit not 
misogynist.26 
Most studies on gender in religious architecture focus on women’s subordination 
through gendered spaces. Such a perspective assumes space is a fixed physical entity, while 
depicting marginalized women as passive subjects upon whom the space acts. Despite their 
significant contribution to architectural and women’s studies for revealing gender disparity 
in religious spaces, these studies overlook the instability of space and thus do not consider 
the possibility that space can enhance women’s status. In fact, even women who stay in 
seclusion may enact agency in diverse ways. For example, women of the medieval Islamic 
world played significant roles as patrons of architecture despite themselves being secluded 
in private harem quarters.27 In India and Morocco, women often hold the authority over 
religious shrines.28 In Egypt, women enact their agency by actively and visibly embracing 
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religion, which to Western feminists often appears as a reversal toward patriarchy.29 These 
studies show that departing from the typical way of understanding women and gender 
inequality in the Muslim world can allow broader definitions of women’s empowerment. 
While empowerment is conventionally considered correlative with women’s appearance in 
public space—an entanglement of vision and power—the authors in Ruggles’ edited book, 
for example, prove the contrary.30  
Limited women’s visibility is also apparent in Islamic architectural historiography. 
Architectural history often overlooks marginalized groups and non-elite vernacular buildings 
as actors and agents of history. Scholars like Henry Glassie and Dell Upton critique 
historians’ tendency to aggregate major events and monumental building by selecting a 
small number of facts and collecting data from select sources to speak about human 
conditions and what happened in the past, while ignoring the mass of people and their lived 
experience. They propose vernacularism as a political strategy that acknowledges minor 
groups in the writing of history. Dealing with the art and architecture of and by common 
people, vernacularism addresses the split between high and low architecture. Upton sees 
that being consumer-based, process-based, and bottom-up, vernacularism is a way of 
attacking the privileged position of high (elite) architecture. It embodies values that are not 
discussed in academy, and thus helps us to reveal what Glassie considers “better versions of 
human history” by looking at completeness and acknowledgment of diversity.31 Moreover, 
as Paul Oliver suggests, vernacularism helps to grow our understanding of how a certain 
community deals with their everyday problems, overcomes challenges, and facilitates 
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customs through architecture.32 The history of mosque architecture embraced by previous 
scholars mostly emphasizes the authoritative power holders, such as sultans, presidents, 
and patrons, who are all male. The written history very rarely mentions vernacular mosque 
architecture built by common people, or alternative spaces such as women’s prayer space 
as part of a mosque, or women’s mosques as a legitimate and important part of mosque 
history. Although vernacularism does not specifically address women and gender, the 
respect for diversity that this scholarship promotes allows us to include gender as one of the 
articulations of power relations in society. As Joan W. Scott suggests, developing gender as a 
“category of analysis” will incite our awareness of the significance of minor groups in 
history.33 It will help us to reveal the stories of the oppressed and how inequality has been 
organized through the writing of history, and thus, will provide them with a more 
comprehensive depiction of the history that scholars of vernacularism argue for. For Islamic 
architectural historians, gender analysis is useful, not only because it facilitates our 
examination of women’s presence in Islamic public space but also because it helps us to 
discover how men and women have been presented through Islamic architecture as an 
embodiment of gender relations in Islamic society. 
Vision appears in the form of “scopic regimes.”34 The act of looking, as scholars of 
visual culture have warned us, articulates political power and is by no means innocent. In 
Orientalism Edward Said provides an important framework for this study. His theoretical 
understanding of power relations between the dominant (the West and men) and the 
subordinate (Islamic society and women) is applicable to my dissertation: there are not only 
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unequal power relations between the West and the Islamic society in the East but also 
disparate gender relations between men and women within the site in which orientalist 
knowledge production works. He argues that orientalism is a political strategy, through 
which the West dominates, reforms, and takes control of the East. It builds a reciprocal 
relation, in which the lack of the East generates the sense of superiority of the West, and in 
which the marginalized can internalize the structure that disempowers them so that they 
not only accept it but even promote it in some situations.35  
In writing the history of women, postcolonial feminist scholars propose the 
historically and culturally grounded approaches developed from within the researched 
community so as to respect difference. Such approaches also criticize the universalist views 
on egalitarianism, which grow from Western scholarship and experience, while formulating 
power issues concerning how knowledge about a certain group is produced.36 Postcolonial 
feminist theories, built upon poststructuralist theories on difference, authorship, and vision, 
suggest that knowledge is political and situated. In agreement with Said, postcolonial 
feminist scholars object to the hegemonic approach that stigmatizes non-Western society as 
more oppressive than its Western counterparts. Relying on her firsthand experience as a 
“third-world” feminist scholar, Chandra T. Mohanty critiques Western feminists of cross-
cultural studies who construct a monolithic image of “third world” women who are always 
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oppressed by their patriarchal cultures and depict them as one united “Others” in their 
writings. She further warns that scholars have to be aware of their positionality and avoid 
ahistorical universalist theories when studying “third world” women or other groups that 
they define as being “oppressed.”37  
All these ideas inform the framework of my research on Muslim women and their 
prayer spaces—an architectural typology that has developed outside the West—and how 
research that is articulated within a Western academic tradition (and within a Western 
institution of higher learning) can consider contextual difference, how my position as a 
researcher may contribute to the production of discourse of Muslim women and the 
ethnographic approach that I select, and how I position myself in that research. 
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Historical and Geographical Background: Islam in Indonesia  
 
Fig. 2 The Indonesian archipelago (Map: www.lib.utexas.edu). 
 
Indonesia is a modern term that describes the world’s largest archipelago, stretching 
from 6o8’ North to 11o15’ South latitude and 94o45’ East to 141o5’ East longitude, between 
the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2). After colonization by the British in 1811-1818, 
the Dutch from the eighteenth century to the late 1940s, and briefly the Japanese (1942-
1945), it was proclaimed the independent Republic of Indonesia in 1945. However, 
historically there was no unified nation. Rather, it was a cluster of smaller kingdoms led by 
princes of various faiths. Before Islam came to Indonesia, Java and other parts of the 
archipelago were predominantly Hindu and Buddhist, as evidenced in the numerous Hindu 
and Buddhist temples, built by the seventh- to fifteenth-century Hindu and Buddhist 
21 
 
kingdoms that can be found in numerous islands (Fig. 3).38 The Hindu and Buddhist era 
reached its peak of glory in the fourteenth century under the Majapahit kingdom (1293-late 
1500s), and then declined by the end of the fifteenth century. During this decline, Islam 
began to develop in the Javanese north coastal regions.  
 
Islam began to penetrate the Indonesia archipelago in the thirteenth century in Aceh 
(at the north end of Sumatra Island). It was spread by Muslim merchants from India who 
came to trade and then married local inhabitants and settled permanently. In his visit to 
Sumatra in 1292, Marco Polo reported that numerous Muslim traders had converted the 
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Fig. 3 Borobudur, a Buddhist temple dated from the eighth to ninth century in Central Java  
(Photo: World Heritage Collection, UNESCO). 
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natives on the island to Islam. Additionally, Ibn Battuta, who visited Sumatra in 1345-6, 
witnessed the ritual practices of the Shafi’i legal school of thought (which the majority of 
Indonesian Muslims follow today) by the sultan of Sumatra.39 Thus, by the fourteenth 
century, Sumatra had an Islamic sultanate. From there Islam was spread eastward to the 
rest of the archipelago, reaching Java in the first half of the fifteenth century.40 Ma Huan, a 
Chinese traveler who visited Java in 1413-1415 and 1432, wrote that the people of Java 
consisted of foreign Muslims from outside of Java, native people who were Hindu and 
Buddism followers, and Chinese, some of whom were Muslims.41 
The establishment of Islam is historically attributed to the legendary Wali Sanga (the 
Nine Saints) who lived in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They played a significant role 
in proselytizing Islam to the Javanese people, most of whom were adherents of Kejawen 
(the traditional mystical Javanese belief that was derived from Hindu-Buddhist ethical and 
spiritual values).42 The term wali (from an Arabic word meaning the “intimate” or “friend” of 
God) is commonly translated into English as “saint” to depict one’s high spiritual 
competence and his “closeness to the Divine” (walaya) as well as his “worldly authority” 
(wilaya). As in the Moroccan Jazuliyya Sufi order, a wali in Java was deemed as a “substitute 
of prophets.”43 Although the Wali Sanga were nine in number, the members’ names are not 
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always the same.44 Most of them were named according to their service area and entitled 
sunan.    
Employing conformist ways of incorporating the pre-existing customs into the newly-
introduced Islam, Islam was established in Java, taking the city of Demak—the capital of the 
first Islamic kingdom in Java where the first sultanate mosque was built—in such a way as to 
preserve some pre-Islamic beliefs and practices that survive even until today. As Ricklefs 
depicts, early Islam in Java was “mystical, unorthodox by modern standards, and probably 
not so very different from Hindu-Javanese practices.”45 For example, the pre-Islamic 
tradition of the selametan, a communal feast for the hope of blessings, was adopted and 
transformed by Sunan Kalijaga, the famous legendary saint, into the tahlilan, the communal 
feast held upon a person’s death that is preceded by reciting the Quran or chanting the 
tahlil (the Islamic sentence that declares God’s oneness). Thus Javanese culture is distinct in 
that it contains a blend of the cultural and religious ethics of Buddhism, Hindu, and Islam.46 
Islam’s triumph on the island, as Snouck Hurgronje points out, was due not to a suppression 
of earlier religions but rather a “peaceful expansion” of Islam. Instead of being 
“conquerors,” the spreaders were “family builders,” introducing Islam through marriage and 
other social interactions to local inhabitants.47 This kind of cultural assimilation was also 
practiced in other Indonesian islands. Today, approximately eight centuries after Indonesia’s 
first encounter with Islam, Indonesia is the world’s most populous Muslim country, which 
interestingly does not declare itself officially as an Islamic country. 
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Javanese Islam had developed following the Nine 
Saints’ track for centuries but there was a major paradigm 
change in the early twentieth century when Ahmad 
Dahlan (1868-1923) pioneered an Islamic reform 
movement (Fig. 4). He was one of the religious officials of 
the old Yogyakarta Sultanate (1755-1945) who served as 
a sermon preacher at Masjid Gedhe. Observing that what 
the Nine Saints had taught to the Javanese had developed 
into what he observed to be an impure form of Islam, he 
founded the Muhammadiyah organization in 1912 to struggle for Islamic purification. He 
was inspired by the Islamic revival in Egypt under Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905) which he 
saw when he visited Mecca in 1890 and 1903. He wanted to “return” to what he believed to 
be the “original” or “pure” form of Islam, and to eradicate what he saw among some 
popular religious practices in the late nineteenth-century Java as bid’a (erroneous 
innovation in Islamic worship), khurafat (superstition), and even shirk (polytheism).48 
Despite his sultanate religious colleagues’ resistance, including that from the Chief Religious 
Official himself, Dahlan took the opportunity granted from his position as a sultanate 
religious official and support from the incumbent Sultan Hamengkubuwono VII (1877-1921) 
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Fig. 4 Ahmad Dahlan (1868-1923), the 
founder of the Muhammadiyah 
(Photo: www.muhammadiyah.or.id). 
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to spread his ideas for Islamic purification and revival.  49 Dahlan believed the backwardness 
that he saw as ubiquitous in Islamic civilization, particularly 
in Indonesia, stemmed from ignorance and resulted in the 
taqlid (following a religious practice without having 
knowledge of it) and fanaticism.50 Thus, his reform called 
for better education and understanding. Furthermore, he 
insisted that women’s education was as critical as the 
purification of Islamic worship. Together with his wife, Siti 
Walidah (1872-1946) (Fig. 5), he founded the first 
Indonesian Muslim women’s organization, which is still 
active today. Both the Muhammadiyah and the ‘Aisyiyah are now among the largest Muslim 
organizations in Indonesia. 
 
The Early Javanese Mosque Architecture 
When Islam was introduced to Java in the fifteenth century, it did not replace the 
existing architecture of Hindu and Buddhist temples and shrines, nor did it reject the style of 
those as alien. Instead, a hybrid style emerged, a kind of “regionalism,” incorporating the 
pre-existing Hindu-Buddhist forms and ornaments with the newly introduced Islamic 
religious functions.51 Early Javanese mosques are distinctly characterized by the square plan, 
the veranda, the raised platform, the enclosed courtyard, and the multi-tier roof with a 
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Fig. 5 Siti Walidah, also known as 
Nyai Ahmad Dahlan (1872-1946), 
the co-founder of the ‘Aisyiyah 
(Photo: www.muhammadiyah.or.id). 
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pointed top, all of which were found in the pre-Islamic Hindu religious tradition in Java (Fig. 
3).52 Thus, the Javanese mosque type was probably derived from the preexisting religious 
architecture that had been familiar to local society. Just as throughout history Islam has 
influenced cultures that are already in place, Islam itself is also permeated and imbued by 
them. Thus, as Serageldin suggests, instead of focusing on the mosque as a self-contained 
Islamic cultural product, one should consider the broad culture that surrounds it.53  
In recent decades, scholars have produced important studies on Javanese mosques 
that reveal the critical role of architecture in reflecting a cultural hybridity that adapted the 
cultural elements of Islam with pre-existing local cultures on the island. Such works have 
revealed not only the history of early Islam in Java, but also the use of architecture by the 
Islamic sovereigns—and later the nationalist governments in the postcolonial era—to claim 
legitimacy and power among Indonesian people, 88 % of whom are Muslim. Focusing their 
study on Masjid Agung Demak in Demak (1482), Masjid Menara Kudus in Kudus (1537), and 
Masjid Astana Mantingan in Jepara (1559), Ismudiyanto and Parmono Atmadi demonstrate 
that the early Javanese mosque architecture resembles the Hindu-Javanese temples in 
terms of spatial sequence, floor leveling, forms, and ornament.54 This assimilation is also 
found in the traditional urban layout in Java under the Islamic kingdoms in the late fifteenth 
century to mid-twentieth century. The sultan reserved a spot along the mystical axis that 
connected the two sacred sites—the mountain and the sea—to establish his power through 
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the architectural constellation consisting of his palace, the sultanate square, the sultanate 
mosque, and the marketplace.55  
Masjid Agung Demak (Fig. 6), which was the state mosque of Demak Sultanate 
(1478-1549) and is the grand congregational mosque of the city of Demak and the first 
Javanese sultanate mosque, marks the visually embodied religio-cultural syncretism in the 
early establishment of Islam in Java. It was founded by the Nine Saints in 1474.56 Being a 
tangible monument that serves as a “sacred site of power,” as cited in the Jaka Tingkir 
Chronicle, the majestic mosque was meant to be an “enduring legacy for kingship” in Java.57 
More importantly, its construction also marked the negotiation of the Javanese spiritual 
orientation from a mountain—believed by Hindus to be a consecrated site—to Mecca, 
where Islamic prayer is oriented, through the alignment of the building to the prescribed 
qibla orientation.58 The construction of Masjid Agung Demak as part of Demak Sultanate’s 
center of authority became an important architectural archetype for mosques that were 
later built by other Javanese sultanates and communities.  
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Fig. 6 Masjid Agung Demak (1482)  
(Drawing: Masjid2000.org; Photo: Aryanti, 1999). 
 
The architecture of Masjid Agung Demak is pregnant with both meaning and 
ideology. Its main sanctuary is a rectangular timber-columned hall with a projecting recess 
at the west side serving as the mihrab indicating the direction of Mecca (qibla) to the west. 
The four central columns of the hall serve as the traditional master piers (saka guru) that 
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support the triple-tier pyramidal roof (tajug) 
that covers the main prayer hall. Such a 
centralized roof is borrowed from the Javanese 
and Balinese Hindu traditions, and it is 
traditionally used in religious buildings in Java to 
symbolize spiritual transcendence.59 The top of 
the tiered pyramidal roof is embellished with a 
metal crown, comprising the shape of a mace to 
symbolize God’s oneness and a pineapple 
surrounded by green jackfruit leaves (Fig. 7). The 
pineapple or nanas is linguistically similar to the 
Arabic word for humankind (an-naas), and with the jackfruit leaves (a symbol of privilege), 
both together symbolize the privileged human (manungsa kang linuwih). While the crown is 
a symbol of the human being’s role as God’s vicegerent on the earth, the roof’s three tiers 
symbolize the human’s steps to reach immaculacy through the understanding of the 
essence (hakikat), the obedience to the Islamic law (syariat), and the mystical intuitive of 
spiritual truth (marifat). This is a commonly held  interpretation, related specifically by two 
informants, that had developed under the sultanate traditions.60  
The Javanese mosque is different from the classic hypostyle Arab mosque type that 
is comprised in one massive building with four arcades (riwaqs) forming an open courtyard 
(sahn) in front of the main sanctuary. Instead, Masjid Agung Demak consists of the main 
prayer hall itself and a veranda (serambi) covered by a hipped roof. The mosque has an 
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Fig. 7 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the metal crown at 
the top of the tiered pyramidal roof  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, October 2010). 
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enclosed courtyard that comprises the main sanctuary, the veranda, the ablution buildings, 
the women’s prayer pavilion (pawestren) attached to the south side of the mosque, and a 
vast cemetery complex at the back of the mosque. The clear rectangular enclosure, made of 
bricks or stones, is possibly derived from a Sanskrit puri that is utilized to constitute 
territoriality.61  
The later Javanese Islamic sultanates (sixteenth to eighteenth century) and the 
Javanese saints also founded numerous mosques where the teaching of Islam was 
centralized. Some of these are Masjid Astana Mantingan (1559) in Jepara by Queen 
Kalinyamat, Masjid Menara Kudus (1537) in Kudus by Sunan Kudus, Masjid Sendhang 
Dhuwur (1561) in Lamongan by Sunan Sendhang, Masjid Agung Banten (1556) in Banten by 
Sultan Hasanudin, Masjid Agung Kasepuhan (1500s) in Cirebon by Sunan Gunungjati, and 
Masjid Besar Mataram (1591) in Kotagede by Panembahan Senopati (Table ). These early 
mosques were modeled on Masjid Agung Demak and in the same way managed to realize 
an Islamic prayer hall that incorporated the distinctive architectural characteristics of 
Javanese temples. Their prayer halls are basically rectangular or square in plan and, like 
Hindu temples, covered with a triple or—in smaller mosques—double-tier pyramidal roof 
that is held by four, sometimes six and very rarely one, columns that serve as the master 
pillars (saka guru).62 In addition to the main prayer hall, these mosques also have a semi-
open veranda at the front and a separate women’s prayer room at the right or left side of 
the main prayer hall. The veranda had not been found in Javanese mosques until the late 
seventeenth century when it appeared in Kartasura, before the division of Mataram 
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Sultanate (1575-1755) into Surakarta Sultanate and Yogyakarta Sultanate according to the 
treaty of Giyanti in 1755. At the Masjid Agung Demak specifically, the porch was added in 
1845.63 The minaret was a feature that was originally included in early Javanese mosques. 
However, slender Turkish-style minarets capped by small domelets, such as those at Masjid 
Agung Demak and Masjid Agung Banten, were probably not earlier than the nineteenth 
century, and they reflect the importation of architectural style from the Ottoman Middle 
East.64  
Following Masjid Agung Demak, the other early mosques also included a cemetery 
complex where the sultans or the saints were buried. This possibly imitated the Nine Saints’ 
tradition of being buried near the mosque where they used to teach Islam. Josef Prijotomo 
argues that the practice is a way of venerating the ancestor during the prayers so that the 
mosque acquires a commemorative function.65 More specifically, Wiryomartono sees this 
innovation as a way of perpetuating power: power and legitimacy are passed on from the 
deceased sultan to the ruling one, through a material monument.66 However, the tradition 
of including a sovereign’s cemetery in the mosque complex did not continue after Mataram 
(1575-1755). A small cemetery is found behind Masjid Gedhe Kauman, but instead of being 
used for the sultans, it was used for the tombs of Siti Walidah and the Kauman martyrs who 
died in the national independence war in the first half of the twentieth century. Unlike the 
earlier mosques that had been pilgrimage destinations for people seeking the blessings of 
the sultans and venerated saints, the cemetery at Masjid Gedhe is never visited by pilgrims.  
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Early Javanese architecture demonstrates both formal and spatial syncretism. Formal 
hybridity is apparent in the use of the triple-tier pyramidal roof, the porch, the gates, the 
floral ornaments, and the minarets. Most of these elements are derived from Hindu and 
Buddhist architecture, and a few were the result of influence from other areas of the Islamic 
world. The strong verticality that resulted from the soaring ceiling under the centralized 
tiered roof is an apparent expression of the Hindu understanding of the representation of 
“heaven and wholeness.”67 Moreover, the rectangular fence enclosing the entire mosque 
complex and the use of the concept of sacredness overtly reflect the spatial organization of 
early Javanese Islamic architecture. Such a concept of spatial hierarchy, incorporating the 
cemetery with the mosque complex, is familiar to Hinduism and Buddhism. It is evident that 
the architecture of the early Javanese mosques reflects the cultural syncretism of Hinduism, 
Buddhism, and Islam and further reflects the way Islam was established on the island.  
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The Mosques as the Sultan’s Representation 
The Javanese Islamic kingdoms’ involvement in the establishment of Islam on the 
island was evidenced by the Javanese early mosques, most of which were built through the 
patronage of the sultans. Since the consolidation of the sultanates in the Yogyakarta 
sultanate, mosques have been utilized to represent the sultan’s power and the sultan 
himself as the religious leader regulates the practice of the religion (in consultation with his 
council of religious scholars). This can be seen in the mosques that are subject of this study, 
including the women’s mosque (Masjid Keputren), the sultan’s private mosque (Masjid 
Panepen), and the sultanate state mosque (Masjid Gedhe Kauman).   
Like the pre-fifteenth-century Hindu temples in Java that were utilized to support the 
king’s supremacy, the Yogyakarta sultanate mosques were planned to support the 
sultanate’s power center. The sultan was both a political and religious authority, the 
concept of which was inherited from Sultan Agung of Mataram (1613-1646), the precursor 
of the Yogyakarta Sultanate, who in turn seemed to have emulated the idea of a caliphal 
leader, a definition of rulership that existed from the beginning of Islam in the Arab world. 
In Java, both the spiritual and worldly aspects of leadership were combined in the person of 
the sultan. 
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Table 1. The Javanese sultanates and the early mosques. 
 
(1) Demak Sultanate (1478-1549) 
Masjid Agung Demak (1482) 
(3) Banten Sultanate (1527-1682) 
(2) Cirebon Sultanate (1479-1677) 
(4) Pajang Sultanate (1549-1587) 
(5) Mataram Sultanate (1575-
1755) 
(6) Surakarta Sultanate (1746-
1945) 
(7) Yogyakarta Sultanate (1755-
1945) 
Masjid Agung Kasepuhan (1500s) 
Masjid Agung Banten (1556) 
Masjid Kaibon (1570s) 
Masjid Laweyan (1550s) 
Masjid Besar Mataram (1591) 
Masjid Gedhe Kauman (1773) 
Masjid Agung Surakarta (1757) 
1450 1475 1500 1525 1550 1575 1600 1625 1650 1675 1700 1725 1750 1775 1800 1825 1850
3 
4 
5 
6 7 
1 
2 
Java 
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The fact that the sultans of Yogyakarta hold the highest religious authority is reflected in 
their full title as “His Majesty, the Sultan Who is the Caregiver of the Universe, the Commander 
of the Battlefield, the Servant of the Merciful God, the Chief Cleric Who Regulates the Religion, 
the God’s Vicegerent” (Sampeyan Dalem Ingkang Sinuwun Kangjeng Sultan Hamengkubuwono 
Senopati ing Alaga Abdulrahman Sayidin Panatagama Kalifatullah) to express his authority as 
ruler in military, political, and religious realms.68 As the leader who regulates the religion 
(sayidin panatagama), the sultan appoints a chief religious official, entitled Kangjeng Kyai 
Pengulu, as the minister of religious affairs in the sultanate. Additionally, he forms a corps of 
royal religious servants (abdi dalem suranata) that consists of sixteen men and a corps of royal 
Islamic scholars (abdi dalem punakawan kaji) that consists of twelve men who maintain the 
Islamic practices at Masjid Panepen. The first corps of servants is responsible for preparing 
religious rituals, guarding and maintaining the palace mosques, as well as reciting the call to 
prayer in the mosques. The second corps of scholars—easily distinguishable by their white coat, 
as opposed to the ordinary royal religious servants’ peranakan costume of a dark blue coat—is 
appointed as the highest religious group inside the palace and is responsible for leading the 
prayers at Masjid Panepen, conducting the routine heirloom washing ritual as well as reciting 
the incantations for the well-being of the sultan, his royal family, and the sultanate. This corps 
has to ensure that every ritual is initiated with the proper Islamic supplications. One of the 
common terms for them, abdi dalem pamethakan—literally, the white (as in purifying) religious 
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servants—describes not only their garb but also the fact that they are responsible for the “pure 
practice” of Islam.69  
The articulation of the sultan’s authority in the religious realm is also manifest in its 
sultanate state mosque. Masjid Gedhe was erected in 1773 by Sultan Hamengkubuwono I 
(1755-1792), the first ruler of the Yogyakarta Sultanate. Architecturally, the mosque is situated 
in a traditional Javanese spatial constellation—borrowed from Hindu-Buddhist traditions—that 
positions the palace as the center of power. Mark Woodward interprets the city square as the 
symbol of “mystical knowledge and the infinity of Allah,” the marketplace at the north of the 
city square as the symbol of people’s prosperity, and the sultanate state mosque at the west of 
the city square as representing spiritual relations with God.70 This spatial grouping sits on an 
imaginary axis that connects Mount Merapi at the north and the South Sea at the south of 
Yogyakarta as sources of mystical power and passes through the linear path, comprising a series 
of gates and passages inside the palace. Thus, the mosque’s existence in this constellation is 
pivotal in supporting the sultanate’s palace as the Javanese center of power.  
The use of Masjid Gedhe as part of the Prophet’s birthday celebration festival (sekaten) 
venue is evidence of how the sultanate state mosque is indivisible from the sultanate power 
system.71 The festival, traditionally held by the Yogyakarta sultans, is an important occasion 
that takes place at the north city square (Alun-Alun Lor) and the Masjid Gedhe. The sekaten, a 
term that stems from an Arabic word shahadatayn (the two testimonial sentences of the 
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Islamic faith that are required for converting Islam), is a Javanese festival that celebrates 
Prophet Muhammad’s birthday in the Islamic month of Rabiulawal. The festival, which lasts a 
month, was begun by Sunan Kalijaga, one of the legendary Nine Apostles, in teaching Islam to 
the Javanese Hindu and Buddhist adherents, particularly in Demak area in the fifteenth century. 
During the event, the palace’s legendary traditional Javanese music instruments (gamelan) 
were played in a venue nearby the sultanate mosque to attract people to the festival, where 
the saints would deliver Islamic teachings and persuade them to convert to Islam by 
pronouncing the shahadatayn.72  
 
In regularly conducting this annual festival, the Yogyakarta sultans preserve the Islamic 
cultural traditions and at the same time reassert their authority over the main sultanate 
mosque, Masjid Gedhe. During the month of celebration, the north city square and the outer 
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courtyard of Masjid Gedhe are filled with bazaar stands where people sell food, clothes, 
traditional toys, etc. The celebration peaks in the last week when the palace’s two sets of 
traditional music instruments (gamelan) are played continuously (except during the prayer 
time) in the two pavilions (the pagongan buildings) in the outer courtyard of Masjid Gedhe. On 
the last night the sultan visits the mosque to distribute coins and sends a mountain-shaped 
offering of food to the mosque the following morning.73 In the visit, the Sultan will bestow 
coins, which are believed to bring blessings, as symbols of the Sultan’s alms to his people at the 
mosque outer courtyard, where the public has gathered enthusiastically, and in front of the 
mosque mihrab inside the main prayer hall, which is attended by his servants and select men 
and women who are all kneeling in front of the standing sultan, his brothers, and the high-
ranking officials, including Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu (Fig. 8). Then, the sultan and his brothers and 
the retinue sit at the veranda to listen to Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu reading the Prophet’s 
biography. The following morning, the sultan sends the food offering, which is received by 
Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu who immediately prays over it, to be distributed to—or in actual 
practice, fought over by—his people, who believe that the food brings fortune and happiness, 
in the mosque outer courtyard.74 The Prophet’s birthday traditional celebration festival proves 
the sultan’s attempt to maintain his authority over Masjid Gedhe. As it has been daily managed 
by non-sultanate officials since Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX’s decision in the 1950s, this event 
is even more critical for the sultanate.  
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The significance of the mosque for the sultan’s power is also obvious in the construction 
of mosques within the sultanate’s territory. Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1757-1792) 
constructed Masjid Gedhe as the state mosque to provide a place for congregational prayer as 
well as to serve as centers for education and social affairs. Thus, historically, the mosque was 
both a place of worship and a civic center, as is often the case with large congregational 
mosques worldwide. The Sultan also built a sultan’s private mosque (Masjid Panepen) behind 
his traditional residence building, a private women’s mosque (Masjid Keputren) inside the 
keputren, and musallas in every fortress, from where the defense against the Dutch colonizer in 
the eighteenth century was commanded. These musallas were used for people’s daily prayers 
as well as funeral prayers for martyrs who died in the war for independence.75 Under the 
successors of Sultan Hamengkubuwono I, a number of community mosques were founded, not 
only to mark the territory of the sultanate, but also to support Islam under the sultanate. These 
mosques are known as masjid pathok negara, which means literally, “the pillars of the nation” 
(Table ).76 A document at the sultanate religious office records that there are 26 sultanate 
mosques today. These community mosques, except Masjid Keputren and Masjid Panepen that 
are privately used by the royal family members and their servants inside the palace, have been 
managed by local community residents under the sultan’s authority and headed by the chief 
religious official and they are accessible to both men and women.  
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Terminology 
I use both “Muslim” and “Islamic” throughout the text but they are not interchangeable. 
The term “Muslim” refers to the adherents of Islam, the religion that was revealed by God to 
Prophet Muhammad (570-632 CE); while “Islamic” refers to the community of Muslims, 
together with their socio-cultural values and material culture, which can be shared by both 
Muslims and non-Muslims living in the community.  
Islamic law is defined as a set of regulations that is produced by Muslim community 
based on the readings of the Quran (God’s revelation to Prophet Muhammad) and Hadith (the 
body containing exemplary traditions of the Prophet’s sayings and deeds). In many occasions, I 
also use the term “hadith” to refer to a single narrative containing the Prophet’s exemplary 
tradition. In this dissertation, I use the Quranic translation produced by Sahih International 
(www.quran.com). 
For the sake of clarity for non-Arabic readers, Arabic words are simply pluralized using 
an “s.” The Islamic era (Hijri) dates are written in AH, and the Javanese era in AJ. Common era 
dates are written in CE, and when there is no indication, it is the common era date that is being 
used.     
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Table 2. The Sultan of Yogyakarta and the sultanate mosques. 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1755-
1792) 
Masjid Gedhe Kauman (1773) 
Masjid Selo/Watu (1787) 
Masjid Girilaya (1788) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono II 
(1792-1812) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono III 
(1812-1814) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono IV 
(1814-1823) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono V 
(1823-1826) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono IV 
(1826-1828) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono V 
(1828-1855) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono VI 
(1855-1877) 
Masjid Pathok Negara Mlangi 
(mid-18th c.) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono VII 
(1877-1921) 
Masjid Pathok Negara Ploso 
Kuning 
Masjid Pathok Negara Dongkelan  
Masjid Pathok Negara Babadan 
Masjid Pathok Negara Wonokromo 
Masjid Panepen-renovation (1909) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono VIII 
(1921-1939) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX 
(1940-1988) 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono X (1989-
present) 
Pawestren Masjid Gedhe (1839) 
Porch of Masjid Gedhe (1775) 
The sultanate joined the Republic 
of Indonesia (1945) 
Reconstruction of the porch of 
Masjid Gedhe (1868) 
1750 1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000
  
 
Chapter 2 
The Women’s Prayer Spaces as Described and Seen 
Long before Indonesia’s independence from the Dutch colonialism in the seventeenth 
century and the Japanese occupation in the mid-twentieth century, Yogyakarta had been a 
traditional city and the center of the Yogyakarta Sultanate (1755-1945). Following the Giyanti 
Treaty of 1755, according to which the territory of the Mataram Sultanate (1575-1755) was 
divided into the Yogyakarta Sultanate and the Surakarta Sultanate, the Yogyakarta Sultanate 
was founded as an Islamic kingdom to preserve the Islamic ruling tradition that had been 
established by the Mataram Sultanate. Upon the independence proclamation of Indonesia in 
1945, Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX declared that the sultanate became part of the Republic of 
Indonesia. Yogyakarta’s “Special Region” title was granted by the Indonesian government in 
1950 to give the province the privilege of preserving its pre-colonial monarchy and to adopt it 
for its provincial government under Indonesian government. As a result, the Sultan of 
Yogyakarta also holds the title as the governor of the province.  
With an area of approximately 32.5 square kilometers, the Special Region of Yogyakarta 
province is the smallest of Indonesia’s thirty-three provinces.77 In 2009, its population was 
approximately 462,752 people, 51.14% of whom were female and 79.8% of whom were 
Muslims.78 Yogyakarta, the capital city, once served as the Indonesia’s capital during the 
struggle to defend the nation’s independence from Dutch re-occupation (1945-1949). Now it 
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has become a university town, since the founding of the Gadjah Mada University as one of the 
oldest and largest universities in Indonesia in 1949 and followed by numerous public and 
private universities afterward. Since 1912, the city has also been known as the home of the 
Islamic reform organization, Muhammadiyah, and its female and youth wings, the ‘Aisyiyah, 
Pemuda Muhammadiyah, and Nasyi’atul ‘Aisyiyah. Due to its rich historical and cultural 
heritage, Yogyakarta is also a famous tourism destination in Indonesia.  
I conducted my research in two sites: the Kauman village where Masjid Gedhe Kauman, 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, and Musalla Ar-Rosyad are located, and the larger keputren of the Sultan’s 
palace where Masjid Keputren and Masjid Panepen are located. Despite the historical 
connection with the sultanate that both sites share, they have different physical and socio-
cultural characteristics and therefore posed different challenges to my entrance and immersion 
in both communities. 
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Fig. 9 The research sites, consisting of the Kauman village and the sultanate palace  
(based on a map by Google Earth). 
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Kauman Village 
Fig. 10 The Kauman village and its community mosques and other important buildings. 
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The Kauman village is an urban village with an area of 192,000 square meters in the 
heart of Yogyakarta city. It is situated at the west of the north city square (Alun-Alun Lor), 
across Pekapalan Street, and stands between Ahmad Dahlan Street at the north, Nyai Ahmad 
Dahlan Street at the west, and Kauman Street at the south. The village compound is accessible 
from all these streets, but the main entrance to the village is the eastern gate (across the north 
city square) that is also the gateway to the Masjid Gedhe complex (Fig. 10). The village is a high-
density settlement nowadays. In 2007, there were 785 households in Kauman, of which 266 
were headed by women. Approximately 2,845 people resided in this village and 52.3 % of them 
were female.79 Upon his visit in the early 1930s, G. F. Pijper reported that the palace’s 
regulations stipulated that Kauman was restricted to Muslim inhabitants.80 Today with more 
than 95% of its inhabitants Muslims, Kauman is well known as an Islamic village. Kauman is 
historically important in the founding of Yogyakarta Sultanate (1755) as a new Islamic center in 
Java because it provides early evidence for the establishment of Islam in Indonesia.81 Such 
Islamic settlements were typically found in several coastal ports on Java and Sumatera islands, 
and they served as sultanate capital cities in the pre-independence era (before 1945). The 
neighborhood compound was once reserved for the sultanate religious officials, particularly 
those who served Masjid Gedhe: Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu, the preachers, the prayer leaders, and 
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the mosque attendants of Masjid Gedhe as well as their families. The native Kauman residents 
were therefore united by religious background, kinship, and their positions as royal religious 
servants.82 The word kauman is an abbreviation of the Javanese word pakauman or the 
residence of the kaum—from the Arabic word qawm(-uddin)—to denote the upholders of 
Islam. The late-eighteenth-century royal chronicle Babad Kraton (the Chronicle of the Palace) 
depicts the kaum, or simply “religious folks,” as people “who dressed in white.”83 As in other 
historical sites in Java and on other islands, the naming of the village reflected the sultan’s 
intention to incorporate Islam into his power and to control Islam under his authority.  
In the past, the sultan granted land to the religious officials and palace servants for them 
and their descendants to live. There were eleven land sites granted to these officials, in 
addition to the sites for the royal servants who served Masjid Gedhe. Several of these officials 
founded small mosques (langgar) which bore the founder’s name, where they taught boys and 
girls (separately) in reading the Quran and learning Islam. Langgar Kyai Haji Ahmad Dahlan 
(1890), Langgar Kyai Faqih, and Langgar Kyai Lurah Noer (before 1900) are examples of such 
small mosques (Fig. 10). However, this changed in 1926 when, instead of being a temporary 
land grant, the property right of the lots, except for the sultanate religious office (Dalem 
Pengulon) north of Masjid Gedhe, was transferred to the officials and servants. Thereafter the 
lands were fully owned by the officials and servants who had the right to sell the lots.84 This 
affected the land use in Kauman because suddenly land could be sold to people outside the 
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formerly exclusive community. As a result, Kauman Yogyakarta has now become a more diverse 
settlement, inhabited by both indigenous residents and newcomers. A similar condition has 
also taken place in the other kaumans in Islamic areas, such as Demak, Kudus, Cirebon, 
Kotagede, and Surakarta, that had been centers of Islamic teachings in the old sultanates of 
Indonesia in response to the regional development in postcolonial Indonesia. The spatial uses 
and meanings of Kauman Yogyakarta have changed due to economic opportunities and religion, 
specifically the growth of the batik textile industry (1880-1930) and the establishment in the 
village of the Muhammadiyah organization (1912).  
 The batik industry was first in the hands of the wives of the Kauman religious officials 
and servants, but it gradually grew into a larger home industry, thus attracting the traffic of 
outside traders to the village. The industry’s development significantly changed the character of 
Kauman as several houses were transformed into shop houses and batik home factories.85 The 
outer perimeter of the village in particular has developed commercially to respond to the 
increased flow of tourists to the palace complex, the north city square, and to the local shops 
and marketplaces on Malioboro Street (approximately 200 meters at the north of the city 
square) (Fig. 9). These economic, spatial, and social transformations were made possible by the 
transfer of the land to the native inhabitants some of whom, in turn, sold the land to outsiders. 
The resultant community is now more heterogeneous.  
Furthermore, the founding of the Muhammadiyah organization that took place in 
Kauman in 1912 has also contributed to social and spatial changes. The rapid development of 
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the organization from small to national scale has transformed Kauman from a purely sultanate 
village under the sultan’s control into a more progressive community in the twentieth century. 
Additionally, as part of his movement and concern for education, Dahlan founded the Volk 
School Muhammadiyah (1912), a boys’ elementary school owned by the organization, a girls’ 
school and women’s Islamic study group named Sapa Tresna (1914) with his wife Siti Walidah, a 
girls’ school named Pawiyatan Wanita (1918) (now the mixed-sex Muhammadiyah Elementary 
School of Kauman), and a mixed-sex kindergarten named Frobel (now Bustanul Athfal 
Kindergarten) in Kauman. In short, Dahlan and Walidah’s reforms promoted learning for 
Muslims, particularly women, whose access to education was otherwise very limited in those 
years. Consequently, some land lots in Kauman village were transformed into educational 
facilities. The growing followers of Muhammadiyah, who basically opposed the spiritual 
traditions of the sultan, also contributed to the loosening of relations between the Kauman 
residents and the sultan. One clear sign of this was the change in the orientation of houses in 
Kauman. Whereas previously houses had to be oriented toward the sultan’s palace at the 
south, as witnessed in the noble houses (dalem) of the sultanate religious officials, now houses 
can and do adopt any orientation.86  
The development of Kauman as a center of the batik industry and for teaching Islam, as 
well as its change of land status, has attracted more and more newcomers as temporary or 
permanent residents. The royal regulation restricting the village to Muslims no longer holds. 
Although the residents who live inside the village are still all Muslims, some non-Muslim 
Chinese began living along the periphery. All these changes have taken place in Kauman within 
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the last century and impact the way religious spaces, including the mosques, are defined and 
used.  
Kauman is a highly populated, yet clean and neat village, with density of 0.0148 per 
square meters in 2007. It is divided into four neighborhoods (Rukun Warga, abbreviated as 
RW), each of which comprises several sub-neighborhoods (Rukun Tetangga, abbreviated as RT). 
There are four sub-neighborhoods in Rukun Warga X (Kauman Lor/North Kauman), so are there 
in Rukun Warga XI (Kauman Wetan/East Kauman). There are seven sub-neighborhoods in 
Rukun Warga XII (Kauman Kidul/South Kauman) and three sub-neighborhoods in Rukun Warga 
XIII (Kauman Tengah/Central Kauman). Similar to what Pijper had reported in 1934, humble 
houses are arrayed along narrow alleys, about 1 meter to 1.5 meter wide, surrounded by 
fenceless houses that stand immediately along the alleys. The main roads are twice as wide and 
lie on the north-south axis that connects Masjid Gedhe with Ahmad Dahlan Street and on the 
east-west axis that connects Masjid Gedhe with Nyai Ahmad Dahlan Street. On this east-west 
axis, Musalla ‘Aisyiyah and the ‘Aisyiyah Kindergarten are located (Fig. 10). A few big houses 
where the past sultanate religious officials lived still exist. These traces of past wealth—houses 
that usually consist of a large parlor and several bedrooms—are the result of the economic 
enhancement obtained from the twentieth-century batik industry.87 More recently, the 
officials’ land lots have been divided into smaller lots and either inherited by the officials’ 
descendants or sold to outsiders. The other old houses have been replaced by modern ones, 
their new façades colorfully painted or layered with patterned ceramics to avoid fungus caused 
by the high humidity.  
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Pijper reported that Kauman was a place where pious people and devout Muslims lived, 
and this could be still perceived during my recent fieldwork.88 The Islamic atmosphere—defined 
as a place or context where Islamic symbols are visibly materialized—is apparent in the 
proliferation of sites for prayer. In addition to the majestic Masjid Gedhe, there are seven small 
community mosques (langgar/musalla) in the village: Musalla ‘Aisyiyah (1922), Musalla Ar-
Rosyad (1951), Langgar Makmur, Musalla As-Salam, Langgar Adz-Dzakkirin, Langgar Fakih, and 
Langgar Kyai Haji Ahmad Dahlan (1890) . Musalla ‘Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad are 
exclusively for female worshippers. Except for Langgar As-Salam and Langgar Adz-Dzakkirin, 
which are currently used merely for children’s Quranic study groups and occasional adult 
religious studies, the other mosques are used for the daily five prayers and regular Islamic 
lectures.  
As regulated in Islamic law, the Kauman Friday prayer, which includes a weekly ritual 
sermon, is only conducted in Masjid Gedhe which thus serves as the community’s 
congregational mosque. Otherwise, during the daily five prayer times, all of the mosques, 
except the women’s mosques, broadcast the calls to prayer throughout the village and its 
surroundings through electronic speakers. At prayer times, worshippers with their prayer 
attire—prayer robes for women, and sarongs or trousers and prayer caps for men—flock to the 
nearest mosque for congregational prayers. During the holy month of Ramadan, the frequency 
of Islamic lectures in all these mosques increases to two or three times a day. Believing that 
Ramadan is the time when worship is most rewarded, people spend more time at the mosque 
during this month for learning the Qur’an, listening to Islamic teachings, and praying. In 
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addition, like other mosques across the globe, the Kauman mosques also provide food and 
drink for their attendees to break the fast at sunset. Kauman is also well known for providing 
several Islamic dormitories affiliated to the Muhammadiyah organization and the Ar-Rosyad 
foundation, as well as an Islamic kindergarten and Islamic elementary schools affiliated with the 
Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah organizations.  
Under the ‘Aisyiyah organization, the Kauman women are actively engaged with the 
village-wide women’s Islamic lectures, which are taught by Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah 
scholars. Compared to the men’s study group (Tadarus Safari) that meets only once a week, the 
women have numerous Islamic study groups (pengajian) that are conducted on every day of 
the week. Additionally, the ‘Aisyiyah women also initiate charity as, for example, after the 
eruption of nearby Mount Merapi in October 2010 when the affected community needed 
immediate food, clothes, and services. More than two centuries after its establishment, 
Kauman appears to maintain its image as an Islamic village where Muslim norms are 
maintained in both its religious facilities and the social life.  
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The Keputren and the Larger Keputren 
 
Fig. 11 The keputren and the larger keputren, located at the west wing of the sultanate palace  
(Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti after Santosa). 
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The keputren at the sultanate palace complex offers a different atmosphere. The 
Javanese word keputren for harem stems from the word putri, which means princess or in the 
honorific Javanese language used in the palace, it can also simply mean a woman.89 Thus the 
word keputren denotes the women’s quarter at the palace area. However, like the Arabic term 
“harem,” there have been two spatial definitions of keputren. According to Kangjeng 
Jatiningrat, whose late father was Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX’s elder stepbrother, the 
keputren refers to the private zone of the palace, which covers the entire west wing that lies 
behind or at the west of the Sultan’s complex, and includes Dalem Prabayeksa building (A in Fig. 
11) where the royal heirlooms are stored in a treasury and the sultan’s traditional residence.90 
Previous scholars conducting research on the spatial arrangement of the palace like Behrend, 
who studied the palace of the Surakarta Sultanate, and Santosa have adopted this definition.91 
However, in daily conversation among the sultanate servants and royal family members, the 
term keputren is usually used to specifically designate the women’s quarters at the southern 
section of the palace’s west wing. In this dissertation, therefore, I use the term “keputren” to 
signify the specific women’s quarter or harem and the term “larger keputren” to denote the 
areas of the west wing. This second term includes the sultan’s complex, Masjid Panepen, and 
the West Palace. My selection of these terms serves my purpose to highlight the restriction that 
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is applied to the keputren as an exclusive women’s area as opposed to the larger keputren, 
which is more generally labeled as a women’s place (contained in the word keputren) but is still 
accessible to the Sultan’s male relatives and servants. Despite being named keputren, the larger 
keputren does not completely bar men from its area. Such a similar case is also found in the 
keputren of the Surakarta Sultanate (1757-1945) (the other descendant of the Mataram 
Sultanate), where gender restrictions are not strictly applied.92  
The keputren is a typical area commonly found in Javanese palaces. In addition to the 
one in the Yogyakarta Sultanate palace, such a practice is also found in the Surakarta Sultanate 
palace (built in 1744) in Central Java and the Old Cirebon Sultanate (built in 1527) in West Java. 
Traditional Javanese houses, particularly those of the noble families, apply sex segregation in 
the house’s spaces.93 But unlike ordinary houses, the palace applies a firmer separation that 
conceals women altogether. This spatial segregation is apparent in the palace arrangement in 
which the keputren is located at the west side and the kasatriyan (literally the knights’ quarter) 
(T in Fig. 11), where unmarried circumcised princes lived, was at the east side. Traditionally, the 
palace is intended as a place where the sultan lives with his wives, concubines, daughters, and 
female relatives from the previous king.  
To reach the keputren, one enters through the Mannikhantojo Gate (F in Fig. 11), 
located at the south of the sultan’s complex. The gate, renovated in 1924 (under Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono VIII), has porches on the left and right sides, a 3.50-meter high ceiling , and 
beautiful ornamentation of golden flowers and leaves carved on its dark green wooden doors, 
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columns, and beams. The Mannikhantojo Gate itself is a bent entrance and situated behind 
another small bent gate that connects the keputren complex with the sultan’s complex. Such a 
deflected entrance form, which is usually found in defensive architecture, is typical in this 
palace. As in forts, the bent entrance in the palace protects the residents from the eyes of 
outsiders and at the same time keeps evil spirits from penetrating the wall.94 Behind the 
Mannikhantojo Gate, stands a white tall insulating wall, blocking the visitor’s vision toward the 
keputren. The barrier wall, named the baturana, is elaborately ornamented with a fantastical 
creature’s head, surrounded by vines and flowers. The barrier wall and its ornaments remind us 
of a similar insulating wall at the entrance of the nearby Tamansari water castle, a small 
recreation complex that was built for Sultan Hamengkubuwono I in 1756. Such an ornament is 
surely a pictorial chronogram. It has never been deciphered, but if it were to be read, it might 
reveal something about the construction chronology of this part of the palace.  
While visually containing and hiding the interior complex of keputren, the wall behind 
the Mannikhantojo Gate also directs visitors along a prescribed path. They are sent to the left 
before entering a two-meter-wide cement pathway toward Masjid Keputren, which is about 50 
meter away at the west end of the path. There are several gates to the concubines’ quarters 
along the southern side of the pathway.95 Unlike the Mannikhantojo Gate that is colorfully 
ornamented with vines and flowers, these gates and fences—enclosing a humble wooden 
house in each lot—are plain white with simple carvings. Across from this row of houses are 
newer houses that were assigned to the wives. The houses or dalem (a polite Javanese term for 
house) were named with the residing wife’s name. Thus, Dalem Pintakan (J in Fig. 11), for 
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instance, belonged to Kangjeng Raden Ayu Pintakapurnama, who was Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono IX’s first wife.96 
While there is no inscription mentioning when the keputren was established, Bu 
Kangjeng Tejanegara (the official of the keputren) assumed that the keputren existed since the 
very early construction of the palace complex, because it would have been required for sexual 
segregation. In the past, this area was reserved for the sultan’s consorts to live with their 
unmarried daughters, young uncircumcised sons (until age 10), and their female servants.97 Bu 
Kangjeng Tejanegara is the woman who now supervises the maintenance of the keputren even 
though only one royal resident remains. She told me: “Sex segregation [in the palace] existed 
since His Majesty the First [Sultan Hamengkubuwono I], and the women’s quarter has been 
separated from the men’s quarter ever since.” The notes compiled by the Center for 
Conservation of Archaeological Relics of Central Java and Yogyakarta, mention that although 
the keputren complex has existed since the palace was founded in 1756, the buildings that 
remain today date from the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono VI (1855-1877) and Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono VII (1877-1921). The major building of the complex was Dalem Ratu 
Kencanan (the House of Queen Kencana) (L in Fig. 11), built for the queen of Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono VII during his reign.98  
However, there has been a significant change in the way the keputren functions since 
the current sultan, Sultan Hamengkubuwono X (1989-present), ascended the throne. Unlike his 
predecessors, who married several wives and also had numerous unofficial consorts, Sultan 
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 Interview with Nyi Wage (a female royal servant), January 6, 2011.  
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 Muhadjir Darwin et al., "Male and Female Genital Cutting among Yogyakartans and Madurans," (Center 
for Population and Policy Studies, Gadjah Mada University 2007), 1-30; Woodward, Java, Indonesia, and Islam. 
98
 Interview with Eko Hadiyanto, the staff of the Center for Conservation of Archaeological Relics of 
Central Java and Yogyakarta, September 4, 2012.   
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Hamengkubuwono X (age 66) has a monogamous marriage to his queen, Gusti Kangjeng Ratu 
Hemas (age 60). When he ascended to the throne in 1989 upon his father’s death, Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono X departed from traditional practice in choosing not to live in the part of the 
palace (B in Fig. 11) where the previous sultans had lived separate from their families. Rather, 
he lives together with his wife and some of his five daughters (currently between the ages of 
25-39 years old) in the Western Palace (N in Fig. 11), which used to be the Queen Mother’s 
Palace. Additionally, some of his daughters went to universities overseas for advanced 
education and to participate in social activities and pursue their careers. Both the Sultan and his 
wife actively engage with a national political party, through which Ratu Hemas is elected as a 
senator for the Special Region of Yogyakarta province for two election periods. Furthermore, 
Sultan Hamengkubuwono X has chosen to follow a different path in the way he builds his 
lineage. While many Javanese royal families commonly insist on marrying their children to 
other Javanese, preferably a person who was born into a royal family in order to preserve 
genealogical bloodlines, Sultan Hamengkubuwono X has welcomed men from non-royal and 
non-Javanese families as his sons-in-law. Those married couples now live in other cities.  
The change in the Sultan’s lifestyle impacts the life in the keputren. The houses are now 
abandoned and empty since all the wives of the earlier sultans have passed away. The lone 
exception is the pavilion (K in Fig. 11) at the west end of the northern row, a house that is 
inhabited by Gusti Riyokusumo, the daughter of Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX (1940-1988) from 
Kangjeng Widyaningrum. As she is a widow and the keputren is otherwise vacant, Gusti 
Riyokusumo has been granted permission to reside in the keputren, at the northwestern corner 
in front of Masjid Keputren (P in Fig. 11), with her only adult son. Thus, her son can enter and 
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leave the keputren through the door that connects the keputren with the Western Palace 
without transgressing too deeply into the keputren area. In general, however, the strict sex 
segregation is still preserved inside the palace. Men are prohibited from entering the keputren 
and thus, also Masjid Keputren. Conversely, women are restricted from attending the Sultan’s 
private mosque, Masjid Panepen, which is located in the larger keputren area. 
 
Masjid Panepen 
Masjid Panepen (M) is a small shrine located between Gedhong Jene (the sultan’s 
traditional residence) (B) and the Western Palace (N), which is the current sultan’s residence 
(Fig. 11). The Javanese word panepen stems from the word nepi, which means to isolate oneself 
or to contemplate in an isolated place; thus, panepen denotes a place where one can be 
isolated and contemplative. Historically, the practices of self-isolation and meditation were 
common among Javanese princes and pious men in search of tranquility or solutions to their 
problems. Masjid Panepen was exclusively erected for the sultan as a place to meditate and 
supplicate, specifically on, the night before Friday (malem Jemuah) which is considered a 
privileged night in Islam and a Javanese tradition.  
Masjid Panepen has an important function in the life of the royal family. It is where the 
commemoration of the dead ancestors (haul) as well as the anniversary (tingalan) of the 
birthday and coronation of the living sultan takes place. It is also where the sultan weds his 
daughters to their groom in an Islamic marriage contract (akad nikah). Unlike the common 
practice of marriage where both the bride and the groom are present in the contract 
pronouncement, the palace wedding ceremony only requires the groom’s presence to 
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pronounce his vow in front of the sultan, his male royal family members, and the chief religious 
officials. Unlike the princesses’ weddings, the princes (sons of the previous sultans) performed 
their marriage contract pronouncement at the bride’s home and pronounced their vows to the 
bride’s father or male guardian. This followed the Islamic rule that a previously unmarried 
woman’s marriage requires her father’s or her male guardian’s permission. Although the 
marriage contract pronouncement, which is held before the wedding when the bride and the 
groom meet, can be performed in any place, pronouncement at the mosque is commonly 
believed to be better. The rites of passage—birth, circumcision, marriage, and death—are 
regarded as critical religious rituals in a Javanese life. However, Masjid Panepen is not used for 
birth celebration, circumcision inaugurations, or funeral prayers. In the past, boys’ and girls’ 
circumcision was conducted in the sultanas’ apartment, while the funeral prayers for the 
deceased sultans were conducted at the Golden Pavilion, the audience hall in front of the larger 
keputren area, where the sultan also receives his state guests and holds the royal wedding 
feasts to allow the broader public to come.99 The funeral prayers for princesses were held at 
the Sweet Pavilion (D), the reception hall located next to the Golden Pavilion (C) (Fig. 11). 
Masjid Panepen thus functions as the Sultan’s private mosque. 
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 Interview with Bu Kangjeng Tejanegara (February 1, 2011), Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu (March 3, 2011) and 
Raden Riyo Ridwan (April 12, 2011). 
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Fig. 12 Masjid Panepen, seen from the narrow arched gate (Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
 
Despite the restriction of the use of Masjid Panepen, the male royal religious servants 
and the royal Islamic scholars conduct their daily congregational prayers in the mosque in order 
to animate the mosque. In addition to that, the mosque is also used for the Ramadan prayers 
(tarawih) and the holiday prayers on the Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha Islamic holidays for the 
regular mosque users. In both these special and daily Islamic religious rituals, the prayers are 
led by the chief of the royal Islamic scholar corps (abdi dalem punakawan kaji) as the holder of 
the highest authority in the mosque programs and are not attended by the Sultan. It is 
important to note that the weekly Friday prayer is not held at Masjid Panepen because such a 
prayer requires not less than forty attendees. 
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There is no record of when Masjid Panepen was constructed, but Raden Riyo Ridwan 
assumed that the mosque has been built since the construction of the palace complex in 1756 
because of the sultan’s need for contemplation.100 The Javanese and Arabic inscriptions on the 
mosque wall mention the renovation (“mulyakaken”) of the mosque in 1909 CE (1839 Dal AJ or 
1327 AH). In the chronogram, trus (nine) means continuous, guna (three) means useful or being 
used, salira (eight) means self, and aji (one) refers to the sultan (Fig. 13). The Arabic inscription 
says the same thing. These inscriptions not only tell us the date of the renovation, conducted 
under the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono VII (1877-1921), but also declare that Masjid 
Panepen belonged to the sultan and was for his private use. Considering the significance of 
mosque to the sultan and his attempts to embrace “Islamic” practices in the sultanate’s life as 
discussed extensively by Ricklefs, it is most probable that Masjid Panepen had been constructed 
during the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1755-1792).101  
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 Interview with Raden Riyo Ridwan, April 12, 2011. 
101
 Ricklefs, Mystic Synthesis in Java: A History of Islamization from the Fourteenth to the Early Nineteenth 
Centuries. 
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Fig. 13 Masjid Panepen: the Javanese inscription, citing the construction of the mosque. It says, “Ngarsa Dalem 
Sampeyan Dalem Ingkang Sinuwun kala mulyakaken kagungan dalem ’Masjid Panepen’ ing dinten Senen Legi 
tanggal kaping gangsal wulan Rabiulawal ing tahun Dal sinengkalan Trus Guna Salira Aji” (His Majesty when 
enhanced [mulyakaken] his belonging ‘Masjid Panepen’ on the day of Legi Monday the fifth in the month of 
Rabiulawal in the year of Dal, made in a chronogram as Trus Guna Salira Aji) (Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
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Fig. 14 Masjid Panepen: the floor plan (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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The compound of Masjid Panepen is enclosed by a surrounding white wall (about 1.20 
meter tall) that is concealed by flanking vegetation rows. A narrow arched gate, where Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono X—due to his residence at the Western Palace—usually enters the mosque 
compound, is located at the northeastern corner of the compound fence (Fig. 15). The arched 
gate, 85 centimeters wide and 1.77 meter tall, is relatively narrow, admitting only one person at 
a time, and psychologically gives one the sense of being short, so that the current sultan and his 
male royal servants usually bow their heads when entering through this gate. Another small 
gate, which is found behind the mosque, connects the mosque compound to a stable located 
between Masjid Panepen (M) and the Western Palace (N). These gates, different from the two-
meter-tall green gate connecting Masjid Panepen with the sultan’s traditional residential 
pavilion (B), seem to be designed for royal servants, who are required to bow down in front of 
the sultan, who is represented by Masjid Panepen (Fig. 11). The arched gate brings attendees to 
a small open courtyard, part of which is paved to make a path and the rest of which is planted 
with shrubs, that ends at the mosque’s entrance gallery. Once they reach the entrance gallery, 
they will remove their shoes and sandals and perform the ritual ablution, as is required for 
prayer, at the semi-open ablution area behind the entrance gallery (as approached from the 
narrow arched entrance gate). 
The gallery is a semi-open porch covered by a gable roof. Unlike the common entrance 
galleries that serve as accepting space for attendees, the entrance gallery of Masjid Panepen 
does not face toward arriving attendees, who enter the compound through the arched gate. 
Instead, the gallery transverses from the mosque building at the right side of the paved 
courtyard to a closed green gate at the eastern compound fence. The always-closed gate, wider 
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than the doors of the mosque (as wide as 2.00 meters), connects the mosque to the sultanate 
complex where the previous rulers traditionally resided. This layout shows to us that the green 
door is the main entrance to the mosque compound, and that the narrow arched gate is instead 
a side entrance to it, therefore revealing the sultan’s position as the main user of the mosque.  
  
Fig. 15 Masjid Panepen: the narrow arched gate  
(Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
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The mosque is comprised of the main prayer hall with an area of 42.25 square meters, a 
secondary hall of 33.30 square meters, and an entrance gallery of 18.45 square meters (Fig. 14). 
The three parts are differentiated in floor levels, plan shapes, and roof styles, implying their 
different functions and hierarchy as in Hindu architectural tradition.102 The square-plan main 
prayer hall (approximately 6.50 meters to 6.50 meters) is covered with a double-tier pyramidal 
roof. The shape and style of its roof follows the general outline of the Masjid Agung Demak roof 
but with fewer tiers. The pyramidal roof sits on four cylindrical master pillars, painted in dark 
green and decorated with hexagonal capitals, at the center of the prayer hall. Raden Riyo 
Ridwan, the chief royal Islamic scholar who also serves as the main imam at the mosque, 
explained that the four pillars are commonly interpreted as a symbol of the four righteous 
caliphs (al-Khulafaur Rashidin), who successfully ruled the Muslim community upon the death 
of Prophet Muhammad.103 This is not a feature commonly found in mosques elsewhere in 
Islamic world and there is no ritual need for it. It appears to be a structural necessity (to 
support the roof) that gained symbolic value. In other words, it was interpreted thus to explain, 
in Muslim terms, an architectural element that is in fact derived from Hindu temples. The 
prayer leader’s mihrab niche is located at the middle of the qibla wall (the wall closest to 
Mecca) at the west end of the building. Unlike the typical Middle-Eastern mihrab that is 
elaborately ornamented with muqarnas, the mihrab of this mosque is a simple rectangular 
niche of 2.50 square meters with a sloped top and framed by a molded and painted vine leaf 
motif. At the southwestern corner of the hall, there is a raised platform (approximately 19 
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 Ismudiyanto and Atmadi, "Demak, Kudus, and Jepara Mosques: A Study of Architectural Syncretism." 
103
 Interview with Raden Riyo Ridwan, April 12, 2011. He did not provide evidence for this but his 
interpretation is useful because it reflects commonly held ideas about the mosque.  
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centimeters high and measuring 1.36 meters by 2.40 meters) where the sultan sits and prays. 
The secondary hall, whose floor is 22 centimeters lower than the main prayer hall, is as wide as 
the main prayer hall, excluding the mihrab, but it has a hipped rather than double-tiered 
pyramidal roof. This hall is usually used for accommodating the low-ranking royal religious 
servants during a religious meeting.  
 
Fig. 16 Masjid Panepen: the entrance gallery connecting Masjid Panepen to the door to the sultan's traditional 
residence (Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
 
The orientation of the mosque—simply following the traditional direction in Java as 
modeled by Masjid Agung Demak—is east-west, as made apparent by the mihrab axis. This axis 
runs from the mihrab through the center of the square space formed by four main pillars, the 
secondary hall that lies outside of the prayer hall proper, and the semi-open entrance gallery 
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that leads to the gate to the sultan’s traditional residence at the east (Fig. 16). The floor of the 
main prayer hall is covered with plain light grey carpets so that at first glance, it appears that 
prayer direction follows the building orientation. However, the prayer mats in the mihrab and 
directly in front of it show that prayer orients not precisely to the west, but skewed about 15 
degrees toward the northwest. I assume that the change of orientation occurred after the 
mosque was built and was possibly the result of an Islamic legal opinion issued by the 
Muhammadiyah in the early twentieth century (discussed later).   
 
Masjid Keputren 
 
Fig. 17 Masjid Keputren (Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
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In contrast to Masjid Panepen, the women’s Masjid Keputren (P in Fig. 11) is a strikingly 
plain space with little ornament and none of the elegant detail that distinguishes Masjid 
Panepen. The mosque is humble, yet much cleaner and better-maintained than the apartments 
along the keputren’s pathway. Unlike the Masjid Panepen compound, it neither has its own 
courtyard nor an entrance gallery, so that its veranda can be accessed straight from the 
pathway (Fig. 17). Its front part is a semi-open porch (with an area of 16.40 square meters), 
tiled with white terrazzo and covered by a gabled roof seated on the mosque’s front wall and 
the four black wooden columns. The main door, which opens directly to the prayer hall, is 
flanked by two windows, all of which are painted dark green with light green accents. 
Consisting of two panels of 0.5 meter wide each, the two-meter-high door is quite narrow, 
especially if compared to the door at Masjid Panepen that is 1.30 meters wide. The prayer hall, 
at a floor level 20 centimeters higher than the porch, is rectangular in plan and covered with a 
double-tier pyramidal roof (Fig. 18). 
Unlike Masjid Panepen which is enclosed by a fenced compound, firmly isolating it from 
its context, Masjid Keputren’s territory is vague and the building blends with the open spaces at 
the harem that are formed by the fenced apartment compounds, as if the mosque is part of the 
keputren courtyard and pathways. Its north and south sides are bordered with 40-centimeter-
thick old molded fences, perhaps dated from the year when the keputren was established, that 
separate the mosque and the ablution building from the apartment at the south, where the 
fence clearly belongs to the apartment compound, and the pathway toward the Western Palace 
at the north. At least, the mosque and its ablution building are seated on a raised earthen 
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platform (about 40 centimeters above the pathway level) differentiating its hierarchy from the 
courtyard and pathway that surround it (Fig. 18).  
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Fig. 18 Masjid Keputren: the floor plan and building section (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, January 2011).
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The photo archives at offices of the Kertagana Architectural Consultant, which was 
appointed for the palace renovation project in the end of 1980s, do not reveal any inscriptions 
in the older version of the mosque (Fig. 19), dated from the nineteenth century. The exterior of 
the old mosque looked like its today’s version. The current roof of the mosque is supported by 
horizontal wooden trusses that are exposed under the white ceiling (Fig. 20). The trusses sit on 
eight structural columns that are embedded and concealed under the plastered half-brick wall, 
which is much thinner than its earlier one, Masjid Panepen, and the other early sultanate 
mosques. Previously, the older roof was supported by four master columns that are typically 
found in the early Javanese mosques, including Masjid Panepen. Other changes that are found 
Fig. 19 The old Masjid Keputren before its renovation in 1988 (Photo: Kertagana Architectural Consultant). 
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from the current mosque are the new side doors and windows as well as the rectangular 
mihrab, which was an arched mihrab prior to the restoration. 
 
Fig. 20 Masjid Keputren: the prayer hall (Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
 
Part of the mosque’s west side is extended for the mihrab, a simple niche with a sloped 
roof, where a member of the royal religious servants (abdi dalem suranata) leads the women’s 
prayer during the sunset and evening prayers. There are at least two (male) religious servants 
who come for the congregational prayer at Masjid Keputren. If they are unable to attend—
although this happens very rarely—the royal Islamic scholars (abdi dalem punakawan kaji) will 
replace them. One of them will recite the secondary call to prayer, and the other will lead the 
prayer. The primary call to prayer is not performed at Masjid Keputren since it is a women’s 
mosque, while the secondary call is always recited by another male royal servant. 
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Female royal servants have been the primary users of Masjid Keputren. Kangjeng 
Jatiningrat explained: “It was true that Masjid Keputren was used. But you know, religious life is 
sometimes not as good as it should be. The mosque was usually used by the female servants. 
They did enliven the mosque. The mosque was their need, because they used to pray and go to 
the mosque in their village. This has begun since the palace recruited servants from outside the 
complex.”104 Nyi Wage, a female royal servant who accompanied me on my visit to the Masjid 
Keputren, confirmed what Kangjeng Jatiningrat told me. During her appointment at the 
keputren since 1995, female royal servants have been the main users of Masjid Keputren. Gusti 
Riyokusumo, the only princess who is still staying at the keputren, sometimes joins the 
congregational prayer, particularly in the nights of the Ramadan holy month. On those 
occasions, she will stand at the front line behind the male imam and the female servants will 
stand behind her.105 
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 Interview with Kangjeng Jatiningrat, April 15, 2011. 
105
 Interview with Nyi Wage (January 6, 2011), Ibu Kangjeng Tejanegara (February 1, 2011), and Nyi Karyo 
(February 15, 2011).  
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Masjid Gedhe Kauman 
 
Masjid Gedhe was built by Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1755-1792) as the sultanate 
state mosque. The date of the construction is inscribed at the wall of the veranda, written in 
both Javanese and Arabic, in the form of a chronogram to denote 1773 CE (1699 Alip AJ or 1187 
AH).106 Designed by the palace architect Kangjeng Wiryakusuma and supervised by Kangjeng 
Kyai Pengulu Faqih Ibrahim Dipaningrat, the architecture of the Masjid Gedhe follows the 
typology of a Javanese mosque:  a rectangular main prayer hall that is covered with a triple-tier 
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 Also mentioned in "Macapat Rol 26 No. 2 Hamengkubuwono III," in Babad Ngayogyakarta [The 
Yogyakarta Chronicle] (Museum Sono Budoyo); Suryanegara, "Babad Momana [The Momana Chronicle]." 
Fig. 21 Masjid Gedhe Kauman, as seen from the outer courtyard (Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, July 2010). 
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pyramidal roof seated on four timber pillars, a front veranda, a women’s prayer room at the 
left, all of which are enclosed in a fenced compound (Fig. 21).  
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Fig. 22 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the site plan of the mosque complex (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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Standing on an open area 16,000 square meters at the heart of Yogyakarta, Masjid 
Gedhe Kauman is an iconic historic monument. It is situated at the west side of the north city 
square, across Perkapalan Street. Sitting on the east-west axis of the city square, the front gate 
to the mosque complex visually appears as the main entrance to Kauman with Masjid Gedhe at 
the main focal point. The gate, which is actually more of a gate house (built in 1840 and 
renovated in 1869),  as one main door through which visitors can see and enter the mosque 
compound, and two flanking smaller doors, and is covered with a two-tier traditional Javanese 
hipped roof.107  
The mosque complex is arranged in a symmetrical layout, situating Masjid Gedhe at the 
center of the visitor’s view, entering through the main gate. In addition to a marriage 
counseling office at the south and the mosque board office at the north, there are two 
multipurpose buildings and two pagongan buildings, which store the palace’s legendary 
traditional music instruments during the Prophet’s birthday celebration festival, surrounding 
the mosque (Fig. 22). These buildings stand in a large open courtyard that is covered with black 
stones and sand. This is actually the outer courtyard—corresponding to the ziyada in Arab 
mosques—and it is the only space in the complex where visitors may ride their motorcycles. 
This outer courtyard is enclosed by an approximately 4-meter-tall white wall that served as a 
fortification during the independence war. From here, one passes through Kauman gates, which 
are much smaller and narrower than the main entrance gate at the mosque complex. The outer 
courtyard is used for various events, such as bazaars and festivals that are usually related to 
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 The gate construction was made in a chronogram “Pandhita Nenem Sabda Tunggal,” denoting 1767 
AJ/1255 AH/1840 CE. The gate was restored and documented in a chronogram as “Murti Trus Giri Nata,” referring 
to 1798 AJ/1286 AH/1869 CE. 
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Masjid Gedhe, Muhammadiyah, or the sultanate. Moreover, as part of the mosque’s social 
planning, the mosque board allows select street vendors into the outer courtyard.  
The Masjid Gedhe compound is surrounded by a two-meterhigh white fence. The 
compound consists of the mosque building itself, two ablution structures and restrooms at the 
south and north of the mosque veranda, a women’s washing pool at the south, as well as a 
funeral preparation room and a library at the north. There are five entrance gates (three at the 
east, and two at the south and north side) located at the front fence of the mosque compound. 
The middle gate, which is the main entrance to the mosque, is the end of the entrance gallery 
(18 in Fig. 23) and decorated with an arch, on which a large sultanate symbol with a clock in the 
middle is inscribed. Next to this gate, but outside the fence, there is an inscription on a short 
marble wall mentioning the status of Masjid Gedhe Kauman as the provincial state mosque of 
the Special Region of Yogyakarta, its ownership by the sultan, and its status as national 
heritage. The main compound’s entrance gate is usually opened during the Friday prayer 
(obligatory for Muslim men but not women) and other large events when many people are 
expected to visit the mosque, such as when the Sultan celebrates the Prophet’s birthday as well 
as the holidays of Eid al-Adha and Eid al-Fitr, or when a wedding is held at the veranda (13 in 
Fig. 23). For daily use, visitors come through the side gates at the front as well as the north and 
south side of the compound’s fence. Local attendees who live at the north of the mosque 
usually enter the compound through the north back gate that connects the north side door of 
the main prayer hall to the main aisle of Kauman. Another entrance is found at the south side 
gate (21 in Fig. 23) near the women’s area. This gate leads to the women’s washing pool (19). 
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Fig. 23 The floor plan of the Masjid Gedhe Kauman compound (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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The pool is restricted to women, is isolated from other mosque’s spaces, and usually used by 
some female inhabitants and homeless women for bathing and washing their clothes. 
Like the large outer courtyard, the inner courtyard in front of the veranda is also tiled 
with black stones. A two-meter wide and fifty-centimeter deep water pool runs around its 
periphery and visitors reach the mosque across four simple bridges. In the past, this pool was 
used for visitors’ ablution, but since the construction of the new ablution structures in 1973—
one at the north of the veranda for men and one at the south for women—it is now left dry. 
Pak Budi, the mosque board chair, explained this decision, saying that the water became dirty 
and filled with debris.108 However, visitors can still enjoy the water-filled pool during the 
Prophet’s birthday festival.  
                                                 
108
 Interview with Pak Budi, February 3, 2011. 
Fig. 24 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the upper veranda, seen from the lower veranda in front of the pawestren door 
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, July 2010). 
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The mosque’s veranda (Fig. 24), which is semi-open and covered with a double-tier hipped roof, 
is part of a residential building typology that is commonly found in Javanese noble houses as a 
place for social affairs, for example for receiving guests and the traditional shadow puppet 
show. The mosque’s veranda is rectangular in plan and has two stepped levels. The lower one is 
approximately 40 centimeters above the inner courtyard’s level, while the upper one forms a 
1.30-meter raised platform. Contrasting to the black stones on the mosque’s inner courtyard, 
the floor has light yellow tiles with floral patterns with black qibla lines to indicate where the 
worshippers should align themselves for prayer. The shape of the hipped roof and its structural 
system are clearly visible from underneath the roof. The roof is supported by rows of wooden 
columns that are painted light yellow, standing on black molded bases, and decorated with 
carved vines that form in stylized Arabic script the names Allah and Muhammad. Additionally, 
the end of the beams supported by the columns is ornamented with golden pineapples, which 
are popularly interpreted to symbolize human’s relations. With its golden elements and 
ornaments, the veranda seems to glow when the lights are turned on at night. 
In its first phase, the veranda was about half the size of today’s structure. It had been 
built by Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1755-1792) in 1775 but was ruined in a huge earthquake in 
1867, in an event cited in one of the inscriptions. According to the Arabic inscription above the 
north lower veranda, the veranda was named Al-Mahkamah Al-Kabirah or the Grand Court of 
Law for serving as a place where the Islamic court of law was conducted, Islamic scholars and 
priests met, Islamic teachings were learned, Islamic holidays were celebrated, alms were 
collected and distributed, disputes were mediated, and where couples married under Islamic 
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contract. It was also a place where the sultan met his people and staff. Thus, the mosque’s 
veranda had an important social and political function in the sultanate era. 
 
Fig. 25 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the main prayer hall with the maqsura, mihrab (and the small wooden minbar), and 
the golden minbar (Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, May 2011). 
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The main prayer hall of Masjid Gedhe is rectangular in plan (756.50 square meters), 
dictated by an east-west axis with the mihrab at its west end. Covered by a traditional triple-tier 
pyramidal roof that is supported by thirty-six timber columns, the central four of which serve as 
the main pillars (saka guru), Masjid Gedhe exemplifies the typological traditional Javanese 
mosque, as modeled by Masjid Agung Demak. In contrast to the elaborately ornamented 
veranda, the main prayer hall is much simpler. Whereas the veranda is enlivened by yellow 
paint and beautiful floral ornament, the columns and ceilings of the main prayer hall are 
unpainted wood. This reflects their different functions. Because the hall is where the divine 
communication of human with God ceremonially takes place, ornaments and colors are 
intentionally removed to encourage solemn prayers. Conversely, the richly-colored veranda 
represents more mundane terrestrial life where the social relations with other humans occur. 
Two golden-painted wooden structures flank the mihrab (Fig. 25). At the left, a black 
cube ornamented with painted golden flowers is the maqsura, a reserved space for the sultan’s 
prayer. Its floor, covered with white marble like the rest of the prayer hall, is raised a few 
centimeters from the main floor. The maqsura is mostly left empty except during events when 
the number of mosque visitors increases, such as during the Prophet’s birthday celebration 
festival, when it fills to accommodate the overflow. At the right of the mihrab, a golden minbar 
(pulpit), about 2.50 meters tall, is reserved for the man who delivers the Friday sermon. At the 
corner of this front part of the main hall is a very small room, equipped with electronic devices, 
where the muezzin recites the call to prayer that is broadcasted to the surrounding area.  
The main prayer hall has three doors that connect it to the veranda, one door at almost 
the west end of south wall, that connects it to the pawestren (women’s prayer room), and one 
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door at the north wall—henceforth named “the north side door” (Fig. 26) to differ it from the 
north front door that connects the prayer hall with the veranda—connecting the prayer hall 
with men’s restrooms, the yatihuun (the room where the prominent Islamic scholars meet, 
particularly after the Friday prayer), the library, the funeral preparation room, the north inner 
courtyard, and the gate to Kauman rows of houses.  
 
Fig. 26 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the yatihuun and the stairs to the main prayer hall at the north side door  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, May 2011). 
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Fig. 27 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the interior of the pawestren (Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
 
The women’s pawestren, built in 1839, is attached to the south wall of the main prayer 
hall (the left side of the mosque as it faces Mecca) (Fig. 27). Although it was not the first 
pawestren in a Javanese sultanate mosque, the pawestren of Masjid Gedhe has served as the 
typological model for a typical women’s prayer room in a mixed-sex mosque on the island, and 
for this reason, it is architecturally important. The word pawestren or paestren stems from the 
Javanese word estri, which means woman, to signify the women’s prayer room in the 
mosque.109 Pijper points out that the pawestren is an essential element of a Javanese mosque 
and has existed for centuries. It is usually attached to the southern side of the mosque with a 
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 Some mosques name it pawadonan (from wadon, meaning woman) or pedokan (from wedok, meaning 
woman), all of which have a similar meaning to pawestren. 
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separate entrance, although numerous community and sultanate mosques placed women at 
either the south or north of the men’s prayer area.110 However, as Pijper reported, more recent 
mosques that were built in the 1930s did not provide a separate space for women, requiring 
women to pray behind or next to the men, divided by curtain. In the latter case, the women’s 
first prayer line begins one line back of the first men’s prayer line.  
 
Fig. 28 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the door to the pawestren (Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, August, 2010). 
 
The door to the pawestren is located at the end of the south lower veranda (Fig. 28). 
Different from the brown-painted doors to the main prayer hall, which is 2.1 meters tall and 
beautifully carved with golden ornaments, the pawestren door is simply light yellow, plain, and 
1.6 meter tall. The floor level at the door is raised 25 centimmeters from that of the lower 
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 Pijper, Fragmenta Islamica: Studien over Het Islamisme in Nederlandsch-Indie [Fragmenta Islamica: 
Some Studies on Islam in the Colonial Indonesia], 38-44. 
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serambi. Entering the pawestren through this door, one immediately encounters a white 1.75 
meter-high barrier wall that blocks direct passage as well as obstructs vision. Instead, one is 
forced to walk around the wall, which is a classic bent entrance and called the aling-aling in 
Javanese (literally “barrier”). It is commonly found in the sultanate palace as a way of 
maintaining privacy. This bent entrance directs visitors to walk up the steps at the right and left 
of the barrier wall. Passing through it, visitors will immediately see the entire pawestren, 
covered with a sloping roof with a simple ceiling.  
In addition to the main door, the pawestren can be accessed from the main prayer 
hall—the door of which is located at the almost west end of the wall that borders the 
pawestren and the main prayer hall—and the women’s restrooms at the south of the 
pawestren. The door to that connects them is located at the left exterior wall, right after the 
bent entrance. Outside this door is a small room for the female mosque attendant and a locked 
restroom that is reserved for the sultan’s exclusive use. 
At the west end of the room, a wide short window with bars opens to the cemetery, 
west of the mosque compound. The marble pawestren floor is 45 centimeters lower than the 
main prayer hall level. Similar to the main prayer hall, the walls are limestone. At the left wall, 
which also serves as the exterior wall of the entire mosque building, there are two windows 
that are always closed, possibly to avoid the sight of the women’s washing pool at the southern 
side of the mosque compound.  
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The construction of the pawestren of Masjid Gedhe is recorded in an inscription that 
was engraved above the door frame at the main entrance to the women’s prayer room (Fig. 
29). Unlike other inscriptions at the mosque that were written in Arabic and Javanese, the 
pawestren inscription was solely in Javanese. In accordance of this prescription, the opening of 
the pawestren has been long preserved only for Friday prayer and its access is restricted to 
women. However, the sultans of Yogyakarta have traditionally thrown a party with their 
brothers in the pawestren in the night of udhik-udhik (coin distribution) in the peak week of the 
Prophet’s birthday celebration month (Fig. 30). Moreover, due to the need for space in recent 
years, the mosque board has temporarily assigned the women’s space for the mosque male 
attendees (except on Friday when women are present) and for the mixed congregational late 
Fig. 29 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the inscription above the pawestren door reads: "Pasalatan wanita. Boten 
kenging menga kajawi hadinten jumungah. Sinengkalan Piyandana Yotah Sapdaning Jalma, sewu 
pitungatus sawidak pitu" (Women's prayer room. Must not be opened except on the day of Friday. Made 
on chronogram as Piyandana Yotah Sapdaning Jalma, 1767) (Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
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night Ramadan prayer during the last ten days of the holy month when the main prayer hall and 
the veranda are reserved for retreat (i’tikaf). Thus, there have been several changes in the use 
of the pawestren from what is regulated in the inscription. 
 
Fig. 30 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the Sultan and his brothers in a feast celebrating the Prophet's birthday  
at the pawestren (Photo: Setiawan, 2010). 
 
Now the prayer hall accommodates hundreds of men at the front and women at the 
back, led by a male prayer leader in front, during everyday prayers and the Ramadan night 
prayers (tarawih). During daily prayer, the mosque is attended by approximately 200 to 600 
worshippers, 80% of whom are male. The number increases during the national and school 
holidays, when more tourists visit the sultanate palace and stop by at the mosque for 
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performing their prayers. Up to 1,500 people, most of whom are male, appear during the Friday 
prayer, which coincides with the Dhuhr (noon) prayer time.  
 
Fig. 31 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the women's prayer area is situated between the south front door and the north 
front door at the main prayer hall (Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, August 2010). 
 
In the daily and Ramadan prayers, the men and women’s lines are divided by short 
wooden portable partitions, allowing congregations to see each other. Similar to what I 
observed in 1996, these partitions were placed between the north front door and the south 
front door to reserve the women’s prayer area (Fig. 31). The middle front door, opened only on 
the Friday prayers and the sultan’s visit, was closed so that the attendees enter the main prayer 
hall through the north and south front doors as well as the north side door. With such a spatial 
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layout, the mosque board expected female attendees to enter through the south front door 
and the men to enter through the north front and back doors, choosing the door that was 
adjacent to each sex’s ablution area and restrooms. However, this could not be strictly applied. 
Although in the past, the mosque board had put a board directing the path of attendees so as 
to avoid men and women’s mixed circulation, I nonetheless observed that attendees tended to 
enter the mosque through shortest paths.  
The Masjid Gedhe has a different appearance during the last ten days of Ramadan. It is 
believed that the nights within this period are the best time for Muslims to pray to God. In 
addition to performing the fasting that has begun twenty days earlier, Muslims are 
recommended to improve their good deeds and stay in a congregational mosque for retreat 
(i’tikaf) days and nights. Nowadays, many people spend the whole night at the mosque doing 
prayers, reading the Quran, and reciting God’s names and supplication until the fajr (dawn) 
prayer. Sleeping is allowed during the retreat; and for this reason, the Masjid Gedhe board 
installs curtains to cover the women’s area. The two-meter-tall white curtains surround the 
women’s prayer area inside the main prayer halland half of the mosque veranda (Fig. 32). They 
are hung down to the floor once the public night Ramadan (tarawih) prayer ends at 8:30 p.m. 
until the dawn prayer begins at 4:30 a.m. Bu Khadijah and Kyai Wahdan explained that curtains 
for the retreat have only been installed since they joined the ritual in their childhood. Since the 
retreat has to be performed in a congregational mosque, no women’s mosques and other 
community mosques in the village are used for it. Thus, although prior to the 1960s the women 
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had not conducted the daily worships at the Masjid Gedhe, they have been attending the 
retreat in the main prayer hall, separated from men by the tall curtains.111  
 
Fig. 32 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: part of the veranda and the women's area inside the main prayer hall are closed 
with curtains during the last ten days of Ramadan (Photo: Aryanti, September 2010). 
 
In June 2011, the women’s area was rearranged in order to allow a more efficient layout 
and circulation. The board members identified that in the earlier layout, women who arrived 
late after the public worship began often prayed immediately inside the south front door (Fig. 
33). This had blocked worshippers, including men, who came later. The board decided to move 
the women’s area to the south and leave the middle front door open. At first, some board 
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members proposed that the middle front door was opened only for exclusive access during 
special occasions and the south front door was reserved for women. While the moving of the 
women’s area to the south corner makes the reserved area more firmly packed, reserving the 
south front door for women seems to be insufficient to provide convenient access for them, 
considering that the women’s lines should begin from the very back of the women’s area.112 
Therefore, the board finally decided to leave the middle front door open to provide adequate 
access into the main prayer hall and to avoid overcrowding as well as to maintain women and 
men’s separate doors, albeit not strictly applied. 
 
Fig. 33 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the current women's area inside the main prayer hall  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, June 2011). 
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Observation in the Masjid Gedhe, May and June 2011 and interview with Pak Budi, June 2, 2011 and 
July 21, 2011.  
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Musalla ‘Aisyiyah 
 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah (1922) is Indonesia’s first women’s mosque built outside the palace 
(Fig. 34). There are few documents pertaining to this mosque in the archives, but its opening is 
reported in a magazine published by the Muhammadiyah organization. The reason for the 
construction, as mentioned by the 1923 Chair of the Muhammadiyah organization, was to 
provide women with a restricted house of worship to let them do their prayers more solemnly. 
“Women cannot do their prayers in Masjid Gedhe because [the need for the avoidance] of their 
meeting with men which may happen at night as well,” the 1923 Muhammadiyah Chair 
explained to the audience in the opening ceremony. The construction of the musalla was in fact 
the idea of Ahmad Dahlan (who unfortunately passed away several months before its opening) 
Fig. 34 The exterior of Musalla 'Aisyiyah (Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
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to support women’s congregational prayer and to give them a place of assemblage to improve 
themselves and solve their problems.113 The mosque is now managed by a board of women 
under the Kauman branch of the ‘Aisyiyah organization. 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah is situated in the mid-western side of Kampung Kauman, about 116 
meters west of Masjid Gedhe. The mosque is reached from Nyai Ahmad Dahlan Street (Fig. 10). 
Standing on a site of 266 square meters in the corner of two Kauman alleys, the musalla is 
easily distinguished, particularly with its semi-modern style and tall appearance, which is unlike 
most of the humble wooden houses along the alleys. The  architecture of the musalla reveals 
the Dutch colonial influence in the modillion corbel at the porch, the Dutch gable roof, the 
molded brick columns, and the high ceiling.114 The building sits on a 30-centimeter-high 
platform and is surrounded by short metal fences, allowing passersby to gaze upon its clean 
and simple façades. A narrow courtyard, covered with green tiles, surrounds the front and 
southern sides of the mosque. The only entrance gate in front of the mosque building is opened 
during the prayer time. About one meter beyond the gate is the veranda, tiled with light green 
ceramic. A wooden bulletin board hangs on the wall. A green board, containing ‘Aisyiyah 
organization’s logo (which is also the name of the musalla in both Indonesian and Arabic) is 
attached to the wall above the main door, while a blue board next to the door states that the 
mosque is restricted to women and cites Ahmad Dahlan’s name as the founder of the musalla 
in 1922. Unlike the inscriptions at Masjid Gedhe and Masjid Panepen that were artistically 
carved on the wall in both Arabic and Javanese, the ones at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah are portable and 
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simply made of painted zinc. At the northern side of the musalla, there is a row of rooms, 
comprising women’s restrooms and ablution area, a storage room, and kitchen (Fig. 36).  
There has been no significant change in Musalla ‘Aisyiyah since Pijper’s visit to Kauman 
in 1930s, with the exception of the building exterior color which Pijper reported as white but 
sometime after 2000 was changed to light green. The building was repaired and fixed to 
welcome the Muhammadiyah National Congress participants in July 2010.115 The green color is 
apparently a way of articulating the ‘Aisyiyah identity, whose logotype is printed in yellow text 
and laid on a green background. The rectangular prayer hall, painted light green, has its floor 15 
centimeters higher than the veranda. The hall is a large room (121.7 square meters) with two 
old wooden cupboards, where books, the women’s prayer robes, and Qur’ans are stored, an 
old grandfather clock, and some lines of green carpets for praying. The carpets are laid toward 
the northwest according to the correct qibla orientation. Like Masjid Gedhe, Masjid Panepen, 
Masjid Keputren, and the majority of mosques in Indonesia, the mihrab is in the middle of the 
designated qibla wall (Fig. 35). Pijper had reported that the mihrab is oblique to the correct 
qibla direction, thus serving as a qibla marker.116 The Yogyakarta’s correct qibla is: 294.71 
degrees, which is to say, west-northwest; however, my observation showed that the mihrab, 
which follows the same direction with the mosque building, is oriented due west. As a man, 
Pijper possibly did not have access to observe the mosque closely due to the gender restriction 
that is applied to visitors. Considering the correction of the qibla direction in 1910 (twelve years 
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 Pijper, Fragmenta Islamica: Studien over Het Islamisme in Nederlandsch-Indie [Fragmenta Islamica: 
Some Studies on Islam in the Colonial Indonesia], 2. 
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prior to the construction of the musalla), the building’s orientation due west was perhaps 
simply the result of having to be inserted in Kauman’s densely built urban fabric. 
Fig. 35 The interior of Musalla 'Aisyiyah (Photo: Aryanti, August 2010). 
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Fig. 36 Musalla ‘Aisyiyah: the floor plan and building sections (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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Today, the mosque remains reserved for women. It accommodates the five daily prayers 
and is occasionally used for the ‘Aisyiyah women’s Islamic study group. In Ramadan, it 
accommodates additional evening prayers (tarawih) and the Quranic recitation group 
afterward, and also provides food and drink for the women’s fasting break. The congregational 
prayers are attended and led by women. However, whereas in most other mosques the male 
imam stands in front of the entire congregation, here in this women’s mosque both 
worshippers and the prayer leader stand side by side facing the qibla. This arrangement, some 
informants reported, was initiated by the Muhammadiyah organization sometime in the late 
1960s to replace the previous practice that was similar to the man-led congregational prayer.117 
The change was possibly a consequence of the organization’s updated interpretation of the 
congregants’ arrangement in congregational prayer. The mihrab niche has not been used since. 
 
Musalla Ar-Rosyad 
Following the construction of Musalla ‘Aisyiyah as the first Indonesian women’s 
mosque, Nyai Zaenab Humam (1900-1985), a female Islamic scholar of Kauman, established 
Musalla Ar-Rosyad in 1951 in the northeast part of the village (Fig. 10). More than a hundred 
years ago, the site where the mosque is situated had belonged to Kyai Noer, one of the 
sultanate officials and Nyai Zaenab’s grandfather. He founded an Islamic study group for people 
from inside and outside of Kauman that was named Jam’iyah Nuriyah. Some of these people 
stayed at the boarding house provided by Kyai Noer to learn the Quran and Islam more 
consistently, while some others came only occasionally for the lectures. Kyai Humam, who was 
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 Interview with Ibu Idah, January 28, 2011; Ibu Jamilah, February 9, 2011; and Ibu Husna, May 5, 2011. 
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Kyai Noer’s son and Nyai Zaenab’s father, inherited the pengajian and in 1939 it developed into 
a large group of around 150 male and female attendees. When Kyai Humam passed away, 
Jam’iyah Nuriyah was handed to Nyai Zaenab Humam, who transformed it into a women-
restricted Islamic study group, named Ar-Rosyad in 1941.118 Furthermore, Nyai Zaenab also 
erected the women’s mosque, Musalla Ar-Rosyad in 1951, as inscribed on the mosque’s back 
window bars, and made plans for a women’s Islamic school and boarding house in the mosque. 
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 Darban, Sejarah Kauman: Menguak Identitas Kampung Muhammadiyah [the History of Kauman: 
Revealing the Identity of a Muhammadiyah Village], 52-58. 
Fig. 37 The exterior of Musalla Ar-Rosyad (Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
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The only comprehensive account on Kauman, written by Darban, does not specify 
whether before 1939 the Jam’iyah Nuriyah was attended by either men and women or both. 
However, his interview conducted with Nyai Zaenab Humam in 1980 reveals that instead of 
learning Islam with the pengajian members at the Jam’iyah Nuriyah, she was taught by Kyai 
Humam himself at their home. Considering that before Muhammadiyah was founded in 1912, 
all women’s education took place at home with their fathers, grandfathers, and uncles serving 
as teachers, I assume that before 1939, the pengajian was only for men. But that changed in 
the second decade of the twentieth century. Public education for women was introduced by Siti 
Walidah and Ahmad Dahlan in 1914, and the establishment of the ‘Aisyiyah organization in 
1917, the first women’s national congress, in which the ‘Aisyiyah took part, was held in 
Yogyakarta in 1928. It is likely that in response to the increasing awareness of the significance 
of women’s education, Kyai Humam welcomed women to join his pengajian. Then, in 1941, 
Nyai Zaenab restricted the pengajian only to women, and ten years later she commissioned the 
construction of the women’s mosque. The reason for this was perhaps due to the sense among 
the community that a woman should not present herself—even for teaching Islam—in front of 
men. The testimonies from several informants who studied under her demonstrate Nyai 
Zaenab’s vision of women’s status improvement in Islamic society.119  
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Fig. 38 The floor plan and building sections of Musalla Ar-Rosyad (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, May 2011).
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Musalla Ar-Rosyad is a hidden among the dense fabric of houses along the village alleys 
(Fig. 38). Its compound is approximately 500 square meters, consisting of the mosque pavilion 
of approximately 131 square meters and a boarding house of about half size. The southeastern 
corner of the compound is marked by a 1.5-meter-tall brick wall, which is pierced by the main 
entrance gate. A board on the gate states that the mosque is only for women. The gate leads 
visitors to a small shady courtyard that is overlooked by the mosque on the west side and 
connects to the boarding house to the north. The mosque’s plan is a reverse L shape, covered 
by a cross-hipped roof. Without a mihrab niche on its west side, the mosque simply looks like 
an ordinary house with an opening to the courtyard through an arcade on its east face, but the 
metal dome rising above the eastern part of the hipped roof signifies the building’s function as 
a mosque.120 
The mosque’s east façade, where most attendees enter, is entirely open to the 
courtyard, while the south side has windows and doors and the west (qibla) side has only 
windows. Some of these doors are usually opened during the prayer times to ease access for 
those who come from the west of the mosque. Like other mosques in Kauman, Musalla Ar-
Rosyad’s building orients straight to the west to fit the existing site. In order to follow the 
correct qibla direction, the prayer lines shown by the carpet pieces are skewed toward 
northwest. This mosque is typologically unusual for not having a mihrab niche, yet well 
responding to the practice of female congregational prayer in which the imam stands side by 
side with her congregation instead of in front. 
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 Personal conversation with several mosque attendees in 2010. 
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Fig. 39 The interior of Musalla Ar-Rosyad (Photo: Aryanti, October 2011). 
 
Similar to Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, Musalla Ar-Rosyad is used for the daily five prayers as well 
as worship and teaching during Ramadan. In addition, it regularly hosts a weekly Islamic study 
group on Saturday afternoons that is attended by women from inside and outside of Kauman. 
However, unlike Musalla ‘Aisyiyah where only women serve as leaders and teachers, Musalla 
Ar-Rosyad also invites male Islamic scholars to deliver sermons, and therefore sometimes to 
lead the prayers that take place immediately before or after the sermons, in front of the female 
attendees.   
Another building that is comprised by the mosque compound is the girls’ dormitory 
(asrama), where approximately fifteen girls stay and devote their days to memorize the Quran 
(the tahasus program) and learn Islam after graduating from elementary or middle school. They 
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spend about two to three years there before continuing onward to higher education. The house 
was Nyai Zaenab’s house and has been endowed for women’s Islamic education, managed 
under the Ar-Rosyad foundation, which also administers Musalla Ar-Rosyad.  
*** 
These mosques show that while the large mosques used for the male congregations 
follow fairly standard plans and styles, the women’s mosques are more experimental in their 
layout. Some have odd orientation, indicating that they were squeezed into an already dense 
urban space. Others lack a mihrab. The eccentricities of these mosques may reflect the unusual 
nature of their congregations. Serving women, they are necessarily used somewhat differently, 
with unusual imam practices—lining up with the congregational instead of in front of it—and 
walled enclosures ensuring greater privacy. 
 
  
 
Chapter 3 
Methodology: 
Researching Gender, Space, and Power 
In May 2010, the Kauman village was unusually vibrant with visitors who came for the 
film shooting of Sang Pencerah (“The Enlightener”), an Ahmad Dahlan biopic movie, narrating 
his struggle for Islamic reform in early-twentieth-century Java (Fig. 40). The movie director, a 
young talented Indonesian cineaste named Hanung Bramantyo, intended to make the movie as 
historically accurate as possible, portraying Dahlan’s life from his early teenage to the time 
when he founded the Muhammadiyah organization in 1912. The movie, which used Kauman as 
its major background venue, was released during the Eid al-Fitr holiday in September 2010, and 
enthusiastically watched by Indonesians. For the residents of Kauman and Muhammadiyah 
followers, it was a must-see movie, recommended by respectable people and Islamic lecturers 
in social events in the village as a way to discover their own history. In the film, the Kauman 
village was carefully manipulated to resemble the early-twentieth-century Kauman. Major 
makeovers also took place in the Masjid Gedhe, where some scenes were shot. The marble 
floor of the mosque was coated with a black layer, a drum for the call to prayer was placed at 
the veranda, and the ablution pool surrounding the front mosque porch was filled with water to 
imitate the mosque appearance in Dahlan’s time. Additionally, some shirtless shabby boys, who 
were Dahlan’s first students in the school that he founded, played their roles as homeless 
people in the city square to express the backwardness of Javanese society. These all made the 
movie looked as real as a documentary, and most people—at least those whom I interviewed in 
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Kauman—took the story as fact. But of course it was not a transparent reporting of facts but an 
interpretation, and as with all interpretations, some things were changed and omitted. There 
were gender consequences to this, because, unfortunately, the pivotal role of Siti Walidah 
(Dahlan’s wife, acted by Zaskia Adya Mecca) in supporting her husband, as narrated by some 
family friends and former disciples, was not optimally presented. Nor was the couple’s 
pioneering endeavor in promoting women’s education in Javanese society.  
  Fig. 40 The poster of Sang Pencerah, representing Ahmad Dahlan (middle) 
and Siti Walidah (right) (Drawing: MVP Pictures). 
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Before writing the movie script, Bramantyo conducted careful research to deliver the 
main message of Dahlan’s progressive movement and the challenges that he encountered from 
traditionalists. However, lacking documentation of Dahlan and Walidah’s life story, he was 
compelled to fabricate several scenes so as to fill in the gaps in the story for the film. Although 
the movie was claimed to be as historically accurate as possible, in fact some scenes were 
fictionionalized. Thus, a problem of representation emerges here. How precise was the 
representation of Dahlan’s life? Which parts were factual and which were not, and how do we 
distinguish between them?   Despite Walidah’s continuous appearance in the film, how well did 
the film character really represent Walidah? And most important, when telling important 
stories such as these, how can we separate fact from fiction?  
It was inescapable that the “truth” conveyed in Sang Pencerah was constructed from 
Bramantyo’s imagination and interpretation of Dahlan’s biography, part of which was gathered 
from books written by contemporary historians, Dahlan’s former students, and relatives. These 
points of view, preferences, and interests are some aspects that we cannot put aside when 
discussing the notion of truth in historical narrative. The absence of Walidah’s determination in 
Sang Pencerah was perhaps due to the story-writer’s lack of interest in women, their agency, 
movements, and gender relations, and this contributed to the incomplete representation of 
women in the film. It may also have been due to the overall historically poor documentation of 
women, even of a strong female figure like Walidah. And it can be due to the fact that women 
often refrained from public appearance, both physically and textually. In this sense, the biopic 
movie and actual history share the same problem with respect to the visibility of women. This is 
a key point: they arrive to the present as historical narratives authored by writers from 
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different backgrounds and varied interests, which are asserted through power, to form 
narratives that the majority of society embraces as factual. This is what Foucault coined as “the 
regime of truth.”121 Therefore, we must ask to what extent histories and stories—including my 
own—can ever be reliable.  
This chapter considers the way my narratives of women and their prayer spaces are 
constructed. In researching on women and gender in mosques, I attempt to portray women and 
their prayer spaces and to consider how the spaces accommodate or hinder women’s social 
and religious activities. I further ask how the history of mosques may tell us more about the 
social and religious participation of women, whose stories reside in the margin of mosque 
architectural history, rather than merely focusing on the architectural formal and aesthetical 
aspects. The study of space is particularly important in the case of women, because their 
activities are often otherwise unchronicled. This chapter describes the theoretical and 
conceptual understandings that undergird my methodological approach to the research of 
women and gender in Javanese mosques. I depict the social, cultural, political, and physical 
mappings of the field and how these provide a complex setting for the gender relations taking 
place in the mosques. In this chapter, I present a justification for the use of an ethnographic 
approach to the research and what it contributes to the architectural history body of 
knowledge and describe how, as a researcher, I dealt with differences in the field. 
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Ethnographic Frame 
The movie Sang Pencerah demonstrated that historical narrative is by no means 
comprehensive or unbiased. The knowledge that one gathers and presents about something 
that she/he believes as “truth” is inevitably “partial,” and therefore, there is no such thing as 
absolute truth.122 Scholars like James Clifford and Donna Haraway question objectivity in the 
claim of truth in science and knowledge. As Haraway points out, objectivity is built upon the 
eradication of the insider’s perspective and thereby neglects “collective historical subjectivity 
and agency.” In fact, the “truth” itself is built upon multiple discourses, in which visions or ways 
of looking are central to the production of the discourse. Therefore, in translating knowledge 
from a group of people, whom Haraway calls “insiders,” one should avoid the universalistic 
perspective, which scientists often claim as a vantage point from which objectivity is produced, 
because it may lead to reductionism.123 She argues instead for the “politics and epistemologies 
of location, positioning, and situating.” Partiality, instead of universality, makes “rational 
knowledge claims,” and avoids the trap of adopting the view from above that may lead to 
simplification. Confronting positivists’ hesitance on the subjectivity of ethnography, which is 
deemed inadequate for scientific analysis, Haraway instead proposes a subjective perspective 
because it acknowledges multiple points of view and avoids simplification. Harding instead 
argues that greater objectivity will be achieved when a researcher acknowledges the 
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impossibility of impartiality and subjectivity in her/his research.124 Visweswaran suggests that 
research partiality also involves the underlying ideologies of a researcher that drive her/his 
research, how she/he engages with the research and the researched so as to acknowledge and 
expand her/his imagined ideas about voice, agency, and power. It challenges the “truth” of the 
research information and becomes a mechanism for a researcher to preserve the awareness of 
bias in making the representation of other cultures.125   
In researching women and their prayer spaces, I am inspired by Haraway’s concept of 
acknowledged subjectivity and propose a form of gender analysis that admits my own 
subjectivity. How and what we know about “other” women is significant in the way we do 
research and retrieve information of women in the field. Considering the limit of traditional 
science, in which women are often depicted as passive selves, despite their active agency in 
struggling against misogyny and exploitation, Sandra Harding urges formulating gender as a 
theoretical category to eradicate “androcentrism from knowledge-seeking so as to obtain more 
feminist knowledge.”126 Moreover, the use of gender as a theoretical framework offers the 
opportunity to reveal and unearth the power structure that produces the hierarchy between 
women and men and the justification for inequities. Gender analysis thus enables us to 
investigate the history of the mosques (by including women’s prayer space and mosques) 
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through multifaceted eyes by including the viewpoints of the subordinate and the researcher, 
and thus to gain understanding of power inequality in Islamic society.127  
In the Kauman village, I was in some ways an insider but in other ways an outsider. The 
village was not unfamiliar to me. Focusing on its spatial patterns as a preserved urban village, 
my short first visit in 1996 for a class assignment in my college program relied solely on 
positivist observation to investigate building orientation as well as the use of open spaces in the 
urban compound. The visual mapping method, utilizing figure-ground analytical method, 
revealed spatial information, such as the density of housing. However, the method failed to 
identify the social life of those spaces: the public activities of the residents, where they took 
place, and who took part in them. In 2000 I revisited the village, specifically Masjid Gedhe 
Kauman, for thesis research on the provision of women’s prayer space in Javanese mosques 
and found out that most Kauman women preferred attending women’s mosques (musalla or 
small neighborhood mosque) rather than Masjid Gedhe. The fact that there are women’s 
mosques in the village, and that none of them were mentioned in any architectural history, was 
particularly astonishing to me. First, even in Indonesia, where Muslim women enjoy nearly free 
access to public space, women’s mosques are not common.128 In most parts of the country, 
women usually attend mixed mosques together with men, a practice that makes Indonesia 
rather unusual in the Islamic world as a whole. Second, the provision of women’s mosques 
provides opportunities for women’s leadership and is thus an interesting strategy that would 
seem to allow a kind of seclusion for women but paradoxically encourage their public 
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participation in institutions.129 Third, buildings that were labeled as women’s mosques and 
were restricted to women show not only sex segregation but most importantly also women’s 
patronage that develops in the stigmatized patriarchal Islamic society. Fourth, the fact that 
these women’s mosques have never been included in the architectural history demonstrates 
that this kind of architecture has been marginalized in history, perhaps due to historians’ visual 
preference (and maybe also their own gendered subjectivity) that overlooks women and their 
spaces. This also raises the possibility that women’s absence in Islamic history is reinforced by 
the failure to represent them in public space.130 Due to the time constraint of thesis research, I 
focused on mapping the spatial arrangement of women’s prayer spaces in Central Java and 
Yogyakarta province. I conducted observations on the spatial use and short interviews with the 
mosque board chairs regarding the history of the prayer spaces. Although the research was still 
too early for discussions on gender and Islamic religious spaces, the findings showed the variety 
of sex segregation that was practiced in Javanese mosques. It also found that some spatial 
arrangements hindered women’s access to information. Moreover, architectural layout and the 
use of language to label women’s space often contributed to subjugating women in the Islamic 
community.131  
Women’s mosques are not everywhere present in the Islamic world. Women’s mosques 
in Indonesia were mostly built by the ‘Aisyiyah organization, and many of these have been 
recently transformed into mixed mosques due to women’s low attendance (which may also 
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reflect their increasing level of comfort in mixed sex environments). However, the two women’s 
mosques in the Kauman of Yogyakarta have remained vibrant with women’s constant 
attendance. A key question arises:  do women’s mosques as a form of sex segregation support 
or discourage women’s public participation and empowerment?132 What do women think 
about and experience from the sex-segregated spaces? What role do architecture and space 
play in such a social context? These questions are best answered through an ethnographic 
research method that allows the women themselves to explain their preferences and practices. 
Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson suggest the use of ethnographic method to 
allow researcher to reveal meanings of the social constructs because it facilitates her/him to 
understand people’s world through the observation of their routine life, in which values are 
reflected and oftentimes are tacitly embraced in everyday life.133 Moreover, ethnographic 
method allows the researcher to inquire how social spaces are created and given meanings.134 
Employing intensive participant observation and emphasizing experiential, ethnographic 
method fits feminist research because it gives voice to women.135 However, the appearance of 
greater respect for and equality with research subjects in ethnographic approach reveals a 
more dangerous form of exploitation, which is contradictory to ethnography and feminist 
principles, through the researcher’s intervention on the subjects’ life during the fieldwork and 
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the researcher’s claim to the research credit afterward. This indicates unequal relations 
between researcher and research participants, and further challenges the contribution of 
academic research to the affected community.136  
In selecting this method, I am aware of the “partiality” that emerges from it. Because 
culture is composed of “contested codes and representations,” ethnography is inevitably 
situated between “powerful systems of meaning” that an ethnographer cannot fully control. I 
believe that what an ethnographer should do is not to attempt to formulate the “truth,” but 
instead, to present what she/he finds in the culture that she/he researches.137  
 
Data Collections 
My data collection combined several techniques that allowed me to capture both 
historical and contemporary uses and meanings of the mosques as well as spatial interactions 
and community members’ experience and worldview of the Islamic sex segregation. I adopt the 
behavioral and spatial observation that is often employed in environment-behavior studies to 
observe how the architectural space of the mosques conveyed messages that controlled 
participants’ movement.138 While the environment-behavior research focuses on the meaning 
and use of built spaces, “naturally occurring places,” and “culturally important places,” my 
research pushes the argument further by probing how the perceived “important place” is 
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produced and how power operates in its architectural arrangement.139 Emulating Kevin Lynch’s  
examination of people’s reaction to cities and urban buildings, I applied his method to the 
mosques to find out how people respond to certain spatial arrangements with regard to sex 
segregation. My participant observation was a modification of the observation that is usually 
employed in behavioral research. I conducted place-centered observation and recorded 
people’s movement patterns and spatial uses on the mosque floor-plan drawing. The 
observation was more focused on the mosque space and women’s religious and social activities 
collectively, rather than on individual participants. I decided against focusing observation solely 
on certain participants so as to allow me to investigate the societal guidelines and values in 
gender relations in the community. Yet I did combine this with people-centered observation to 
see how certain individuals such as the imams and several residents moved and interacted with 
other worshippers. I conducted this kind of observation after living in the village for several 
months, by which point I recognized the resident and knew their names, which made the 
observation and recording easier.  
Participant Observation. In addition to observing the built architectural forms of 
gendered space, my selection of the ethnographic approach entails participant observation and 
in-depth interviews. These techniques involved both focal and non-focal participants. I defined 
“non-focal participants” as people whom I observed in my research. In general, I categorize 
them as visitors or passersby and local worshippers whose activities, movements, and 
interactions I observed. The visitor category was only applicable at the mosques of Kauman, 
which were open to public. As for the mosques inside the palace, the research participants 
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were the worshippers, comprising the royal family members and their servants, because the 
mosques were closed to public.  
I conducted the observation of gendered space and the spatial practices of gender in the 
five mosques in Kauman village and the larger keputren. I follow Daphne Spain’s notion of 
“gendered space” as spatial segregation that creates more than a physical distance but also 
results in the unequal distribution of knowledge that, in ideal circumstances, women should be 
able to use to improve their status in society.140 I looked for the following: 1) The architectural 
characteristics of female and male space, including the physical and non-physical dividers, the 
quality of the architectural elements, audio-visual devices, and accessibility; 2) The interactions 
between women and men in the mosques and their surrounding; 3) The teachings of Muslim 
gender relations in the mosques and social and religious activities.  
My primary observations were conducted daily during the five prayer times. These are: 
 Fajr/dawn prayer at 4:30 a.m. 
 Dhuhr/noon prayer at 11:30 a.m. 
 Asr/afternoon prayer at 2:45 p.m. 
 Maghrib/sunset prayer at 5:45 p.m. 
 Isha/evening prayer at 6:45 p.m.  
I usually came about fifteen minutes earlier prior to the first call to prayer (adhan) and stayed 
twenty to thirty minutes after the prayer itself had ended. This helped me to comprehend 
people’s daily behaviors and learn more about who they were. I also observed the weekly 
congregational Friday prayer, which coincides with the noon prayer time. Staying in the field for 
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almost a year allowed me to observe Friday prayer time at different mosques. While the Friday 
prayer was only held at Masjid Gedhe, which is Kauman’s congregational mosque, I also needed 
to know what took place at the two women’s mosques during the prayer time. In addition to 
prayers, I observed the mosques’ programs and special events. During Ramadan, my 
observations increased because all the mosques organized various religious events, such as the 
additional pengajians (Islamic lectures) and the events for the breaking of the daily fast . As part 
of the observation, I also took notes of the lectures that were delivered by preachers and 
lecturers so as to find out how the discourse on Muslim gender relations, particularly women’s 
status and their access to public space, was shaped in Islamic public space. 
While the observations in the Kauman mosques did not require special permission, 
those at the palace were strictly regulated, and I was very fortunate to gain entrance at all. The 
main courtyard, from where the keputren could be accessed, was only open to the public from 
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. However, neither visual nor physical accesses to the harem were 
possible from this area without passing through the keputren office. The part of the larger 
keputren where Masjid Panepen was located was less restricted, but still I could not simply visit 
at will. Official permission was required, as well as an appointed female royal servant (abdi 
dalem keparak) who served as monitor during my visit. Due to this restriction, I only could visit 
the keputren once for taking pictures and measuring Masjid Keputren. I used the time to 
interview the accompanying servant who was assigned to escort me to the mosque. 
Observation during prayer times was impossible for several reasons. First, the keputren was 
closed for public, and therefore, the access to it was restricted. Second, although the keputren 
official allowed me to visit, the time was strictly scheduled and it did not coincide with prayer 
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times. Third, my visit to the keputren had to be done during the presence of the official, who 
was in office only on Mondays and Thursdays and had very restricted hours of availability.  
In-depth Interview. The research also relied on storytelling and in-depth interviews. I 
follow Ann Oakley’s rejection of the classical sociological interview method that asserts the 
hierarchical positions of the researcher and interviewee and is used by the researcher as an 
“objectifying” tool for her/his claims. Keeping this in mind, my interview drew on my feeling of 
empathy—as a Muslim, a woman, and a Javanese—and connection with the participants’ 
everyday lives and gender issues.141 I found that both techniques fit the community very well. 
My focal participants, all of who were older than me, loved telling stories and being heard. 
Therefore, in each interview I positioned myself more as a listener and a learner who wanted to 
acquire new understanding and familiarity rather than a formal interviewer with a 
predetermined set of questions. I defined “focal participants” as the people who shared their 
personal information, experience, and thoughts with me through in-depth interviews, in 
addition to being observed. In addition to the focal participants, with whom in-depth interviews 
were conducted, I also gathered information from other men and women. I include some of our 
personal communications here to support information provided by my focal participants. 
Although most of them did not object to the use of real names in the dissertation, I wanted 
them to be as frank as possible and thus had informed them earlier that they would be assigned 
a pseudonym. However, there are a few participants who are presented with their real names, 
because they were experts or held public official positions.  
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The interview was intended to find out the following: 1) The rules, either verbal or 
nonverbal, of the mosque’s spatial usage; 2) The women’s personal experience of using the 
mosques and following or disobeying the rules; 3) Their thoughts on gender relations and sex 
segregation in the mosques; 4) The teaching and learning of the Muslim gender relations; and 
5) Their participation in the mosque programs and Islamic organization. With these inquiries in 
mind, I selected my focal participants according to their participation and attendance at the 
mosques.  
I selected my focal participants through purposive sampling to understand the Javanese 
Muslims’ worldview of the Islamic gender relations and its spatial translations. Purposive 
sampling is an intentional selection of informants that is based upon the qualities that they 
have in accordance to research objective.142 In this technique, I got to know them from the 
mosque events or pengajian (Islamic lectures). In turn, through these events, I also let them get 
to know me better. After several weeks, I started a more focused conversation by asking some 
specific questions pertinent to the research and asked if they might give me their time to teach 
me more about certain topics. Most of those whom I contacted were glad to let me ask them 
questions.  
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Table 3. List of informants 
No Mosque Informant Age  
(in 2011) 
Role 
1.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Pak Budi 52 Chair of the mosque board, 
prayer leader, preacher 
2.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Pak Husein (p) 57 Member of the mosque 
board, prayer leader, 
preacher 
3.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Kangjeng Kyai 
Pengulu 
50 Chief religious official 
4.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Kyai Wahdan 70 Prayer leader 
5.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Husna (p) 82 Mosque attendant 
6.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Umi (p) 70 Moque attendant 
7.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Mus (p) 49 Chair of the Women’s Affair 
8.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Lia (p) 50 Member of the Women’s 
Affair 
9.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Yuli (p) 45 Member of the Women’s 
Affair 
10.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Bu Fitri (p) 45 Attendee 
11.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman, 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah 
Bu Hadiroh 45 Attendee, preacher 
12.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman 
and Musalla ‘Aisyiyah 
Bu Rina (p) 39 Attendee 
13.  Musalla Ar-Rosyad Bu Khadija (p) 56 Vice chair of the Ar-Rosyad 
Foundation, chair of the 
mosque board, prayer 
leader 
14.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Asri (p) 58 Chair of the mosque board, 
prayer leader 
15.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Farida (p) 80 Secretary of the mosque 
board, prayer leader 
16.  Musalla Ar-Rosyad Bu Irma (p) 54 Treasurer of the mosque 
board, prayer leader 
17.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Dina (p) 20 Attendee 
18.  Musalla Ar-Rosyad Yani (p) 18 Prayer leader 
19.  Masjid Keputren Nyi Wage (p) 42 Attendee 
20.  Masjid Keputren Bu Kangjeng 
Tejanegara 
55 Attendee 
21.  Masjid Panepen Raden Riyo Ridwan 55 Chief of the sultanate 
palace religious corps, 
prayer leader, preacher 
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22.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Zahra (p) 73 Prayer leader, preacher 
23.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Amirah (p) 82 Attendee 
24.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Pak Adaby  59 Attendee 
25.  Masjid Keputren Nyi Karyo (p) 65 Attendee 
26.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Sarah (p) 66 Prayer leader, preacher 
27.  Musalla ‘Aisyiyah Bu Mina (p) 70 Attendee 
28.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Pak Abunda 70 Former chair of the mosque 
board 
29.  Masjid Gedhe Kauman Pak Razid (p) 45 Preacher 
 
Focal Participants at Kauman. Pak Budi (age 52), the chair of the Masjid Gedhe board, 
was an invaluable informant to my research. I got acquainted with him during my first month of 
fieldwork. Despite his busy activities serving as a board chair of a large provincial mosque like 
Masjid Gedhe Kauman, a member of the national board of the Muhammadiyah organization, a 
neighborhood leader, and a preacher, in addition to a staff at a governmental office, Pak Budi 
always had time for interviews, either in person or emails. He also invited me to community 
events during my residence in Kauman, let me know when important board meetings were 
held, facilitated access to observe the Sultan’s visit to the mosque during the Prophet’s birthday 
celebration, and introduced me to important contact persons for permission and information 
accesses, such as Prince GBPH Joyokusumo, the highest sultanate official and the Sultan’s 
brother who was responsible for the sultanate mosques, the librarian at the Suara 
Muhammadiyah office, and the chair and members of the Muhammadiyah Legal Affairs 
Committee (Majlis Tarjih).  
Pak Budi is a native resident of Kauman. Thus I also benefitted from his firsthand 
experience of what took place in the village and its mosques, in addition to his wide-reaching 
networks. Prior to our first meeting, I anticipated that I would meet an old, quiet, and exclusive 
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mosque chair, but he was none of those. As an active committee member of Muhammadiyah, 
Pak Budi seemed a progressive person, as opposed to the more conservative and formal 
traditional character of Kauman residents. Unlike most Kauman Javanese residents, he spoke in 
Indonesian and informal Javanese (ngoko) to me. Different from the fine Javanese, which is 
polite and formal, informal Javanese expresses equality through the absence of linguistic social 
hierarchy. During our interviews and personal conversations, he was very excited to learn more 
about how the study of Islamic societies develops in the Western academia and about Muslim 
life in the West. This open-mindedness was also apparent in the way he envisioned his 
leadership at Masjid Gedhe Kauman. Pak Budi was elected the chair of the mosque board in 
2005 and re-elected for the same position for the 2010-2015 period. Prior to the 2005 election, 
the mosque board members had been appointed by Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu and the mosque 
was managed traditionally by them. When a group of young attendees proposed that the board 
members should be elected by all attendees in 2005, there was a slight conflict between the 
traditional and progressive groups, but the Chief finally agreed upon the election. Following the 
election, the mosque management improved and opened itself to public control. Pak Budi 
explained: “People asked me to continue on the position [when the first period almost ended], 
but I said, ‘No. People may hold the same position [for the following period], but they have to 
be elected.’ We try to include all laity into this decision. That’s why we openly call for nominees 
from all worshippers of Masjid Gedhe and organizations in Kauman this year.” He also 
described how he urged the need for all members of the community, including women, to 
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participate in the management of Masjid Gedhe Kauman when the 2010 election was about to 
be held at the mosque.143 
Having conversations on the use of the pawestren (women’s prayer room) of Masjid 
Gedhe was another enthusiasm of Pak Budi. It turned out that even as a mosque board chair, 
he did not entirely know the history of the mosque, particularly the pawestren. Since the 
researchers and visitors who studied the mosque had never investigated and or even asked 
about the women’s prayer room, its history had been ignored and even neglected by the 
mosque board. For example, I asked him about the inscription above the pawestren door. He 
had apparently never read it (perhaps because the inscription is written in Javanese alphabets), 
and the sultan’s regulation that limited women’s attendance at the mosque only on Friday 
prayers particularly surprised him. He was surprised to hear of such a strict limitation applied in 
the mosque: “I just learned of this rule! In my opinion, women should obtain similar access to 
men to pray in the mosque.”  
Bu Husna (pseudonym) (age 82) was one of the female attendants at Masjid Gedhe, 
responsible for setting up women’s prayer lines in congregational prayers and collecting the 
money that female visitors and worshippers paid for using the restrooms. She has lived her 
whole life in the village and has been a regular attendee of Masjid Gedhe since the end of 
1960s when the mosque finally opened its door for women’s daily prayer. When I asked her 
about her preferred place of prayer, she replied: “I live closer to Masjid Gedhe, so I choose to 
come here, although I actually prefer praying at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah because of its tranquility.” 
Following her mother, she previously attended Musalla ’Aisyiyah, where she recalled memories 
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of praying there: “At that time, Masjid Gedhe was for men and the musallas [Musalla ‘Aisyiyah 
and Musalla Ar-Rosyad] were for women. The imams were always women. It was the time 
when Bu Zuhair, Bu Badawi, and Husein’s grandmother were still alive. They took turn leading 
the prayers and taught us reciting the Quran.”  
I had been attracted to Bu Husna since my very first day of visit to Masjid Gedhe when 
we prayed behind the male congregations inside the main prayer hall. She usually came late 
when the second call to prayer (iqamah) was recited and the imam was about to begin the 
prayer. As many female worshippers, especially the passersby, often did not recognize the rule 
of praying at Masjid Gedhe, Bu Husna regulated them to stand neatly and to pray at the area 
inside the wooden dividers that separated women’s area from the circulation area, through 
which most women and some men entered the prayer hall. She often grumbled over attendees 
who did not meet what she expected as proper behavior in the mosque. Once she was upset 
when she found crumbs on the floor. On another day, she complained about another attendee 
who let her baby cry loudly when they listened to a lecture at the veranda. This had made some 
board members worried that she discouraged other worshippers, particularly the passersby.  
I became acquainted with her after several months during which we met often at the 
lecture groups. I began the conversation by asking about her attendance at Masjid Gedhe and 
surprisingly, she responded kindly. I knew that talk inside the mosque was limited because we 
were required to maintain tranquility so as not to disturb the worshippers who spent their time 
praying, chanting God’s names, or reading the Quran quietly. Therefore, I usually visited Bu 
Husna at her desk in front of the women’s restroom at Masjid Gedhe, where she collected the 
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restroom fees. Speaking in fine Javanese, she loved to tell stories about her and her late 
father’s experience as attendees at Masjid Gedhe.   
Bu Umi (pseudonym) (age 70) was originated from Bantul, regency located south of the 
city of Yogyakarta. Following the huge destructive earthquake in the area that ruined her house 
and killed her husband in 2006, she moved to a rented room nearby and became a regular 
attendee at Masjid Gedhe. She said: “I am old enough to enjoy life. [After the disaster,] I 
decided to devote my time for worship to prepare for the afterlife.” She spent most of her time 
at Masjid Gedhe and never missed a congregational prayer. With Bu Husna, she voluntarily 
organized women’s prayer lines before the congregational prayer began. “Nobody asks me to 
do that,” she replied when I asked her about it. “The most important thing for me is amar 
ma’ruf nahi munkar [enjoin the good, forbid the evil].144 This is praying and we stand like army 
in front of God. Then why don’t we stand as neatly as possible to make God pleased? The 
angels see over us, you know! Previously, some male board members always came into 
women’s lines and arranged us. It’s very improper! Where do we put our honor? I could not 
take it when women’s lines were regulated by men. Then I decided to do it myself.” At first, 
some female worshippers, especially those from Kauman, felt inconvenienced when Bu Umi 
and Bu Husna walked through their prayer lines and arranged them, but Bu Umi was not 
dissuaded. ”Now as these people understand that neat lines will make our prayer better, they 
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 There are numerous Quranic verses that command this, for example, “You are the best of people, 
evolved for humankind, enjoining what is right, forbidding what is wrong, and believing in Allah” (Quran 3:110). 
This message is very popular among Muslims and is regarded as the primary guidance in social relationship. 
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treat me nicely. I was even offered a position as a board member, but I refused. I don’t want to 
be bond. I want to do this solely for God.”145 
Bu Umi’s perseverance in participating and devoting her time in the mosque are 
particularly interesting to me. Together with Bu Husna, she always stood in the rearmost line, 
which is considered the best spot for women in a mixed congregational prayer, according to 
Hadith.146 As the building orientation is not square with the qibla direction, this rearmost line 
was a leftover triangular space that can only filled by three persons. Once, before Bu Umi knew 
me well, I came early to the mosque and took one of these spots. She unexpectedly asked me 
to move to the line in front of it because the spots had been reserved for other women. I was 
puzzled and a bit annoyed but I refrained from comment and tried to find out who had the 
reserved spots and why. Later, as my relationship with Bu Umi became more trusting as a result 
of the simple caring conversations that I initiated, she surprised me by allowing me to pray on 
one of the reserved spots. She even urged me to join the Quranic recitation class that she 
attended at the mosque veranda every Monday evening, introduced me to an old sultanate 
servant and asked him to facilitate my access to the palace, and frequently gave me advice on 
how we should maintain social relationships as part of our worship to God. 
Bu Umi was very strict in admonishing congregations, both male and female, about 
behaving properly in the mosque. “I often feel uncomfortable to see girls and boys mingling 
loosely at the veranda. Once I saw a young couple who chatted and laughed at each other 
there. I did not say anything but brought the mosque’s rules board [one of which recommends 
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 Interview with Bu Umi, November 19, 2010. 
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 Fiqh 2.063a Section 26. Congregational Prayer vol. 002 Supererogatory Prayer, Fiqh-Us-Sunnah In a 
hadith related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud, it is mentioned: “Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah 
said: ‘The best rows for the men are the first rows for the men are the first rows and the worst rows for them are 
the last rows. The best rows for the women are the last rows and the worst for them are the front rows.’”  
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modest behaviors] and asked them to read it. This is a mosque. They may do that anywhere 
else, but not here!” Due to her firm yet kind personality, other Kauman female worshippers 
lately regarded her as an elder, whom they often asked to regulate female congregations.  
Among my focal participants, Bu Rina (pseudonym) (age 39) was the only one who was 
not a Javanese. She was from a different ethnic group of South Celebes province, the Bugis, and 
had been living in Kauman for nine years to accompany her husband pursuing his doctoral 
degree in a local university. She alternately prayed at Masjid Gedhe and Musalla ‘Aisyiyah. I 
came to know her from my husband’s acquaintanceship with her husband, both of whom share 
a similar ethnic background. Being a sociologist who had earlier conducted similar research at 
the village, her husband understood my situation as a newly arrived researcher very well. 
Therefore, he invited me to meet Bu Rina and to be introduced to other women in the lecture 
groups that she attended. 
As a housewife, Bu Rina mostly spent her time at home. Unable to communicate in 
Javanese, which most Kauman residents spoke to others, Bu Rina was reluctant to join the 
women’s organization and lecture groups during her first year of residence in the village. The 
stress affected her health. When the doctor suggested more social time, she began to attend 
the lecture groups and to participate in local ‘Aisyiyah programs. At first, she found it was 
difficult to get along with the groups. Bu Rina recalled her experience of immersing into the 
Kauman community, saying: “People here do not easily immerse with outsiders, their internal 
bond is so strong that they sometimes disdain others. I have been dealing with this. We have to 
know exactly how to behave ourselves among these people. Don’t be too active because you 
will look like you want to dominate everything. But don’t be too passive either. Otherwise, they 
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will regard you as being antisocial. However, once you’re accepted in the group, they will like 
you and ask you to participate more in the [‘Aisyiyah] organization.”147 As an outsider, Bu Rina 
had insightful knowledge of how social relations in the community worked. From our 
conversations, it appeared that Bu Rina played a significant role in retrieving information on 
women’s social groups to support her husband’s research. After nine years of residence, Bu 
Rina and her husband had been very well accepted by local residents. Bu Rina now participates 
in various neighborhood and village activities, and my other female focal participants always 
talked favorably about her and her involvement in social events. Moreover, her husband was 
assigned as one of the regular sermon deliverers at Masjid Gedhe. According to the couple, this 
was an exceptional achievement for an outsider to obtain in such an exclusive community like 
Kauman.148 This acceptance was even more apparent in the farewell event that the couple held 
prior to their departure for their hometown.149  
My friendship with Bu Rina brought me to Pak Husein (pseudonym) (age 57), an 
architecture lecturer who held a Master’s degree from abroad, a member of the Masjid Gedhe 
board, and a well-known Islamic lecturer.  Pak Husein was a native resident of Kauman and one 
of Kyai Ahmad Dahlan’s great-grandsons. Having seen cultures in other countries may have 
made him a more open-minded ustad (male Islamic teacher) who was well known by his 
congregations for always providing a question-and-answer session in the end of his lecture. 
While many traditional Islamic scholars still hold on to the Islamic prohibition of women’s voice 
in front of the public, Pak Husein actively invited women—equal with men—to ask questions in 
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 Interview with Bu Rina, October 11, 2010. 
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 Interview with Bu Rina and her husband, January 27, 2011. 
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 Personal communication with Bu Rina, July 15, 2012. 
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his lectures. He explained: “The Prophet once said, ‘Inquiring is the key of knowledge.’ Many 
ustads forbid questions because they avoid interpretation in reading the Islamic law. All they do 
is deliver what they read in books without critically thinking about it. There are so many hadiths 
and I agree with ‘Umar ibn Khattab; if there is a Quranic verse that contradicts the sense, I will 
choose the Quran; but if there is a hadith that does not make sense, I will take the sense.” His 
critical thoughts had once ignited a debate at Masjid Gedhe. “I told my audience that not all of 
the sunna [the Prophet’s exemplary traditions] have to be followed. At that time, I had not 
begun offering question-and-answer sessions in my lectures. And my statement made people 
wonder, misinterpreting and misunderstanding it but they did not ask because there was no 
question-and-answer session. Several days later, the Kauman senior kyais [Islamic scholars] 
called me in session. They objected and regretted that my statement had made confusion 
among congregations. They finally understood after I explained what I really meant. This is my 
reason why I urge that there is a question-and-answer session in every lecture. People have 
curiosity to know more about Islam, but we don’t accommodate it!”  
Pak Husein’s participation in my research is essential, not only because of his experience 
and insight into the “history” of Kauman, its mosques, and their congregations, but also due to 
his critical thinking in countering the spread assumption of women’s traditional status among 
Javanese that he often delivered in his sermons. Due to our similar academic background, Pak 
Husein treated me more as a colleague, rather than a student or a researcher. Like Pak Budi, he 
spoke to me in Indonesian, sometimes inserting English terms in his sentences.    
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male 
Nyai Fadhil 
Kyai Fadhil 
Kyai Lurah Nur 
Siti Walidah 
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Ahmad Dahlan 
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Nyai Abu Bakar 
Kyai Abu Bakar 
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Nyai Aisyah 
Nyai Solihah 
Nyai Rum 
Siti Habibah 
Kyai Fakih 
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Umi Aswad 
Kyai Wahdan 
Kyai Amin 
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Bu Khadijah* 
other siblings 
Kyai Syaifuddin 
parent 
other siblings 
Johanah 
Siraj 
Siti Busyro 
Siti Aisyah 
Irfan 
Siti Zaharah 
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other siblings 
Kyai Hanad 
Zaenab Humam 
Bu Jamilah* 
Zuyunnah  
other siblings 
Siti Chamamah Soeratno 
Bu Zahra*  
other siblings 
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child 
siblings 
Notes: 
Istiwanah 
M. Fahmi 
Bu Titik Fahmi 
Pak Husein*  
Pak Ali*  
*     
pseudonym
Pak Budi 
Bu Mus* 
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other sibling 
Kyai Djuman 
parent 
Fig. 41 The genealogy of the Kauman families (Aryanti, 2011 based on interviews with research participants). 
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Bu Khadijah (pseudonym) (age 56) was the vice chair of the Ar-Rosyad Foundation and 
one of the imams of Musalla Ar-Rosyad. She also served as the treasurer of the ‘Aisyiyah of 
Kauman branch and was actively engaged with various community events held by ‘Aisyiyah. She 
was born into a respectable family, which shared a genealogy with Kyai Ahmad Dahlan. Bu 
Khadijah’s maternal grandmother (Nyai Habibah) was Kyai Ahmad Dahlan’s younger sister who 
was married to Kyai Fakih, the founder of Langgar Fakih, a small sub-neighborhood mosque, in 
his backyard. Her father (Kyai Amin) was a notable and respectable Islamic scholar and the 
imam of Masjid Gedhe. Bu Khadijah, her mother (Nyai Umi Aswad), and her elder sisters had 
been part of women’s religious education at Musalla Ar-Rosyad and its former women’s 
learning center, Djami’ijjah Noerijah. Her elder brothers (Kyai Wahdan and Kyai Syaifuddin) 
were imams at Masjid Gedhe. From Bu Khadijah, I discovered that many Kauman residents and 
some of my focal participants are relatives (Fig. 41). For example, Bu Khadijah, Pak Budi, and Bu 
Mus are cousins. Bu Khadijah and Bu Irma’s late husband were cousins as well. This occurred 
because familial marriage, especially among cousins, was common in the past. One of the 
reasons of this practice was the desire to preserve religious and moral quality through marrying 
children to a relative whose genealogy had been known well.150  
Bu Khadijah herself was a respectable female Islamic scholar among women in Kauman, 
and she was once asked by women at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah to facilitate a dispute among the 
imams. She was also asked to handle the Ar-Rosyad foundation money despite her position as a 
vice chair. I also observed that as an imam at Musalla Ar-Rosyad, she was respected and 
regarded as a leader and a teacher by her congregations as well as often asked by Pak Budi and 
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 Interview with Bu Husna (May 5, 2011), Bu Amirah (February 9, 2011), and Drs. Adaby Darban (May 8, 
2011).  
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other Masjid Gedhe board members for suggestions on the Masjid Gedhe and community 
policy.151               
Bu Lia (pseudonym) (age 50) was a newcomer who worshipped at Masjid Gedhe and 
had actively participated in the women’s group during the past couple years. Although her 
husband was a native resident of Kauman, they did not come to live in the village until 2009. 
Comparing the community to the complex where she had resided earlier, Bu Lia was very happy 
that she could live in Kauman because of its strong religious atmosphere. She was particularly 
content with the frequent Islamic lectures and the ‘Aisyiyah activities, which motivated her 
piety. With regard to her transition to immerse with the community, Bu Lia told me that she felt 
uncomfortable at first when she participated in the women’s lecture groups, but most people 
welcomed her. She assumed that her husband’s status as a native inhabitant of the village and 
a long-time active board member at Masjid Gedhe might have made acceptance in the 
community easier. She felt honored when she was offered a position to organize women and 
their prayer space in the recent elected mosque board at Masjid Gedhe. Due to her activeness 
and easy-going personality, Bu Lia was also proposed to be one of the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch 
board member and the secretary of the Integrated Service Post (Posyandu) at Neighborhood 
XIII of Kauman.152  
The women’s board committee was led by Bu Mus (pseudonym) (age 49), a native 
resident who also held a position as the head of the Elementary Education Committee at the 
‘Aisyiyah branch of Gondomanan County. Dressed conservatively in a long dark plain skirt, a 
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 Observation of the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch meeting (January 18, 2011), observation of Eid al-Adha 
slaughtering event at Masjid Gedhe (November 16, 2011), interview with Bu Khadijah (December 13, 2010), and 
observation of the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah board and imams meeting (December 20, 2010). 
152
 Observation of the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch meeting (January 18, 2011) and personal communication 
with Bu Asri (November 24, 2010). 
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blouse that dropped to her knees, and a simple unfashionable hijab covering her head, Bu Mus 
appeared like an ordinary traditional Muslim woman. But this impression vanished when she 
began to describe her busy agenda of daily activities. In addition to her involvement in the 
‘Aisyiyah organization, she served as the Masjid Gedhe board member who chaired the 
Women’s Affair (Keputrian) Committee and she also headed a sub-neighborhoods of twenty 
houses in Kauman village. Regarding her position as the head of sub-neighborhood, which I 
thought exceptional, Bu Mus said: “The neighbors urged me nominate myself because they 
were convinced that I could do this job better after the former head [who] was less active. So 
did Pak Budi, our neighborhood head.” She suspected that male sub-neighborhood heads 
tended to be less involved than female heads in the community because they were busy with 
their job and therefore, had less time to spend to interact with their community. Humbly, she 
explained: “But now there have been many female leaders already. Even the leader of our 
neighboring village is a woman. So what I am doing is not special.”153 
Following the Masjid Gedhe board members election in October 2010, Bu Yuli 
(pseudonym) (age 45) joined the Women’s Affair Committee under Bu Mus’s leadership. She 
also chaired the ‘Aisyiyah Elementary Education Committee of the Kauman branch, taught at 
the Kauman children’s Quran reading class organized by ‘Aisyiyah that met three days a week at 
the ‘Aisyiyah kindergarten hall, and actively supported the ‘Aisyiyah of the Yogyakarta 
provincial branch. She also organized the ‘Aisyiyah and Muhammadiyah’s charity to help the 
communities affected by the eruption of Mountain Merapi in October 2010. In the celebration 
of the Eid al-Adha (Sacrifice) Muslim holiday in November 2010, Bu Yuli took control of the 
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 Interview with Bu Mus, April 24, 2011. 
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meat distribution at Masjid Gedhe to help her husband, who was the chair of the Sacrifice 
holiday committee. Bu Yuli mostly worshipped at Masjid Gedhe. She was appointed an imam at 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah but then resigned that post when her social activities at ‘Aisyiyah increased.    
Like Bu Lia, Bu Fitri (pseudonym) (age 45) was also a newcomer who had been living 
with her only son in Kauman for more than twenty years. She regularly attended Masjid Gedhe 
and the ‘Aisyiyah women’s lecture group and played an active role in neighborhood community 
events, including the Integrated Service Post (Posyandu) and the Elderly Service (Lansia), each 
of which was held once a month. Despite a busy social schedule and employment as a tailor, 
she still managed to join the nearby women’s lectures every weekend. In every lecture that was 
taught by Pak Husein, Bu Fitri was one among several women who was always enthusiastic 
about asking questions. “I sometimes get bored with the topics that are delivered by the ustads 
[Islamic teachers] in the Kauman pengajians [Islamic lectures]. They are repeatedly taught to 
us. By asking questions, we incite them to share their thoughts on various things that we 
concern about and encounter in daily life but perhaps are thought to be too trivial to be 
discussed in pengajian by ustads,” Bu Fitri explained.154            
Bu Asri (pseudonym) (age 58) had been the chair of the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah board and one 
of the imams at the mosque for more than twenty years. She was a native resident of Kauman 
and lived with one of her sons since getting divorced from her husband many years ago. She 
also served as the head of organizer of the women’s Muslim lecture group at Neighborhood 
XIII, the chair of the ‘Aisyiyah Social Welfare Committee (Majlis Kesejahteraan Sosial) at the 
Kauman branch, and the head of the Elderly Service (Lansia) in her neighborhood. She had 
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 Interview with Bu Fitri, May 6, 2011. 
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begun her activity in the ‘Aisyiyah since the 1980s. “I was first being trained by Bu Jaman [the 
former chair of the ‘Aisyiyah of the Gondomanan county branch]. I followed her anywhere she 
went [for the ‘Aisyiyah events and meetings]. When she passed away, I was asked by other 
committee members to help the ‘Aisyiyah, and there began my involvement at the 
organization.”155      
The elderly Bu Farida (pseudonym) (age 80) was Bu Yuli’s mother. She had served as the 
secretary of the Musalla ’Aisyiyah board for more than thirty years. She also served as the 
adviser of the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch. Like other Kauman ‘Aisyiyah board members, she had 
been an activist of the Nasyiatul ‘Aisyiyah (the female youth wing of Muhammadiyah) in her 
teen age. She had begun attending Musalla ‘Aisyiyah since she was still a very young girl. Bu 
Farida told me: “Women and girls went to the musalla and Musalla Ar-Rosyad at that time. 
During Ramadan, girls’ prayers were accommodated at the ‘Aisyiyah kindergarten hall because 
the musalla would not be spacious enough to hold all of us. When fewer girls went to the 
Ramadan night prayers later, we all went to the musalla. That was how I began to have a close 
connection with the musalla board members. When the former secretary passed away, I was 
then asked by other congregations to replace her position.”156  
Bu Irma (pseudonym) (age 54) was the treasurer at Musalla Ar-Rosyad and the secretary 
of the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch. She was not a native resident of Kauman but had moved into 
the village in the 1970s after she married her late husband. Like my other focal participants, Bu 
Irma always opened her doors for me to interview her at home. She also informed me of the 
Pengajian Senen Pon at the palace. As one of the Musalla Ar-Rosyad board members, she 
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always received an invitation to the pengajian (Islamic lecture) which I had assumed to be 
restricted to limited attendees. When I asked her about the restriction, she said that I could 
come as a representative of Musalla Ar-Rosyad. As she knew that my research also included the 
‘Aisyiyah organization, Bu Irma also invited me to come to the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch 
meeting. Surprisingly, she even suggested nominating me for the organization board members 
election.157  
Dina (pseudonym) (age 20) was not a resident of Kauman but lived in Wijilan, a village 
east of the north city square. She regularly attended the sunset (Maghrib) and evening (Isha) 
prayers as well as lectures at Masjid Gedhe. Different from other female congregants who 
remained quiet at the lectures, Dina often posed questions to the lecturers in front of the 
mixed audience. “I don’t care about speaking in front of anybody as long as I am not wrong. 
Women have similar right to men to speak in the public,” she said to me. I selected Dina as one 
of the focal participants because she provided access to the youths’ voice.   
Another youth that I selected to participate in the interview was Yani (pseudonym) (age 
18). She was a former student at Taruna Al-Quran, a female boarding school near Musalla Ar-
Rosyad that focused its curriculum on Quran memorization, and served as a teacher assistant at 
the school. Being a hafizah (a woman who has completely memorized the Quran), she also 
served as an imam at Musalla Ar-Rosyad despite her very young age. Yani had entered the 
Quran school four years ago and began memorizing the Quran as a preparation to enter a 
school for Islamic lecturers. She confided her dream to me: “My parents [who live in a village at 
the outskirt of the Yogyakarta city] only want me to be a pious person, no matter what my job 
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is. But now as I am learning the Quran and memorizing it, I know that I want to be an ustada [a 
female Islamic lecturer].”158  
Focal Participants at the Palace. In a casual conversation on the veranda of Masjid 
Keputren one afternoon, as I measured and drew the mosque plan, Nyi Wage told me: “I have 
always wanted to serve (‘ndherek’) here since a very long time ago.”159 Nyi Wage was one of 
the female servants (keparak) who served at the keputren. That afternoon, she was assigned by 
the official of the keputren to take me to Masjid Keputren. Unlike Kauman women who mostly 
wore Islamic clothing and the hijab every time they appeared in public, Nyi Wage wore a tank 
top with a long batik cloth covering her legs tightly. Her hair was tied back and bent into a 
chignon almost at the top of the back of her head. Such a style, called peranakan, was 
recognized as the most traditional Javanese women’s clothing and was possibly originated from 
a time long before the establishment of the Yogyakarta Sultanate in 1755.160 But it clearly 
contrasted with the Islamic style that most Islamic scholars in Java promoted: covering the hair 
with the hijab and the whole body with loose and modest clothes.161 Moreover, many Javanese 
Islamic scholars consider that artificial hair extensions are forbidden according to Hadith. But 
the requirement to dress in that way in the palace was mandatory, according to the keputren 
official, and it had an interesting history. The fine Javanese word ndherek literally means to 
follow but is commonly used in Javanese to express one’s submission to a household or family 
in which she/he is a servant. For Nyi Wage, serving in the sultanate palace entailed some 
consequences. First she enrolled for an internship for one year with her own name. Once she 
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was accepted as a royal servant, she was granted a new name and title by the Sultan. Like other 
royal servants, she had to work at the keputren from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. from Monday to Saturday. 
As a royal servant, she had to wear the peranakan Javanese clothes, although outside the 
palace she wore the hijab. Once she finished her working hours, she covered herself with her 
blouse and hijab before leaving for home, about 1 kilometer from the palace. She proudly 
explained that her job was serving the Sultan inside the palace. 
The excitement to serve and become part of the palace was also expressed by Bu 
Kangjeng Tejanegara (age 55), the official of the keputren. She said: “It is more peaceful to be in 
the palace. It is very different from the outside.”162 Different from the female servants 
(keparak), Bu Kangjeng’s uniform was a batik cloth at the bottom and a black traditional tight 
blouse (kebaya), with a bigger chignon on her head. A relative of the royal family, Bu Kangjeng 
was appointed to be the official of the keputren in 2003. Although it was well known that 
serving at the palace would not make a lot of money, she wanted to devote herself to the 
Sultan for the rest of her life upon the passing of her husband, who had been a sultanate official 
earlier. “I would like to preserve the Javanese culture. By serving at the palace, the center of 
the culture, I feel like I am part of it,” she explained.   
The love of culture also led Raden Riyo Ridwan (age 55) to his current position as the 
chief of the sultanate palace religious corps (abdi dalem punakawan kaji or abdi dalem kaji 
selosin or abdi dalem pamethakan). He was recruited to the religious corps in 2003 after serving 
as a vice chair of a palace mosque, which was chaired by the Crown Prince KGPH Mangkubumi 
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(who was the current sultan),163 and delivered a Friday sermon in front of Prince GBPH 
Joyokusumo164 (the highest official of the sultanate religious buildings) on how the sultanate 
mosques embodied the sultanate philosophy and hybridized it with Islamic values.165 In 2009, 
he was promoted to lead the corps. Raden Riyo Ridwan said that there had been changes in the 
quality of the religious corps that he led. “In the past, the corps members were real Islamic 
scholars. They were the sultanate ulama (Islamic scholars). But they decreased and 
deteriorated lately into merely the masters of prayer (tukang donga). [So] I have proposed to 
the highest official [Prince GBPH Joyokusumo] that the members of the sultanate religious 
servants (abdi dalem suranata) and the sultanate religious corps (abdi dalem punakawan kaji) 
be actual Islamic scholars. At least, they are able to read and understand the traditional Islamic 
scriptures [which were written without diacritics],” he continued in mixed fine Javanese and 
Indonesian, “And they have to understand the challenge; it is how to translate the religion [of 
Islam] through a Javanese cultural perspective. Outsiders often confront them both [religion 
and culture] and the palace is considered a source of polytheism, superstition, and heresy.” 
Experts. I also interviewed several scholars whose expertise on women and gender in 
Islam and Islamic society in Yogyakarta as well as the history of Kauman and the mosques in the 
village and the palace. Different from focal participants at the field, these experts are public 
figures and therefore are not assigned pseudonyms.  
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Professor Siti Chamamah Soeratno166 is an emeriti professor of philology at the 
Department of Indonesian Literature at Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta. She was also the 
former national chair of ‘Aisyiyah (2000-2010). Under her leadership, the ‘Aisyiyah organization 
has developed and been presented to an international public, one of which was the United 
Nations audience. “The foundation of the ‘Aisyiyah is re-examining women’s position in Islam 
according to the Quran. Women should be on the right position: proselytizing and calling for 
goodness. And the key for this is equal education for women and men.” Professor Chamamah 
continued, “The establishment of Musalla ‘Aisyiyah in Kauman is evidence of the ‘Aisyiyah’s 
advancement of women’s status improvement in Islam.”167 
Wawan Gunawan Abdul Wahid, Lc., M.A. is a lecturer of Islamic legal school and law 
comparison at Sunan Kalijaga Islamic University of Yogyakarta. Being a member of the 
Muhammadiyah Legal Affairs and Thought Development Committee (Majlis Tarjih dan 
Pengembangan Pemikiran) in the women and family section, he has actively promoted the 
Quranic re-interpretation of women’s status in Islamic law. His article challenging a wife’s 
requirement of her husband’s permission to perform nonobligatory fasting ignited debate 
among Indonesian Islamic scholars. Moreover, he and the committee recommend that a female 
imam for a mixed congregation of women and men is acceptable according to Islamic law in a 
case when she is the most knowledgeable person among them all.168 
Professor Inajati Adrisijanti is an emeriti professor of Indonesian Islamic archaeology at 
the Department of Archaeology of Gadjah Mada University. She has researched a number of 
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mosques and palatial buildings in Yogyakarta and Central Java. Although she has not studied 
the palatial mosques, she is knowledgeable of the sultanate heritage and key persons and 
officials that I had to contact, and she has had experience visiting the keputren for a book 
project on the palace. 
Drs. Ahmad Adaby Darban, S.U. was a historian and a lecturer at the Department of 
History at Gadjah Mada University. He was the writer of Sejarah Kauman: Menguak Identitas 
Kampung Muhammadiyah (The History of Kauman: Revealing the Identity of a Muhammadiyah 
Village) (2000), which has been a seminal work on Kauman and was the primary reference for 
the script of the movie Sang Pencerah.169 His book comprises interviews with a number of 
Kauman female Islamic scholars and other respectable community figures in the 1980s on the 
history of the village. 
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Archival Investigation 
In addition to interviews, I also employed historical archives. I wanted to know: 1) The 
historical questions of when and why the pawestren and the women’s mosques emerged; 2) 
The architectural questions of how social spaces are constructed; 3) The sociological and 
cultural questions of how the meanings of the spaces are produced and how the members of 
society view their world in relations to the space that they occupy. I examined archives at the 
Suara Muhammadiyah office where the Muhammadiyah’s magazines, including Suara 
Muhammadiyah (the Voice of Muhammadiyah), have been printed and published since 1915, 
and the ‘Aisyiyah national office. It showed to me that both organizations have brilliantly 
utilized written publications so as to spread its Islamic reform messages, including the Muslim 
women’s status improvement and women’s social roles in Islamic society, while promoting 
literacy among their members and followers. My investigation of the archives also helps me 
understand the socio-political contexts of certain events, such as the construction of Musalla 
‘Aisyiyah in 1922, as well as the dynamic of the Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah’s perspective of 
the Islamic gender relations in both familial and social contexts. Fortunately, numerous studies 
have been conducted on both organizations, although none of them has discussed the ‘Aisyiyah 
women’s mosque at length. 
I also researched the archives at the Widyo Budoyo palace library and the Sonobudoyo 
provincial library in Yogyakarta. I hoped to find documentation on the palace women, the life in 
the keputren, and Masjid Keputren, although there was very little mention of them in the 
archives. The only document that I found was the mention of a female military corps, formed 
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under the former sultans. I obtained the historical data of Masjid Keputren from the Center for 
Preservation of Cultural Heritage.  
 
Language and Communicability 
Javanese language, which most of the Kauman residents and other communities in 
Central Java and Yogyakarta spoke, is the language that Javanese people in central to eastern 
part of the island speak. Different from Indonesian, the national language, Javanese language 
recognizes hierarchy of politeness according to its social context. The general guidance requires 
that younger people and those who have lower social status have to speak in krama (semi-
formal) or krama inggil (fine, formal, polite style) language to the elders and people with higher 
status. The ngoko (informal) style is usually spoken between friends and to people at the same 
ages or younger, or of lower status. However, not all Javanese societies follow this rule. In the 
eastern part of Java, informal speech is commonly used in conversation regardless of the 
speaker’s status. I assume that the inclusiveness of Kauman contributes to the varying 
languages that were spoken in the village. Old people, either native or newcomer, mostly speak 
middle to fine Javanese. Many newcomers, most of them live at the north-eastern part of the 
village (Ngindungan) speak informal Javanese. Regardless of what the parents speak, most 
children at the village speak Indonesian rather than polite Javanese to their parents and older 
people and speak informal Javanese to their friends.    
I always began the interactions with my people at the field with a smile and either with 
an Islamic greeting or light conversation, mostly in fine Javanese. Those who are Javanese and 
had been staying for more than twenty years there always spoke in Javanese to me, while those 
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who were Javanese newcomers spoke mixed language: polite and middle-level Javanese as well 
as Indonesian. Participants who were active both in and outside the village like Pak Budi (54), 
Pak Husein (57), Bu Yuli (45), and Bu Mus (49) spoke mixed Javanese and Indonesian language. 
Bu Umi (70) was the only participant who spoke to me in informal language, sprinkled with 
some Indonesian sentences.  
In Javanese culture, language is an important way of expressing respect towards others. 
A Javanese person and those who live in Javanese society are required to understand others in 
order to be respected by them. The term njawa, stemming from the word jawa (the Javanese 
word of “Java”) denotes someone’s ability to situate her-/himself in a certain social context and 
to understand others, and thus she/he is in the state of being a real Javanese (njawani). In 
social interactions and interviews, I always used fine Javanese language and manners not only 
because I wanted to communicate well, but also in order to indicate respect for my 
participants. Being hierarchical in its nature, the use of Javanese language is also useful to help 
me identify the social status that is embedded to certain space, relations, or person. For 
example, the fine Javanese word “dipun paringi,” was selected by Bu Irma to articulate the 
word “to be given” (by someone who has a higher status to someone with a lower status) by 
the Masjid Gedhe board members election committee to the musalla board. When I asked her 
about the procedure that the Musalla Ar-Rosyad board had to follow to nominate candidates 
for the great mosque election, she explained, “Musalla-musalla menika dipun paringi serat 
saking Masjid Ageng, dipun purih nyalonaken pitu…. [The musallas were given letters by Masjid 
Gedhe, (they were) requested to nominate seven….].”170 Instead of using “dipun caosi,” which 
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also means “to be given” (by someone who has a lower status to the other who has a higher 
status), Bu Irma chose “dipun paringi.” This reflects her perception that the status of the Masjid 
Gedhe board was higher than that of the Musalla Ar-Rosyad board although in actuality they 
have no organizational relations. Another example is the use of “ngelebet,” the fine Javanese 
word for “inside.” I had observed that the use of “ngelebet” for denoting a certain space implies 
its higher status, compared to other spaces, as shown through prohibition and restriction.171 
“Wonten ngelebet boten pareng kagem tilem [You may not sleep in the inside].”  
The hierarchy that is embedded in Javanese language also allows me to recognize the 
kind of relationship that participants wish to build with me. I assume that participants like Bu 
Farida (80) and Bu Husna (82) considered me a guest because they always spoke fine Javanese 
to me. Bu Umi (70) always spoke to me in informal language and called me “ndhuk,” a Javanese 
word for “girl” although she knew that I am married and have children. It was not impoliteness 
but rather that she regarded me as her daughter, whom she often advised. Well-educated 
participants, such as Pak Budi and Pak Husein, and those who were also activists in 
organizations outside Kauman like Bu Yuli and Bu Mus, used less Javanese and spoke 
Indonesian more to me, perhaps because they positioned me as a colleague rather than a 
guest.  
While the use of language and scholarly terms was less restricted in my interviews with 
the experts, I avoided the use of academic terminology that is often inaccessible to people 
outside my field. The word “feminism” often sounds provocative to those who are working 
outside gender and women’s studies and even more to people outside academia. Considering 
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the possible sensitivity of my participants, and to avoid abstraction, I avoided using the words 
“gender,” “feminist/feminism,” “empowerment,” “discrimination,” “subjugation,” and 
“subordination” in the interviews with participants. Instead, I formulated subtle questions to 
address the issue of gender relations in the community. I let my focal participants come up with 
their own words to describe gender relations and the sex segregation that they experienced. 
Instead of describing my research as a project that explored gender relations in mosques, I 
instead took the approach of explaining that I had observed women’s social and religious 
activities in Kauman and was amazed by their liveliness, and that therefore, I wanted to learn 
about their experience of becoming involving in the activities. I seldom used the word 
“architecture” as I soon realized that it created a distance between me and the participants 
who felt that it was something beyond their knowledge. Instead, I broke it down into the words 
like “form,” “area,” “color,” while pointing to specific building parts.  
I avoided asking about the history of the mosques because my participants, most of who 
felt themselves laypersons, indicated that this was a question that should be directed to history 
experts, such as the village’s respectable persons and the chief of sultanate religious officials. I 
asked instead, “Do you remember what this mosque looked like when you were a child? Was it 
as wide as it is today? Did it have more walls or doors? Has it ever been rebuilt or renovated or 
modified in the past? Was it always fully attended on prayer times? Were the prayers always 
led by female imams? Was the mihrab ever used in the past? Do you remember when the imam 
began to stand side by side to rather than in front of the congregation?” By posing such 
questions to my focal participants, particularly women, I intended to construct an architectural 
history that listens to the ordinary people, who were usually unheard in historiography.  
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Time Frame 
Although I had visited the area previously, my formal research for this project lasted for 
eleven months, from July 2010 to May 2011. The selection of the time span took into 
consideration several significant events in the community’s calendar, in addition to the regular 
daily, weekly, and monthly observations. The observations of the three Kauman mosques were 
possible to be conducted concurrently with archival review because the observed events 
occurred during library break time. Focal participants were also available for interview outside 
the observation time. 
 
The Encounters with the Field: Dealing with Borders and Differences 
Introducing and immersing self to the researched community is the most pivotal phase 
for an ethnographer. I have familiarity with Islamic principles and practices as well as Javanese 
culture because I myself was born into a Javanese Muslim family and this made my immersion 
in the Kauman community much easier than for researchers from other religious and cultural 
backgrounds. However, the numerous similarities that my participants and I shared did not 
instantly transform me from an outsider into an insider. I agree with Patricia Zavella’s 
perspective that differences that were present between us in some ways kept me a “partial 
outsider.”172 However, this “insider-outsider border” is not static. Instead, it was constituted 
through different relationships with the researched community that I will discuss below.173 
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In the beginning of the encounters, I introduced myself differently according to whether 
the addressee was part of the Kauman community, an expert, or a keputren member. To Pak 
Budi, Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu, the experts at the university, and other community respectable 
figures, I introduced myself as a researcher from an American university. Having previously 
interacted with numerous scholars who conducted their research in Kauman, they accepted me 
openhandedly. We mostly interacted as colleagues and often discussed Javanese mosques and 
Muslim life in Java. However, I began my interactions with other Kauman women differently. I 
had experienced rejections from my past research participants, who quickly withdrew from 
participation once I let them know that I was a researcher. Therefore, I chose to enter the 
Kauman community as an ordinary housewife. This helped me to understand the social 
characteristic that the community possessed while building good rapport with all community 
members before selecting focal participants. But this technique was not applicable at the 
keputren, which is restricted to the public. To some of the women servants there, it was 
surprising that they had a guest from an American university and their questions on my being 
an American university student kept on setting a gap between us. Consequently, it was difficult 
to build a close relation with the keputren members during my fieldwork. 
Social Interaction. When I first arrived at the village, the woman from whom I rented 
the house offered to introduce me to the neighbors. I gathered that it was the custom in the 
village, since I had not asked her to do this. She assured me, “We [women of the neighborhood 
where we both lived] usually meet three times a month for a pengajian: on the 1st, the 10th, 
and the 25th. Those are all. Don’t worry; these are enough for socializing with the neighbors. I 
myself very rarely mingle with others.” She picked me up the next day for a neighborhood 
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lecture (pengajian) and introduced me to other women as a newcomer who was staying in her 
rental house. The introduction that afternoon opened wider relations with women in the 
village. On my own, I started going to another pengajian, held at Musalla Ar-Rosyad every 
Saturday afternoon, and I built good rapports with the group members. I made use the time 
when we waited for lecturers to open conversations and introduce myself to other women. 
Most of them were delighted that I joined the pengajian and some of them even invited me to 
attend other lectures in the village. Thus, in less than three months, I had joined almost all 
women’s pengajians and got acquainted to almost all women in the village.  
It was clear that the minimal expectation for Kauman women’s social participation was 
attending their neighborhood pengajian. As Bu Rina explained, newcomers were expected to 
attend the lectures so that they could get along well with others. Participation in the 
neighborhood pengajian was also one of the criteria that a community member could be 
promoted to be an ‘Aisyiyah board member. I saw that in the ‘Aisyiyah Kauman branch 
meeting, a woman’s nomination was rejected because she did not actively attend the 
neighborhood pengajian. Bu Farida said to the other board members when they discussed the 
nominees: “She even never attends the Sunday Night lecture [the Neighborhood X weekly 
lecture]? Oh, then we can’t expect anything from her!”174 Although interactions might occur in 
vegetable and food stalls in the morning or the village alleys, pengajian had been the primary 
event where women met, although they could not converse much since they had to listen to 
the lecturers. Bu Amirah said that an event with pengajian would attract more women to come 
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in Kauman.175 For this reason, a number of events were often preceded by a pengajian, 
delivered by local teachers, who might be either male or female). It was particularly interesting 
for me to see how religious public space, whether it was at the mosques or the community halls 
or residents’ house, became a setting for women’s social time. Therefore, joining the pengajian 
was a very good way of immersing myself amidst the women at Kauman.  
Pengajian was never held at Masjid Keputren. The only occasion in which women 
interacted with other royal servants in the palace was at the keputren office while serving for 
the Sultan’s family. Therefore, their social bond with others was built upon their shared 
circumstance as the Sultan’s servants. While the social relations in Kauman were hierarchical 
according to age, those at the keputren were ruled according to their social status in relations 
to the Sultan. As an outsider, I was categorized into the abdi dalem (royal servant) level and this 
had set a distance when I was interviewing the palace officials. 
The various spaces all had different customs and required adaptability on my part. 
Kauman is a high density village, in which houses nestle together mostly without fences. 
Different from places where I had lived earlier, the village devotes more space for communal 
life. The majority of the public space users were women. They sold and bought food and 
vegetables, walked children to and from schools nearby, and went to lectures and mosques. 
Passersby walked just outside windows, and neighbors spent much of their time having 
conversations from their own veranda or along the narrow alleys. In Kauman, I was expected to 
socialize with other residents as much as possible. Therefore, I spent much time outside the 
house attending lectures and women’s organizational activities. If I were to stay at the keputren 
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with female royal family members—if they were still there—I expect that the interactions 
would be different, particularly due to the different characteristics of social interaction resulted 
from the social hierarchy and religiosity, which was embodied through the frequent Islamic 
lectures in Kauman.   
 
 
 
Clothing. I never expected that clothing would affect one’s relations to a certain 
community, but as my fieldwork unfolded, the modest Islamic clothing and the hijab that I wear 
helped me blend with the Kauman women, most of who wore them (Fig. 42). The women 
regarded the hijab as mandatory according to Islamic law, following Quran 24:31 which 
Fig. 42 The Kauman women with their hijab (Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
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instructs women to cover their bosoms. Although the ideal style of the Islamic clothing was 
understood by them to consist of covering the whole body except face, palms of the hands, , 
and feet, some women often wore a short-sleeve dress with the hijab to cover their hair. This 
was commonly observed in the morning when women went to the main village alleys to buy 
food. Some of the village women did not wear the hijab on daily basis because they felt that 
they had not been good enough to represent good Muslims. In other words, they saw it as a 
measure of correct religious observance.176 However, these women always wore the hijab 
whenever they attended Islamic lectures. I assume that the hijab had served as a way of 
presenting self among women themselves in order to be accepted in the women’s lecture 
groups. Although there was no written rule sanctioning this, women embraced this as a 
common knowledge. The practice of veiling in Kauman, different from what scholars had found 
previously circulating around issues of politics and women’s status in society, was a ticket to a 
good social relationship.177 
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Fig. 43 The royal servants and officials’ attires at Yogyakarta Sultanate palace. Left: female servant's peranakan; 
middle: female official's attire; right: male servant's peranakan attire (Photo: Aryanti, 2011). 
 
The requirements for entering the keputren were very different. Unlike at Kauman and 
even at the larger keputren—where daily costume is acceptable, the only attire that was 
accepted for royal servants was the peranakan. For women, the peranakan is a batik torso wrap 
that leaves the shoulders opened, a batik cloth that covers the legs, and a bun pinned to the 
head (Fig. 43). For male royal servants, it is a dark blue long-sleeved striped coat that covered 
the upper body to the upper neck, a batik cloth that covers the legs, and a traditional 
headdress. Interestingly, such traditional attires—which presumably have existed since the pre-
Islamic era—were preserved even when Java became the territory of Muslim rulers. A number 
of female royal servants who wore the hijab on a daily basis outside the palace had to put it off 
by regulation once they entered the keputren gate. As a woman who wears modest Islamic 
dress, including the hijab, I empathize with their discomfort in having to remove the hijab. The 
royal servants explained their predicament. Nyi Wage was one of those who wear the hijab 
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outside the keputren and the Javanese torso wrap within it. The keputren office was like a 
serving kitchen for the whole palace, and she had to meet male royal servants who came and 
go to bring or take food or offerings. She felt embarrassed to be seen with hair and arms 
uncovered, but in the specific context of the keputren, she became used to the exposure. 
Improperness was the issue when discussion of women’s peranakan costume circulated 
among the palace male high officials in the period that I was doing my fieldwork. Raden Riyo 
Ridwan said that he and Prince GBPH Joyokusumo, the highest official who was responsible for 
the sultanate religious buildings, along with other officials considered revising the women’s 
dressing rule. Although they have not come to a decision, they all agreed that in their minds 
and according to the general perspective the women’s traditional peranakan costume was 
“unethical” and “less proper” in the modern-day. Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu who supervised the 
royal servants at the sultanate religious sites revealed that female servants and visitors to the 
Imogiri royal mausoleum were allowed to wear their hijab lately as a respect to their religious 
practice.178 I assume that this connects to the social class stratification that has existed for 
centuries in the palace tradition. The palace museum has exhibits that show a number of 
clothing styles worn by royal family members and their servants. As we find in pre-Islamic Arab 
tradition where low-class women were not allowed to practice veiling, and thus to make a 
distinction between upper and lower class women, the lowest-rank servants in the Yogykarta 
palace are required to wear the more revealing peranakan customarily.179 The debate over the 
peranakan’s propriety is not about the modesty of the female body specifically but rather an 
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indication of the value contestation that emerges from the border (marked via the male and 
female body) that delineates the inside from the outside of the palace. 
Proper Behavior. The palace fence sets a strict boundary by coercing those who enter it 
to follow the rules and prohibiting certain customs and behaviors that are commonly found 
among communities. Bu Kangjeng said: “[Female] royal servants who just began serving here 
sometimes do not behave properly. Once they fought and pulled each other’s hair only for 
mangoes. When I admonished them, they were embarrassed and ceased it. ‘Why don’t you 
fight at the city square until your heart’s content?’ I told them. ‘This is the palace. Restrain 
yourselves and stay peacefully here.’ They may fight or do anything they like outside, but not 
here. I always tell them about this. The palace is where you seek serenity.” As the official of the 
keputren, Bu Kangjeng held the authority to control the behaviors, including the way women 
dressed, in the harem on behalf of the Sultan through such verbal regulations. I also 
experienced this boundary through the way I called participants’ name. Different from the 
Kauman participants, whom I called “Pak” (Sir/Mr.) and “Bu” (Madam/Mrs.), I was obliged to 
call the palace officials with their title: “Gusti” (a queen or prince or princess), “Kangjeng” or 
“Raden” (a high official), and “Nyi” (in lieu of Madam/Mrs. for women of lower status).  
The research terrain and how I relate myself to my research subjects contribute to my 
writing as a representation of the field. In this regard, my ethnography of women and gender in 
the mosques is an “interpretive construction,” situated within a constellation of personal norms 
and academic understanding.  
  
 
Chapter 4 
Making Women Invisible at the Sultanate Mosques 
“You know, the name keputren implies that it is winates [restricted] to women. Men can 
neither look inside nor enter it. Therefore, all I know about the activities of the mosque inside 
the keputren is merely what I saw when I was a child. I could play inside and explore every 
corner of the keputren until before my circumcision. But once I was circumcised, I couldn’t. 
Even the sultan’s sons had to move out of it to the kasatriyan [the palace male quarter] once 
they do the circumcision.”180 Kangjeng Jatiningrat, whose late father was the elder stepbrother 
of Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX, confirmed the strict access to the harem quarters inside the 
Yogyakarta Sultanate palace when I asked him about Masjid Keputren when he had seen it long 
time ago. Being male, the young prince experienced the transitional moment in adolescence 
when he was ejected from the place where he spent his childhood and where his female 
relatives and other royal women lived. Although the harem is now nearly vacant due to the 
change of the present sultan’s marriage system and life style, the keputren remains restricted 
to women. 
The word “winates” that Kangjeng Jatiningrat used to describe the keputren has 
multiple meanings, all of which signify a sense of demarcating. Stemming from the Javanese 
word wates (border), winates can be translated as limited, restricted, confined, or bordered. In 
this sense, it is parallel to the word haram, meaning “restricted” as well as “harem.” It may also 
imply the sense of being controlled. The Javanese phrase “ngerti wates” (to know the limit) is 
used to express one’s control over her/himself. The notion of “winates” that I quote from my 
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interview with Kangjeng Jatiningrat therefore implies both sex segregation and the restriction 
from the public’s gaze embodied in the sultanate mosques that I discuss here. Both meanings 
suggest control over bodies and their senses. 
This chapter discusses the way that architecture serves as a tool to embody the 
historical practices of the sultanate’s ideal of women and as an instrument for shaping the 
sultan’s idealized gender relations through the control of vision and movement. I inquire how 
the sultan’s conception of women’s appearance in public space is reflected in its architecture, 
particularly the sultanate mosques; how women’s visibility in general is controlled through 
architecture; and how power operates in space where vision is institutionalized under the 
sultan’s authority.  
 
Vision and Women’s Visibility in Islamic Tradition 
Throughout the world, vision is controlled through spatial arrangement according to 
cultural values and in order to construct difference. Space is hierarchized through what is 
revealed and what remains curtailed to grant or deny physical and visual access. Architecture 
plays a critical role in the construction of the social order. The visual organization of buildings 
and the built environment as a whole guides our gaze to differentiate insiders from outsiders, 
the most respected from the common people, and the privileged from those who are denied 
privilege. Architectural elements, such as walls, doors, screens, stairs, and columns, direct our 
perception of where to move, what to see, and which place we may or may not access.  
A number of scholars have studied how space is manipulated to control the spectators’ 
vision. In the context of ancient Rome, for example, Kathryn L. Gleason, demonstrates that 
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Pompey’s portico (built in 1 BCE) was attached to the theater building not only for protecting 
visitors from rain but more importantly, to evoke an intended spatial experience and to 
choreograph their visual perception.181 The built environment is also often designed to facilitate 
surveillance in a social context, as shown in Timothy Mitchell’s work on nineteenth-century 
Egypt. Exemplifying Foucault’s panopticism, Mitchell demonstrates the role of visual signs of 
behavior in the disciplinary system of colonial Egypt. He points out that the disciplinary order 
had been used to control the different social and political aspects of society. The order 
appeared to express the achievement of “intellectual orderliness, social tidiness, and physical 
cleanliness” to enhance the representation of Egypt as a newly emerging modern state and an 
obedient colonial subject. The ordering was also accompanied by the method of disciplining, 
which he calls “enframing,” as a technique for controlling members of society through 
schooling, village remodeling, time-keeping, and the new order of the army. This resulted in the 
society members’ submission to the authoritative power operating in the system.182 
Scholars in Islamic art and architecture have demonstrated the local specificity that 
informs the formulation of vision, visual experience, and representation. Investigating the 
Dome of the Rock of Jerusalem (built in 691 CE), Oleg Grabar proposed an “iconography of 
appropriation” that operates for place in the Islamic tradition the way figural imagery operates 
at the center of the Western visual tradition. For Grabar, the absence of icons, due to the 
Islamic prohibition of portraying the living things, does not necessarily reflect the absence of 
iconography in Islamic visual culture. Rather, the place, architectural typology, and epigraphy of 
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the Dome of the Rock reveal an iconographic model developed from a cultural appropriation. 
Furthermore, D. F. Ruggles points out that lacking figural and mimetic representation, Islamic 
visuality is more about presentation, not representation. Examining the jharokas (window 
screens) and the jali screens in Mughal palaces of South Asia as well as the miradors (viewing 
places) in the palaces of Islamic Spain, Ruggles demonstrates that in presenting the object of 
vision, Islamic art and architecture utilize the frame as a device to establish the object-spectator 
relation.183 Together with postcolonial feminist approaches, these scholars’ works offer me an 
opportunity to see the different formulation of vision in culture and, by extension, on women in 
the Yogyakarta sultanate mosque architecture.      
Western feminist critiques position women as the object of the gaze and men as the 
traditional owners and controller of the gaze, of which women are the objects. A key work in 
this respect was Mulvey’s use of psychoanalysis theory to examine the way the societal 
patriarchic subconsciousness shapes people’s experience in watching movies. Mulvey argues 
that preexisting social patterns cause viewers of Hollywood movies to see women as passive 
objects of the gaze. She argues that whether the actual viewer (“glance”) was male or female, 
the position (“gaze”) is always gendered and male. She further concludes that the gaze or the 
pleasure of looking at an object is masculine.184 Such a male-gazing-female relation is perfectly 
articulated in Barbara Kruger’s artwork “Your Words” (1981). The woman’s face in the image is 
neither smiling nor upset and thus the artwork’s caption, “your gaze hits the side of my face,” 
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could imply two kinds of pleasure that Mulvey argues on what cinema offers: scopophilia (the 
pleasure in looking) and narcissism (the pleasure of being looked at).     
In the Islamic tradition, the vision toward others is carefully controlled from the 
individual to the urban level. At the individual level, the Quranic verses overtly command 
female and male believers to “lower their gaze” and “guard their modesty” (Quran 24:30-31). 
Other verses restrict spatial access specifically to the Prophet’s home (Quran 33:53) in order to 
respect his family’s privacy and others’ houses (Quran 24:27). The latter verse emphasizes one’s 
respect for others’ territoriality. In Middle Eastern urban space, houses huddle with small 
curtained windows that are often positioned above the eye level of the passersby along narrow 
and angled streets, and the houses can be entered through an indented gate that is kept 
closed. The enrty is often constructed with a bent entrance to allow movement but curtail 
vision.185 This often leads to an inner courtyard with a fountain, which in addition to 
engineering the micro climate of the surrounding apartments, may also function to distract the 
coming visitors’ eyes from directly looking at the apartment doors inside the residential 
compound. Likewise, residential districts in Islamic cities are arranged with oblique entrances 
along smaller side streets that restrict the view toward a building’s interior. 
Islamic culture articulates vision toward women differently from the Western tradition. 
As in the West, women may be the objects in Islamic art, and paintings of dancers and even 
nude and semi-nude women could be seen in private spaces such as bathhouses and harems as 
well as in books for private consumption. Nonetheless, in the public sphere, the female body 
remained invisible, either modestly covered or absent altogether. Even in the early 
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establishment of Islam when women’s public appearance participation was permissible, as 
demonstrated by Abbott, the believing women were commanded to conceal themselves with 
cloaks when they go out so they will be recognized as free Muslim women (Quran 33:59).186 
There is no clear injunction in the Qur’an commanding the covering of the hair. The verse 24:31 
tells women to draw their shawl over their bosoms, which has been commonly interpreted to 
mean the entire head, but it is not clear from the actual words how much veiling is required. It 
is a matter of interpretation.  
The difference of men and women’s sexuality in Islam is apparent in the different 
definition of their ‘awra (the bodily areas that have to be covered), which will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. On the other hand, the obligation to lower the gaze as stated in some Quranic verses 
(24:30-31) implies that while men and women have different degree of sexuality, controlling 
the eyes is most important for both sexes in order to preserve the purity of their heart. Due to 
the danger of the gaze, the famed scholar Imam Al-Ghazali (1050-1111) even cited the Hadith 
that “the look is the fornication of the eye.” Moreover, he believed that the gaze was always 
imbued with sexual power. Thus, for him, controlling the eye was as crucial as disciplining the 
soul.187 Despite the mandate to control the eye found in Islamic teachings, in fact it is largely 
through women’s seclusion that the control has been traditionally practiced. In other words, 
the eye itself has not been controlled, so much as the temptation removed from the visual field.   
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Aside from Islamic contexts, nowhere in the Javanese traditional texts do the concept of 
women’s ‘awra and the control of the gaze appear. In fact, the traditional women’s clothes 
expose the shoulders and breast--parts of the body that most interpreters of Islamic law regard 
as part of the ‘awra. If a similar concept of concealing women’s sexuality was embraced, 
perhaps it had been practiced through sequestration as a way of concealing women’s body 
from the public, which was male. However, there are numerous historical texts on women that 
contain teachings on how women should behave to keep their dignity and to preserve their 
marriage. These texts were produced from the mid-eighteenth through the mid-twentieth 
centuries. In “Wulang Estri” (The Lessons for Women, 1809), for example, Sunan Pakubuwono 
IV of the Surakarta sultanate taught his daughters to devote themselves to their husband in 
order to preserve marriage.188 Another manuscript, “Abdul Merak Ati” (The Slave of the 
Beautiful Heart), compiled by a palace scholar under the order of the sultan, contains the 
Prophet Muhammad’s teachings to his daughter Fatimah that harmony in marriage follows the 
wife’s treatment of her husband.189 These texts took the Prophet’s marriage as an exemplary 
practice, but they did not embrace the practice of veiling as it was exemplified by the Prophet’s 
family and companions, because the veiling that they advocated for Muslim women was not 
precisely the same as that practiced by the Prophet’s wives and daughters.  This informs us 
that, although Muslims in in the nineteenth-century Javanese sultanates (as well as Javanese 
Muslims today) might strive to follow the Prophet’s example, their customs are different from 
those in other places and ages.  
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It is noteworthy that the treatises mostly, if not all, were written by men. Thus male 
poets, artists, and scholars—mostly under the sultan’s patronage—played a pivotal part in 
proposing a feminine code of conduct that would benefit men. One could speculate that this 
was due to insufficient education among royal women. But in fact, Sultan Hamengkubuwono I 
founded the Tamanan School inside the palace to provide a comprehensive education equally 
for both boys and girls of the royal families and their servants.190 It is also possible that, as in 
the Middle East, women’s works were possibly sometimes published under men’s names 
because it was considered improper for a woman’s name to be mentioned in public. Educated 
and capable of writing, women’s textual absence in the royal chronicles and texts seems due 
not to illiteracy but their lack of voice. They were not encouraged to write, lecture, or address 
matters of wide public importance; this was another symptom of their removal from the public 
eye. 
The traditional chronicles (babad) of both sultanates very rarely describe court women’s 
public participation in court or the keputren where they lived. However, Babad Ngayogyakarta 
mentions that Sultan Hamengkubuwono III (1812-1814) formed a female military group which, 
according to Kangjeng Jatiningrat, was part of his strategy of psychological war against the 
Dutch colonizer.191 Moreover, Serat Ajisaka also describes a woman named Bendara Raden Ayu 
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Kaptin, who was appointed as the captain of the female military group in 1873.192 The female 
troop was only a small part of the whole army, the majority of which were men. Commonly 
assumed as inferior than men but in fact highly trained in military actions, the women’s 
appearance was instead intended to give an impression of the greatness of the sultan’s troop. 
Thus, although the women’s involvement in the army reflected the royal women’s political role 
facilitated by the sultan, this unusual exception needs further scrutiny of whether or not it 
acted to benefit women or to merely utilize them in the creation of the sultan’s representation 
as the holder of the authoritative colonial power over women.  
 
Segregation in the Sultanate Mosques 
The classic sultan’s ideal of women’s visibility in the Javanese Islamic tradition is 
apparent in the spatial arrangement of the palace architecture. Imposing sexual segregation, 
the sultan puts himself as the controller of the interactions between the sexes. He establishes a 
male quarter (the kasatriyan) to the east and the women’s keputren to the west, with the main 
palace courtyard (the kedhaton courtyard) and the Golden Pavilion (Bangsal Kencana), where 
he sits on his throne, in the middle.193 Like the palace, the sultanate mosques serve as models 
of how the sultan’s conception of gender relations is made manifest in space. The architecture 
of the Yogyakarta Sultanate palace and its off-palace sultanate state mosque, Masjid Gedhe, 
reveals strict sexual segregation as a result of the control of vision and visual access and 
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interaction between sexes. This is intended to minimize or even eliminate the encounter 
between women and men.  
Naming is a way of representing objects through language. It becomes a sign through 
which messages and meanings are expressed.194 The labels keputren, or the princesses’ place, 
and the pawestren, or the women’s place, are indexical signs that convey restriction and 
limitation. As such, the labels keputren and pawestren specify the use of certain space for 
women by excluding men, while simultaneously confine themselves as separate from their 
contexts. This has two consequences. On the one hand, it results in the exclusivity of the 
keputren and the pawestren as woman-restricted areas in the palace and the Masjid Gedhe. Yet 
on the other hand, it also creates a binary opposition between the women’s area and the space 
outside of it as male space, and may result in women’s exclusion from other spaces, which 
according to this binary opposition is defined as male space. The Javanese traditional space is 
claimed to embrace such an oppositional concept, which is apparent in the spatial layout of the 
palace.195 Although the opposition in fact appears as a spectrum, allowing the emergence of in-
between categories, the primary arrangement overtly reflects a binary system of male-female 
space. The provision of the kasatriyan appears to be the keputren’s complement, but different 
from the keputren, which accommodates the sultan’s wives, concubines, and unmarried 
princesses of the current and previous sultans, the kasatriyan is provided only for unmarried 
princes. The spatial layout of the palace shows that instead of protecting his mature sons by 
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locating the kasatriyan behind his traditional residence, the sultan supervises them and trains 
their independence prior to their marriage by providing them a residential space across from 
his own pavilion.  
The sexual borders in the sultanate mosques are also demarcated through visibility. 
Showing physical access to a certain object, visibility serves as a device to show accessibility, 
and thus a way of communicating who may enter and who may not. The three mosques have 
different levels of visibility to the public. Both Masjid Keputren and Masjid Panepen are located 
inside the larger keputren area and were designed to remain out of public view, even to the 
guests and tourists who may enter the kedhaton courtyard in front of the royal audience hall 
(Bangsal Kencana). Masjid Keputren (invisible) and Masjid Panepen (visible in a limited sense) 
are thus only accessible to those who are authorized to enter the larger keputren. In contrast, 
the Masjid Gedhe of Kauman is situated on a site that can be seen from the city square, in front 
of the palace. Indeed, the sultanate state mosque is designed for display and is intended to be 
seen simultaneously with the palace once a visitor arrives at the large square. This arrangement 
demonstrates the semiotic connectivity between the palace as the center of the sultan’s power 
and the mosque as the site of religious and political harmony under the sultan’s authority that 
the sultan would like spectators to perceive. The context in which the three mosques are 
situated helps our formation of meanings when seeing them as the objects of vision. In Norman 
Bryson’s terms, rather than standing as singular structures, buildings stand within their social 
context, which acts as the “frame” through which viewers generate their subjectivity when 
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looking at the buildings.196 Thus the spatial arrangement of the three mosques is significant in 
understanding their meanings. 
The Masjid Keputren is situated in a complex, only very small parts of which are visible 
to the public. Compared to other buildings aligned along the west side of the kedhaton 
courtyard, the Service Building, where the entrance to the keputren is, looks shabby with poorly 
maintained appearance (Fig. 44). Moreover, it is visually impeded, set back behind an outer 
entrance gate with an obstructing wall and shady trees. The outer entrance to the keputren 
from the large courtyard is not a gate with beautiful decoration. Nestled at the southwestern 
corner of the palace largest courtyard, the modest gate to the keputren is not visually as 
attractive as the Sweet Pavilion (D), the Golden Pavilion (C), and the sultan’s traditional 
residence) (B), whose columns and apertures are beautifully carved with colorful flowers and 
embellished with hanging crystal lamps. Instead of inviting, this gate is filtering, generating a 
sense of reluctance in those who visit the kedhaton courtyard to avoid entering the restricted 
space of the keputren. The Mannikhantojo Gate (F) gives a similar impression. Flanking with two 
barrier walls at its front and its back, the inner entrance toward the keputren is almost 
concealed from the kedhaton courtyard by the magnificent reception pavilion in front of it. 
Even standing in the Sweet Pavilion, one is not able to look into the women’s quarters due to 
the double bent entrances. This layered and deflected spatial layout, as well as the unattractive 
visuality, has made the keputren nearly “invisible” to those who visit the kedhaton courtyard. 
The outer entrance gate, the Service Building, and the Mannikhantojo Gate create a set of 
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boundaries, distinguishing guests from the inhabitants and the royal servants who serve the 
quarters, men from women, and the outsiders from the insiders (Fig. 44). Beyond this point, 
vision and behavior are more strictly controlled. Framed within this set of entrance gates and 
the hidden keputren, the Masjid Keputren is not an object for display. The layered deflected 
gates imply that the inside (of the complex, including the Masjid Keputren) should not be 
exposed to public sight because of privacy, while at the same time requiring selection and 
membership for access.    
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Fig. 44 The Yogyakarta Sultanate palace: the keputren and its entrance gates (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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Unlike the women’s keputren, the larger keputren is sometimes visible to the public. The 
larger keputren, where Masjid Panepen is located, was a very private area until a gate was built 
at the northwestern corner of the palace complex under the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono 
IX (1940-1988) to make access easier for the royal family’s cars. Under his reign, Sultan 
Hamengkubuwono X specifically welcomes women to his palace by hosting a province-wide 
women’s Islamic study group (pengajian) that is held regularly every thirty-five days (known as 
selapan in the Javanese calendar) in the Western Palace pavilion, where he and his family 
reside. The number of attendees is limited to 150 representatives who are invited by the 
Yogyakarta Women’s Islamic Studies Union (Gabungan Pengajian Ibu), the organizer of the 
event. To reach the pavilion, the invitees enter through the northwestern gate and proceed on 
the path along the fence that surrounds Masjid Panepen; they can see the mosque through the 
gate (Fig. 45). Moreover, the Sultan always lets the national press observe his daughters’ 
wedding pronouncements at Masjid Panepen and publish it to the wide public. Thus, some 
parts of the larger keputren are made visible to the public not only through direct observation 
but also through media worldwide, resulting from the increase use of internet in the press. 
However, the mosque itself is not located in a site that allows adequate room for visitor to see 
the structure. Hidden behind the enclosing fence, shrubs, and trees, it does not directly appear 
to visitors’ eyes as they walk next to the mosque compound toward the Western Palace. Not 
easily seen, both Masjid Panepen and Masjid Keputren are designed for very limited attendees. 
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Fig. 45 Masjid Panepen as seen by the Western Palace visitors from outside of the mosque compound  
(Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
 
In contrast to the hidden Masjid Keputren and men’s mosque Masjid Panepen, the 
pawestren of Masjid Gedhe, despite being closed to men, was present in the public awareness 
through its door and the inscription above it mentioning the room’s construction date and its 
designation as a place for women’s prayer open only on Fridays.197 The always-closed door, 
except during the Friday prayer at noon, delivers a message of the restricted use of the room. 
Like its label as a women’s room, the inscription becomes a sign of restriction and a frame 
through which the pawestren is seen from the lower veranda. Even on Fridays when the door is 
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opened, the inside of the prayer room is not exposed to the public. Located on a level higher 
than the lower veranda floor and obstructed by the aling-aling wall behind the door (Fig. 46), 
the inside of the pawestren (Section D-D in Fig. 47).  
 
 
Fig. 46 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the aling-aling wall inside the main entrance to the pawestren  
(Photo: Aryanti, May 2011).
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Fig. 47 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the sectional drawings of the pawestren (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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The Mosques as Representations 
 
Fig. 48 The interior of Masjid Panepen, as seen from the large green gate  
connecting the mosque to the sultan's traditional residence  
(Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
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The sultanate mosques serve to represent the sultan, not only shown in the mosques’ 
inscriptions mentioning the ownership but also from their ornaments and architectural 
elements. The architecture of Masjid Panepen shows the sultan’s ownership of the mosque 
through several ways. Located at the west of the sultan’s traditional residence, the mosque 
allows a privileged access for the sultan through the large green door connecting the mosque 
entrance gallery to his traditional residence (Fig. 48). It is the sultan’s private mosque, whether 
or not he is present. Raden Riyo Ridwan, the chief royal Islamic scholar, confessed that he never 
saw the current sultan comes to worship at the mosque, but he confidently maintained that the 
Sultan must have come frequently at night when nobody was there. The Sultan did not have to 
let the mosque attendants be informed of his visit because it is his private mosque. Moreover, 
he could perform his prayers at home or anywhere else. His only conspicuous appearance at 
the mosque, witnessed by his servants, was during her daughters’ marriage contract 
pronouncements. Nonetheless, the sultan’s presence is obvious in several ways. In addition to 
the explicit information in the inscription that it belongs to the sultan (“kagungan dalem”), the 
doors, windows, and columns are painted green, the sultanate (and Islamic) color. Covered with 
a tiered pointed roof, it represents the typical Javanese sultanate mosque. Although more and 
more mosques on the island have a similar roof style, in the time when the mosque was built—
most likely during the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono I (1755-1792), it was a new style 
embraced by the Javanese sultanates.198  
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Fig. 49 The entrance gallery connects Masjid Panepen (right) to the sultan's traditional residence (to the left) 
(Photo: Aryanti, April 2011). 
 
The architectural arrangement of Masjid Panepen reveals that, although it is the sultan’s 
private mosque, he is not intended to be the only user of the mosque. The Arabic and Javanese 
texts, inscribed on the north and south walls of the secondary hall, claim the mosque as the 
sultan’s but, first and foremost, as God’s. Like those in other sultanate mosques, the inscription 
speaks in the third person, implying that the inscribed text serves to position the owner, i.e. the 
sultan, at the first place. The sultan respects God by placing the mihrab, by which the 
orientation of the worship to God is directed, at the very end of the axis that connects it and 
the prayer halls with the entrance gallery and the green door to the sultan’s traditional 
residence. Moreover, he does not claim the position of prayer leader but instead designates a 
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royal Islamic scholar. Through inscriptions and in his role as patron, the mosque is a space 
imbued with the sultan’s authority, whether he is present or not.   
An ornamented frame is a common element for positioning an object in a privileged 
view. In Masjid Panepen, despite the sultan’s primary ownership, the privileged view is not of 
him. As in mosques elsewhere in Islamic world, the view is of the prayer leader, given 
prominence in the mihrab frame, here carved with floral ornament and centrally placed on the 
qibla wall. In contrast, the sultan’s plain platform, which represents his presence, is located not 
in the center but in the southwest corner, conveying a message of his humble and silent 
presence through isolation (nepi) rather than ceremonial appearance in front of his bowing 
servants.199 Situated in a private area within the palace and used as the sultan’s place of 
contemplation, the mosque serves more as a representation of the religiosity of the sultan 
himself as Muslim than as the political head of state. This is also apparent in the use of the 
sentence “trus guna salira aji” in the Javanese inscription refers to the sultan’s self (salira) to 
express his hope for a perpetual (trus) beneficial (guna) and valuable (aji) self to others. 
Additionally, the mosque has been a place where the royal Islamic scholar corps leads the 
prayers, meet, discuss, and legalize the Islamic rules in the palace. As such, it has also served as 
the office of religious affairs at the palace under the sultan’s authority, which is mandated to 
the corps of the Islamic scholars. Thus in addition to representing the sultan as a religious self, 
the mosque also represents the sultan’s capacity as the highest religious leader of the 
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sultanate. The fact that the management of Masjid Panepen is led by the chief royal Islamic 
scholar and the mosque is where the highest royal religious corps makes any decision with 
regard to Islamic practices in the palace demonstrates the importance of the mosque for the 
sultan and in support of his religious authority. 
The fact that Masjid Panepen is situated within the larger keputren, which is literally the 
women’s area, but prohibits women from attending it, is a compelling oddity. The regulation, 
hereditarily sanctioned, conveys the sultan’s message of privilege and denial in his mosque. The 
mosque architecture, as I have described earlier, gives privileges to the sultan as the owner of 
the mosque. Barring women from his mosque through regulation, while granting access to his 
religious servants and royal Islamic scholars, the sultan affirms the sexual difference between 
himself—the sultan as an institution is always male—and women as a binary opposition.200 
Thus the sultan affirms that women, including his own wife or daughter, should be avoided 
during self isolation (nepi) as a form of disciplining the soul, in alignment with al-Ghazali’s 
dictum that vision (particularly toward women) is a trial for the soul. In other words, the 
prohibition of women in this mosque is an affirmation of the danger of their body and sexuality, 
which is often assumed to be naturally attached to women, to the sultan’s spiritual life and his 
religious space. In so doing, it also contrasts women with the religious quality elaborated at 
Masjid Panepen.  
Masjid Keputren is different from Masjid Panepen in many ways. Although both 
mosques are located in the private larger keputren area behind the sultan’s traditional 
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residence, Masjid Keputren is open and visible only to the harem inhabitants. Considering the 
use of the mosque in the past as a place where the sultan’s daughters were taught Islamic 
teachings by the royal Islamic scholars, it is likely that its position on the very western edge of 
the keputren was intentionally set to allow the male Islamic scholars easy access from Masjid 
Panepen coming through the Western Palace (Fig. 50). 
 
Fig. 50 Masjid Keputren is situated at the very end of the keputren alley  
(Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
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The history of Masjid Keputren is very little known among Islamic architecture historians 
and archaeologists. Unlike other sultanate mosques, the women’s mosque lacks inscriptions as 
evidence of when the mosque was constructed or restored. Located in the deepest area inside 
the harem quarters, Masjid Keputren is inaccessible and invisible to both the public and even to 
royal members who do not have access to the keputren. Should there be no worshippers to 
pray in the mosque today, what would we conclude about the mosque? How would we narrate 
its history? Considering the widely known Javanese traditional proverb on a woman, suwarga 
nunut neraka katut, that denigrates women’s spiritual independence, the sultanate palace—
where Javanese culture is traditionally preserved—most likely would have little consideration 
on women’s spiritual needs, including the need for a special place for worship. In light of this, 
historians perhaps would speculate that this was the mosque where the sultan prayed during 
his visit to the keputren to distance himself from the mundane life with the wives and 
concubines. However, there are several characteristics that distinguish it from Masjid Panepen, 
the sultan’s private mosque, so that its difference is disclosed in its material form.  
First, unlike Masjid Panepen and the typical Javanese sultanate mosques that are tightly 
enclosed by fences, Masjid Keputren has no fence (Fig. 51). Fences generate a sense of 
separation that distinguish inside from outside. Walls and gates are built to control our view 
and movement, either obstructing or allowing it.201 In Masjid Panepen, gates and walls serve to 
demarcate the sultan’s exclusive territory. The absence of such a barrier in the Masjid Keputren 
implies the absence of such exclusiveness, which is traditionally attributed to the sultan. 
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However, the absence of walls is not a sign of openness but rather an indication that because 
the entire keputren is a restricted space, the set of spectators is already defined and delimited.  
 
 
Fig. 51 The Masjid Keputren has no fence (Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
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Second, the plain appearance of Masjid Keputren implies that neither its users nor 
builder had a special position in the palace. Unlike the other important palace buildings, the 
mosque has no inscription describing its construction and builder, and it probably never had 
them. Inscriptions are absent in the photo documentation taken prior to the massive 
restoration of the palace complex completed in 1988, and they are still absent after the 
restoration of the palace complex, consisting of 95 buildings and including Masjid Panepen and 
Masjid Keputren.202 This is uncommon and noteworthy, considering the fact that even the 
Mannikhantojo Gate (1924) at the entrance to the keputren quarters is inscribed with a 
construction date. The lack of inscription may indicate that the mosque was not constructed by 
the sultan, but instead by a queen, the highest official who was responsible for the keputren, in 
provision of a house of worship for women of the harem complex. Rather than concluding that 
the peculiarities of the Masjid Keputren imply that the mosque was built merely to 
accommodate royal women’s religious activities without representing the patroness, I see this 
instead as a representation of a patroness whose figure was considered insignificant, or at least 
designated as invisible; this might explain why, unlike the sultan, she is not mentioned in an 
inscription. In other words, the absence of inscription and other signs of patronage in the 
mosque may reflect the failure of women’s representation in the palace area.        
The mosque’s plain appearance signals the absence of spatial hierarchy within the 
mosque itself. Unlike at Masjid Panepen and Masjid Gedhe, the mihrab here is unornamented. 
As in other mosques in Islamic world, the mihrab marks the presence of a male imam in Masjid 
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Keputren, despite its exclusively female congregation.203 In comparison with that of Masjid 
Panepen, the plain mihrab indicates that the prayer leader has no special status in the palace. 
In fact, he is an appointed religious servant who is sent by the chief royal Islamic scholar from 
Masjid Panepen. This, in addition to the fact that the mosque is neither assigned any religious 
role nor used for any important rituals, demonstrates that as a religious facility managed under 
the sultan’s authority, Masjid Keputren has a lower hierarchy than the Masjid Panepen.  
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Fig. 52 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the main prayer hall occupies the highest floor level of the mosque  
(Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011).
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In Masjid Gedhe, the main prayer hall possesses all the privileges of a sultanate state 
mosque. Like a spatial arrangement that is commonly found in Hindu and Buddhist temples, the 
prayer hall is positioned on the highest floor level of the mosque and can be reached from the 
entrance gallery through leveled steps, connecting the gallery to the lower veranda (Fig. 52), 
the lower veranda to the main veranda, and the main veranda to the main prayer hall. As seen 
in the spatial layout of the Buddhist temple Borobudur and other temples in Java, such leveled 
terraces demonstrate a spatial hierarchy, embodying different levels of purity and sacredness. 
Resembling the Hindu and Buddhist spatial concepts, the Yogyakarta and Surakarta sultanate 
mausoleum complex at Imogiri is also laid out in tiered levels, so that pilgrims have to climb 
hundreds of stairs to reach the tombs uphill. The concept of hierarchy was slowly incorporated 
into mosque design from the earliest centuries and has been adopted in numerous traditional 
Javanese mosques.204 As a center of Islamic teachings in the early establishment of Islam in the 
inland Java, Masjid Gedhe utilized a visual message of spatial hierarchy that had been familiar 
to the newly-converted Javanese Muslims, who were previously adherents of Hindu and 
Buddhism, so as to attract more converts. The layout of Masjid Gedhe has been designed to 
guide the visitors’ eyes to the mihrab inside the main prayer hall as the climax of the sequential 
visual and spatial experience as visitors arrive at the mosque compound.  
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Fig. 53 The minbar, mihrab, and maqsura in the main prayer hall of the Masjid Gedhe Kauman 
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011). 
 
In addition to the highest position among the surrounding spaces, the main prayer hall is 
visually attractive due to the presence of the three unique structures: the golden flowery 
ornamented mihrab, minbar, and maqsura (the sultan’s box), which immediately catch the 
visitors’ eyes once they enter the main prayer hall (Fig. 53). This visual setting is compelling 
given the contrasting simplicity of the wooden-colored hall that is intended to help the 
worshippers to focus on God. More importantly, these very essential elements of the sultanate 
state mosque are attributed to male figures: the imam, the Friday preacher, and the sultan as 
regulated in the Islamic scholars’ convention, and thus, in the absence of women due to the 
prescribed space at the sequestered pawestren, the main prayer hall—the very heart of the 
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Masjid Gedhe—is characterized as male space. Being secluded in the pawestren and entering it 
through a hidden side entrance, women seemed to be wholly absent in the mosque. This gives 
the impression of the Masjid Gedhe as a “masjid kakung” (“male mosque”).205 
Compared to the main prayer hall with its three important structures, the pawestren is 
much humbler (Fig. 54). While the main hall is ornamented with a soaring ceiling and tall 
wooden columns to support a pyramidal roof, the pawestren is located at the periphery with 
plain architectural elements and situated under a sloping roof, giving impression to those who 
are below it of being at the periphery. Furthermore, the floor level is about thirty centimeters 
lower than that of the main hall. Being secluded inside the solid walls, the worshippers at the 
pawestren cannot see the imam, the preacher, or the sultan—when he is present—in the main 
prayer hall. There is a door and several windows along the wall dividing the women’s prayer 
room and the main prayer hall, but their placement does not allow one to see into the hall. 
Thus, the women at the pawestren do not possess the visual access to the worship and 
preaching inside the main hall. These all imply the pawestren’s marginalization and subordinate 
position to the main prayer hall.  
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Fig. 54 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the interior of the pawestren (Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
 
The pawestren’s inferiority is also implied in the restrictions applied in it that are 
different from those applied in the main prayer hall. As a place of worship, sleeping (except 
during the Ramadan retreat nights) and eating are strictly prohibited inside the main prayer 
hall. But such regulations are not sanctioned at the pawestren, which hosts the sultan’s family 
feast during his visit to Masjid Gedhe to celebrate the Prophet’s birthday. It is now even 
temporarily used as the male attendants’ sleeping area on those occasions. Moreover, the 
worshippers’ conversations often used the term “ngelebet” (the inside) to refer to the main 
prayer hall. Although they do not use the opposite term of “outside” to indicate the pawestren, 
the “inside” conceptually separates the pawestren from the main prayer hall. As I have argued 
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in the earlier chapter, this word clearly classifies the spaces of the mosque: if the main hall is 
inside, then the pawestren is by definition outside, which is to say, marginal and inferior.206  
 
The Bodies as Representation 
 
Fig. 55 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the princes (front) with their colorful coats and the royal religious corps (back) with 
the white coats during the celebration of the Prophet's birthday at the Masjid Gedhe veranda  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, February 2011). 
 
The representation of the sultanate mosques are also shaped through not only the 
prescription of movement in space but also the control of the bodies’ appearance. The clothing 
regulations at the palace demonstrate social and gender differences. No document has been 
found on how clothing indicates women’s class and social status in Javanese society, but my 
observations show that in the palace, only the royal family members have freedom to choose 
their clothes. Unlike the royal family members who may wear clothes in any colors and motifs, 
the sultanate officials and servants have to wear monochromatic uniforms. Colors vary among 
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officials and servants and indicate their status and position. The white color, symbolizing Islamic 
purity, belongs to the high ranking religious officials, the royal Islamic scholars. But unlike the 
Arab Islamic scholars’ white long robe that flows down to the heels, the Indonesian officials 
wear a white short coat with a batik wrap and a white short turban (Fig. 55). Such attire is only 
worn by the twelve royal Islamic scholars, named the abdi dalem pamethakan, to indicate the 
highest religious authority under the sultan. Because the members of the religious corps have 
to be male and because white is a symbolic religious color, no royal women may wear white 
clothing in the palace; thus, this is a visible sign of women’s exclusion from the royal religious 
responsibility at the palace. The fact that the clothing for women covers less than that for men 
is striking for an Islamic kingdom like the Yogyakarta Sultanate because it is not in compliance 
with the generally accepted Muslim rules of covering the ‘awra (the bodily parts that should be 
covered). In pre-Islamic Arabia, the veil and full covering of the body was limited to women 
from middle to high class status as a sign of their sexual unavailability.207 The women’s clothing, 
particularly that of the female royal servants, implies either women’s lower social status than 
men because of their being female or the different meanings contained in men and women’s 
bodies so that they have to perform differently (Fig. 56). Here, the clothing serves as a social 
system of communication that delivers the message of gender relations in the palace.208  
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Fig. 56 The female royal servant (abdi dalem keparak) of the Yogyakarta Sultanate palace  
(Photo: www.libartslondon.co.uk). 
 
Seen in visual terms, the different clothing that women and men wear in attending the 
palace mosques shows social distinctions that are not verbally sanctioned. Bu Kangjeng 
Tejanegara once said that the clothing rule has been part of the royal regulations (paugeran), 
created by the “palace” since a very long time ago and has been preserved hereditarily until 
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today. The royal regulations have served as what Foucault calls the “political technology of the 
body,” in which the body becomes a useful force in preserving the sultan’s ideology and 
representing his power. Men and women’s bodies are subjected and grouped according to their 
sex and social class, defined according to the sultan’s conception and shown in visible 
relationship with Masjid Panepen and Masjid Keputren.  
Seen from outside of the palace the female royal servants’ appearance looks peculiar 
particularly because of the exposure of the body among the otherwise increasing trend of 
fashionable veiling among modern Javanese society. Associated with the private keputren 
complex, the female peranakan costume is imposed through actual borders as well as serving 
as a representation of those borders of the keputren. Nyi Karyo (Fig. 57), another female royal 
servant whom I met at Masjid Gedhe at the udhik-udhik night, implied that the women’s 
peranakan attire was considered “improper” to wear outside of the palace. As an example, she 
told me that once, when she wanted to see the Sultan spread the coins at Masjid Gedhe, she 
ran to the mosque once she finished her duty at the palace. “But first I ran to the keputren to 
grab my blouse. This is outside the palace. I don’t want to look minthul-minthul [looking 
attractive from displaying the sensual body parts, i.e. the bare shoulders and upper breasts],” 
she laughed, “I am okay with looking minthul-minthul but only enten nglebet [in the inside of 
the palace].” Here, Nyi Karyo affirmed the difference between the inside from the outside 
regimens of the palace through clothing and the way the body is seen or not seen. Bu Kangjeng 
confirmed that female servants had to dress in the peranakan, when they entered at the 
keputren’s threshold. Outsiders who visited the keputren were considered having equal level to 
the servants, and thus they had to wear the peranakan as well. Such dress rules apply not only 
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in the keputren but also in the sultanate mausoleum in Imogiri, located about 15 kilometers 
south of Yogyakarta city. However, more recently, female researchers who wore the hijab on a 
daily basis were permitted to cover their head and upper body with the hijab over the torso 
wrap.209 The peranakan dress demarcates the border between the inside from the outside of 
the keputren and the shifting identities resulted from the body’s movement over the border. It 
is therefore an expression of the women’s subservience to the sultan and serving to represent 
his power that is limited to the palace area. 
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Fig. 57 A short spontaneous interview between me (on the lower left) and Nyi Karyo (on the lower right), one of 
the female royal servants who attended the Sultan’s coin distribution night at Masjid Gedhe Kauman  
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The Absence of Women’s Space from the Mosque Architectural History 
Women’s absence in mosque architectural history comprises both the absence of their 
appearance in the Islamic public space—either due to their physical absence or their invisibility 
from the public eye as in the case of the pawestren and Masjid Keputren—and the absence of 
narratives of women in the mosque and their prayer spaces. Women are often neither visible 
nor audible despite their attendance in the mosques. The older layout of the pawestren 
confined women’s movement, vision, and appearance to the sequestered prayer room. 
Because the side entrance gate, through which they entered the mosque, and the interior of 
the pawestren were hidden from the male worshippers, their arrival and presence at the 
mosque was unnoticeable to them. Despite their being invisible, according to the prayer rules 
all worshippers, including women, are recommended to say “aamiin” in certain parts of the 
congregational prayer. This may make women momentarily audible and thus “present” to the 
rest of the congregation. However, the solid wall of the pawestren does not allow women’s 
voices to be heard from the men’s area inside the main prayer hall. Moreover, in accordance 
with Hadith mentioning that women’s voice is part of the ‘awra, women were trained to 
modulate their voice in the public area. These all explain how the old pawestren helps to make 
women both invisible and inaudible to the male worshippers and mosque visitors. More 
significantly, it also gives an impression of women’s absence in the mosque and the Islamic 
public space in general and therefore suggests that such spaces are men’s territory.   
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Fig. 58 The Masjid Gedhe board member meeting on February 3, 2011 at the Pengulon building  
as photographed by Pak Madi (pseudonym) (above) and me (below). 
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Despite women’s intense attendance and appearance in the mosque, their presence is 
sometimes neglected by men. The female mosque board members complained about the 
negligence. For example: male preachers often talked about men with no mention of women in 
their sermons as if they were not part of the attendees and the imams often left female 
worshippers out when they asked the congregation to prepare their prayer lines prior to 
beginning the prayer. The tendency to overlook women’s presence seems to be an effect of 
men’s attempt to lower their gaze toward women. I observed that several Islamic scholars 
avoided looking at women’s face when they conversed, not only in the mosque but even 
outside. In a board meeting attended by both women and men, a man who took photographs 
did not include women in his snapshots in spite of their presence (Fig. 58).  
At the palace, the existence of the keputren, where the Masjid Keputren is situated, is 
well known, but few people know where it is and some visitors are entirely unaware of its 
presence. The palace guests and tourists do reach the kedhaton courtyard in their visit to the 
palace, but they rarely come to the keputren outer entrance. Tourists usually stop by at the 
major buildings surrounding the courtyard, visit the sultan’s museum and even the kasatriyan 
area at the east side but skip over the corner where the keputren outer entrance is located. 
Tourist guides are trained to deliver information of these buildings, which are considered 
important to the palace and sultanate history, but the fact that they say nothing about the 
keputren has slowly erased the women’s quarter from the tourists’ knowledge. 
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Fig. 59 The Yogyakarta Sultanate palace: the concubine's apartment inside the keputren complex  
(Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
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Fig. 60 The Yogyakarta Sultanate palace: the keputren alley; the thick fence, trees, and shrubs obstruct the view 
toward the concubines’ apartment (left); the tall wall curtails the sultanas’ apartments (right)  
(Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
 
First, the lack of interest in exposing and discussing the keputren may have been due to 
its physical aspect, which is hidden and not as attractive as other major areas (Fig. 59 and Fig. 
60). We have seen that some scholars and visitors who gained access to the keputren complex 
in the past described their impressions. The anonymous Englishman journal writer who visited 
the keputren with the British resident in 1828 wrote his impression of the harem, which he had 
previously only imagined from reading books and traveler’s notes: 
Their apartments were the reverse of splendid, exhibiting nothing of that oriental 
magnificence one reads of in Eastern tales; they were out of repair and dirty, the 
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painting worn off, the furniture (such as it was) out of order, and the marks of 
negligence and poverty everywhere apparent.210   
 
L. Adam’s study on the architecture of the palace even intentionally leaves out the discussion 
on the buildings inside the harem. In a paragraph where he describes the keputren ‘s 
Mannikhantojo Gate, Adam writes dismissively, “The remainder buildings in the keputren, 
except for the latter called mosque [Masjid Keputren], have no special significance.”211 He does 
not explain the insignificance of the keputren but his explanations of the meanings and 
symbolism of the palace’s buildings and their ornaments imply the impression that such 
meaningful contents are absent in the plain keputren buildings. It is disappointing that despite 
his note of the significance of the keputren’s mosque, provides no descriotion of it. 
Second, the limited writings and photos of the keputren may have been due to the fact 
that the visitors could not enter the women’s area because of their sex or social status. Today, 
searching online, I could not find any images of the quarters or even its outer gate, despite the 
enormous number of photos of the other palace buildings in the courtyard. The fact that the 
outer gate is literally visible  to visitors in the kedhaton courtyard and yet is not present in their 
awareness demonstrates that our preference of looking is driven by our “schemata,” 
established by the prevailing discourse of what is worth looking at and what constitutes 
beauty.212 Our eyes tend to see as beautiful those objects that we have learned fulfill that 
definition of “beauty,” and exclude those that do not meet the criteria. And this “looking” 
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preference also shapes the way historians select and construct history.  213 As a result, the 
history of the palace architecture centers on the so-classified “palace architecture,” 
represented by the beautifully ornamented traditional buildings along the kedhaton courtyard 
and other palace spaces where researchers and visitors may access, while the women’s 
quarters are relegated to the margins or ignored altogether. 
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Fig. 61 The Yogyakarta Sultanate palace: the kedhaton courtyard (Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011; Photos: Setyonugroho and Aryanti, 2012). 
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Fig. 62 The Yogyakarta Sultanate palace: the kedhaton courtyard  
(Drawing: Muhlis and Aryanti, 2011; Photos: Setyonugroho and Aryanti, 2012).
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The Center, the Periphery, and Their Visibility  
The sultanate mosques are intentionally positioned so as to communicate importance 
and welcome. I adopt John Tagg’s method of discourse analysis to examine the significance of 
Masjid Panepen within its larger keputren context that results in the marginalization of women 
and Masjid Keputren in the palace, as well as the domination of the Masjid Gedhe main prayer 
hall over the subordinate pawestren. Informed by Jacques Derrida’s deconstruction, Tagg uses 
photos at the National Gallery of Art at Washington, D.C. as a medium to investigate the 
discourse that frames our looking.214 Through the lens of deconstruction, Derrida challenges 
the authority of institutions and texts, explaining that since they are produced by subjects who 
are motivated by their own values and investments, they can never be neutral. He proposes a 
destabilized approach by reading texts differently and multiply (allowing for as many readings 
as there are readers) so as to allow a play of various meanings in the texts. In so doing, he 
attempts to de-center power, which collects to create fixed “official” meaning while 
marginalizing the other possible meanings and thus results in the production of binary 
opposition, for example, of center and periphery. Derrida argues for “the lack,” which he sees 
as a void or emptiness, in relations to the frame (“parergon”), which both demarcates and is 
the context. All objects utilize what they lack to frame themselves. Derrida states that the 
parergon is unstable and always shifting, relative to the object of vision and the viewer. Similar 
to Foucauldian “discourse,” Derrida’s notion of frame “performs violence,” because it controls 
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and is authoritative as well as forceful.215 Utilizing Derrida’s formulation of “the lack” in the 
relation between object and its frame, which can be literal, as in a set of boundaries, or more 
conceptual in the sense of context, Tagg re-stages photographs where the center of view is 
missing. He argues that what is enclosed by the frame is in our center of view and attracts most 
of our attention, so that we fail to see the frame, which in the case of his photos is both literally 
the space of a seminar room, exhibition gallery, or large crowd but conceptually the National 
Gallery of Art (Washington, DC) as an institutional presence. Thus he shows that  people come 
to observe the exhibition, yet never see or question what is excluded from it because they 
consider its centrality in the visual field to be natural and are distracted from paying attention 
to the authority of the museum curator, the museum spaces, and the museum as an institution. 
The frame is invisible. Tagg further argues that despite its invisibility, the frame of the “crowd” 
(or institution) affects the object that it encircles. Derrida’s deconstruction method is useful in 
the investigation of meaning for exposing the binary opposition of the “center” and the 
“periphery,” and in so doing, it generates the consciousness of inequality that exists in this 
binary relation. Applying this to my study, the binary relation that emerges among the sultanate 
mosques is often invisible to us because it appears natural to our eyes.  Therefore, the center-
missing method that Tagg proposes will allow us to investigate the political meaning that is 
contained in the objects at the center—in this case, Masjid Panepen and the main prayer hall of 
Masjid Gedhe—by understanding the surrounding discourse.  
Distancing the sultan’s self from what surrounds it, in this case women and their 
quarters, Masjid Panepen serves as a tool strengthening the sultan’s masculine power by 
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engendering a clear distinction from them. The women and the harem quarters thus serve as a 
framing discourse (as in Tagg’s photo) for making the apparent centrality of the masculinity 
stronger. At the Masjid Gedhe, the main prayer hall’s visual prominence helps to shape its 
representation as a male space. The presence of the minbar, mihrab, and the maqsura, all of 
which are occupied by male figures, asserts the assumption of male superior roles in Islamic 
public space. While underscoring the primacy of the main prayer hall, this affirms the inferiority 
of the other spaces, including the veranda (serambi) at the east of the hall, the mosque 
committee meeting room (yatihuun) at its north, and the pawestren at its south, as well as 
other supporting functions, such as restrooms, ablution facilities, library, and funeral room 
(raubah). This layout implies that rather than being equal to the main prayer hall, the 
pawestren is equal to the peripheral supporting rooms. Speaking in Derrida’s terms, the 
peripheral spaces function to frame the main prayer hall at the center and to highlight its 
presence among the other spaces. The imposition of certain regulations, such as the prohibition 
of sleeping and eating, applied only on the main prayer hall, serves to fortify the superiority of 
the hall as a masculine and male space over the women’s space. More importantly, it is in the 
fact that there are secondary spaces—such as the pawestren—that the primacy of the main hall 
is asserted. 
The architectural layout of the sultanate palace and the sultanate mosques reflects the 
intention of making women and their spaces invisible to people—especially men—other than 
himself. Women’s submission to this man-made rule is shown in their voluntary use of the 
prescribed space, proving what Foucault has coined as a “disciplinary practice” as a method of 
controlling the operation of the body. Such a practice produces “docile bodies” that are 
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subjected and practiced.216 That this conforms to general Muslim practices, only underscores 
that this was an operation that occurred at the level of institutionality, rather than individual 
decision making. We have seen that the hierarchy of floor levels reflects a social hierarchy. We 
have also seen that architectural quality and the presence of several special architectural 
elements demonstrate different privileges. When realized in space in this way, the hierarchy 
and privilege becomes not only visible but also materialized. And that point, it no longer seems 
to occur in the realm of human values but appears to be tangible, observable reality. Thus what 
is in fact an expression of social distinctions and values comes to appear as objective truth. The 
assignment of different floor levels and architectural elements seems simply to be rather than 
to have been produced. The agency by which those architectural decisions were made is thus 
masked, so that social values come to appear as immutable realities. And because it appears to 
be objective truth, it is difficult to question it or interrogate the assumptions that produced it. 
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Chapter 5 
The “Other” Space: The Women’s Mosques in Kauman 
“Never let domestic affairs hold you back from serving the community.”217  
(Ahmad Dahlan, 1868-1923) 
 
In early twentieth-century Indonesia, Dahlan’s message was powerfully liberating for 
women, who were excluded from education and public participation and devoted their life 
merely to family and domestic duties. The quote was one of the well-known counsels of Ahmad 
Dahlan (1868-1923) speaking before his female disciples, calling for Muslim women’s 
participation in society, in spite of their domestic burden. He also endorsed female education, 
even though it had been generally considered unnecessary for women.218 Situating the quote in 
its early twentieth-century socio-historical background and reading it in the contemporary 
context, the implication of Dahlan’s counsel was two-fold. First, encouraging women’s 
community service, he intended to assert that being in public space was not a taboo for Muslim 
women, and that equal to men, women likewise had social responsibilities. Second, while 
promoting women’s social engagement, Dahlan maintained the traditional assumption about 
the division of gender roles and women’s responsibility for domestic work. Either he embraced 
the reality of women’s domestic responsibility or he realized that it was not easy and possibly 
even too radical to deconstruct the ubiquitous view on women’s association with the home, 
and preferred to focus his priority on encouraging women’s public participation while letting 
the gendered division of roles be what it was.  
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In 1913 when Dahlan and his wife, Siti Walidah (1872-1946), began their struggle for 
promoting women’s access to public space, women’s seclusion was a common practice among 
Javanese families. But compared to purdah in Pakistan, for example, where women were 
confined inside four enclosing walls and protected from public view as much as possible, early-
twentieth-century Javanese women suffered a looser confinement.219 Women from peasant 
and non-aristocratic families had broader access to public space, simply because they often had 
to work outside their own home, while those who were born into aristocratic families 
experienced less freedom outside their home.220 Nevertheless, because women’s appearance in 
public space was generally considered taboo, and because it was precisely those elite yet 
sequestered women who were most likely to be able to afford an education, thishad resulted in 
women’s exclusion from education and participation in the public sphere. To negotiate this in 
the patriarchal Javanese public society, Dahlan and Walidah—and later the ‘Aisyiyah 
organization—employed Islamic traditionalist strategies, including the encouragement of 
veiling and the provision of women-restricted mosques and facilities. Additionally, the ‘Aisyiyah 
organization which they founded also galvanized female Islamic education directed according 
to its conception of the ideal Muslim woman. Thus they provided new opportunities for 
women, but within a defined sphere as Muslims. 
Their strategies merit study because the sanction of veiling and sex segregation incites 
vigorous criticism from feminists today. Many of them deem these practices as forms of 
women’s subjugation to patriarchal rules according to which women either surrender or simply 
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do not have the right to control their own body. On the other hand, veiling and gender 
segregation practices in Kauman, like some others found in Pakistan, India, and Morocco, had 
successfully allowed women at that time to free themselves from their domestic confines, and 
that greater freedom—together with the maintenance of veiling and gender segregation—
continues today in Indonesia.221 Additionally, the establishment of the ‘Aisyiyah as the female 
wing of the Muhammadiyah organization in 1917 was problematic according to modern 
Western feminist perspective, according to which women’s unconditional freedom is 
considered a basic modality to enact agency. This is particularly pertinent with respect to the 
way the ‘Aisyiyah strives for women’s access to public space under a man’s dominant direction, 
so that the hierarchy of gender remains intact. Despite Siti Walidah’s significant role as the co-
founder of the organization,  the so-called women’s emancipation was redefined mostly 
according to a man’s understanding of the Islamic gender relations and used patriarchal tools in 
its strategies.222 The ‘Aisyiyah case provokes the legitimate question of whether the 
organization served to liberate Javanese Muslim women or, on the contrary, re-asserted the 
existing patriarchal tradition—but now through women’s education and the imposition of 
veiling and sex segregation. It can also be argued that the education and raising up of women 
by the `Aisyiyah had the goal of making a more modern nation, in which women’s status was an 
index of modernity, and was not simply for the betterment of women themselves. 
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The previous chapter examines the way women are made invisible in the sultanate 
mosques through architectural organization, governed by the conception of the control of “the 
gaze.” The sexual separation can be arranged through a barrier wall, sequential movement, 
regulated vision, or a sex-segregated facility. This chapter will focus on the meaning 
contestation surrounding the veiling and sex segregation in relations to public space and what it 
means to women to practice veiling and to occupy such a woman-exclusive space. While veiling 
and sex segregation are criticized by the Western feminist scholars, particularly those who rest 
their arguments on liberalism and universalism, and who regard it as a form of women’s 
subjugation in the name of religion, the ‘Aisyiyah case demonstrates that such practices were 
useful devices for facilitating women’s access to public space and promoting their social agency. 
Moreover, it shows that the women’s space functions not only to serve the individuals 
themselves, but also to represent women as a group in the male-dominated public space. 
Situating the Kauman women’s mosques in the larger feminist discussion of the Islamic world, 
this chapter investigates the way that social space is culturally located and contextually 
perceived. I am interested in the way that the traditional public-private dichotomy that 
confined women in the domestic sphere was managed through the control of women’s visibility 
(the encouragement of veiling and the establishment of woman-restricted facilities, such as 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad, and women’s Islamic study groups), so that women 
gained access to spaces previously defined as male. In the ‘Aisyiyah case, women’s visibility 
served as a tool of negotiation and of the construction of the Javanese Muslim women’s 
identity. 
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The ‘Awra: Veiling and Sex Segregation in Islam 
In Muslim tradition (as is also found in Jewish practice), the fear of women’s appearance 
in public space and the intention of covering or avoiding it stems from the common conception 
of the ‘awra, or the bodily area that should be covered because of the modesty requirement, 
commanded in the Quran. In a verse, God commands men and women to “guard their 
modesty,” in addition to lowering the gaze upon each other (Quran 24:30). The concept of 
‘awra determines the way Muslim men and women dress as well as appear in front of people 
other than those they are ineligible to marry by virtue of kinship (mahram). While in the 
narrowest sense, the basic concept of ‘awra is understood as the pudenda of men and women, 
it has developed further into the bodily parts that may be sources of temptation (fitna) to the 
opposite sex. Consequently, women’s ‘awra is understood to comprise much more than the 
pudenda.  
The various schools of thought in Islamic law define ‘awra differently. For example, the 
Wahabi sect believes that everything seen in a woman, except for her eyes, is considered ‘awra 
due to the possibility of generating the fitna, and therefore, she either has to be completely 
covered or not appear in public. The Shafi’i legal school, which the majority of Muslims in 
Indonesia follow, stipulates that women’s whole body, except their palms and face, is ‘awra. 
Different from women, men’s ‘awra only consists of the area between the navel and the knees. 
The different definition of female ‘awra from male ‘awra is based upon the assumption of the 
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danger that a woman’s body may pose. Thus, while covering the ‘awra is imposed on both men 
and women, women are treated differently.223  
The different treatment of women is also apparent in the Quranic specific concerns 
about women’s appearance in the public. Although the concept of ‘awra and the 
recommendation to control the gaze apply to both women and men, the Quran particularly 
enjoins women to “not display their beauty and ornaments” to men other than to those whom 
they are prohibited to marry (through kinship) (Quran 24:30-31).224 Additionally, women are 
ordered to draw their headscarf over their chests in order to cover their adornment (Quran 
24:31) and to wear a loose outwear or cloak (jilbab) so they are recognizable as believers and 
will not be molested (Quran 33:59).225 Khaled Abou El Fadl, a professor of Islamic law, contends 
that the fitna is a personal issue, which is subject to individual control of desire. For example, 
now that same-sex desire is universally recognized, the concept of fitna extends beyond that of 
the female body. Considering that the unsettled definition and criteria of the fitna that a 
woman’s body presumably may cause is a personal issue, Abou El Fadl urges re-examination.226 
However, despite his modern interpretation, the classical interpretations of the verses and 
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hadiths on this matter have laid the foundations for regulating women’s code of conduct and 
appearance, and all these imply that in the Islamic perspective, the female body is more 
sexually attractive than that of men, and thus, must be covered more than the male body. 
It is important to distinguish between norms that are inherent in Islamic doctrine, and 
norms that were the result of cultural practice. Leila Ahmed has argued that the Islamic 
formulations of gender relations during the early years of its conquests were partly inherited 
from the pre-Islamic cultures that were already in place in the Middle East. Men’s control over 
women emerged in the rise of urban societies in Mesopotamia (3000-3500 BCE) and led to the 
delineation of women’s social class according to their sexual availability to men. The pre-Islamic 
Sasanian tradition (224-640 CE) imposed veiling on middle class women to distinguish them 
from the lower class women. Inheriting such a tradition, Ahmed shows that the veil became a 
sign of women’s sexual availability and at the same time of their status under male protection 
during the early establishment of Islam.227 Several accounts narrate that the imposition of the 
veil had been encouraged by ‘Umar, one of the Prophet’s companions who was later served as 
the caliph (634-644 CE) upon the death of the Prophet and his successor, Abu Bakr (632-634 
CE). It is apparent that while some pre-Islamic traditions were carried forward, the newly 
established community attempted to distance and differ itself both from the past and from 
other non-Muslims, and one such strategy was through women’s clothing. Scholars have 
variously attributed the concept of hijab as a requirement imposed on Muslim women to 
maintain their distinct differences from men, a symbol to preserve Muslim identity, or a field of 
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political contestation in the confrontation with the West.228 Accordingly, the veil is viewed as 
both a sign and a barrier supposedly used to prevent molestation and sexual temptation. 
The concepts of the ‘awra, on the one hand, and women as source of the fitna, on the 
other hand, are often utilized to justify the seclusion of women.229 The concept of covering, as 
emblematized by the hijab, extends beyond mere clothing to the notion of spatial segregation 
according to sexual difference. In response to this interpretation, Asma Barlas argues that the 
jilbab (cloak) that is stated in the verse 33:59 is meant “not to hide free Muslim women from 
Muslim men but to render them visible, hence recognizable, by Jahili men [men of the age of 
ignorance], as a way to protect the women.”230  
Scholars in Islamic studies see that the tradition of women’s seclusion follows what the 
Prophet’s household practiced after verse 33:33 was revealed in 5 AH (626-7 CE). In the Quranic 
verse, God enjoins: “And abide in your houses and do not display yourselves as (was) the 
display of the former times of ignorance.... Allah intends only to remove from you the impurity 
(of sin), O people of the (Prophet’s household), and to purify you with (extensive) purification” 
(Quran 33:33). However, the Islamic jurisprudents from various Islamic legal schools agree that 
this verse was revealed exclusively in relation to women in the Prophet’s household as the 
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preceding verse clearly states: “O wives of the Prophet, you are not like anyone among women. 
If you fear Allah, then do not be soft on speech (to men), lest he in whose heart is disease 
should covet, but speak with appropriate speech” (Quran 33:32). Referring to the verse, known 
as the hijab (divider) verse, that they were distinguished as special on account of their marital 
status to the Prophet, the verse imposing seclusion is not applicable to other women.231 The 
verse of the hijab was reportedly revealed in relation with the incident that took place during 
the night of the Prophet’s wedding to Zaynab bint Jahsh (627 CE), when a group of men 
remained for chatting at Zaynab’s apartment. The verse reveals God’s concern on the need for 
sensitivity and respect for the Prophet’s private life. However, as the Prophet’s wives were 
designated as “Mothers of the Believers” (Quran 33:6), they inevitably emerge as ideal 
exemplars to Muslim women.232 Therefore, women might choose to veil not because it was 
specifically mandated but so as to follow those exemplary models of virtue.  
Whether because veiling was obligatory or voluntary, Muslim authorities after the age 
of the Prophet, particularly under the Abbasid (750-1258), interpreted these verses in ways that 
gradually limited and discouraged women’s participation in society.233 Yet women in early Islam 
had enjoyed freedom in public space. Asma Afsaruddin writes that the practice of confining 
women to the harem was not recognized during the life of the Prophet’s female companions, 
and they enjoyed considerable liberty.234 The Prophet set a revolutionary spatial arrangement 
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by omitting the division of public and private in his house in Medina, taking his wives along to 
the battlefields, and letting them participate in public activities until the revelation of the hijab 
verse.235 Ahmed reveals that women from the pre-Islamic era, including Umm Salama and 
Khadija, two of the Prophet’s wives, had greater freedom to participate in public space. Khadija 
bint Khuwailid (d. 619 CE), the Prophet’s first wife, demonstrated economic and marriage 
independence, which seem to have been attitudes inherited from the pre-Islamic traditions.236 
Women were also actively involved in religious life in public space, attending the mosques and 
the Prophet’s lectures, participating in religious services on Islamic feasts and funeral prayers, 
and performing pilgrimage.237 Once, it is said, Umm Salama asked the Prophet about the 
discrimination against the feminine sex in the sacred text, and God responded her question 
through the revelation of the verse 33:35 by specifically called both men and women:  
Indeed, the Muslim men and Muslim women, the believing men and believing women, 
the obedient men and obedient women, the truthful men and truthful women, the 
patient men and patient women, the humble men and humble women, the charitable 
men and charitable women, the fasting men and fasting women, the men who guard 
their private parts and the women who do so, and the men who remember Allah often 
and the women who do so—for them Allah has prepared forgiveness and a great 
reward. 
 
In response to Umm Salama’s other inquiry regarding the status of a woman refugee, 
there was an additional revelation that the Quran allowed that women who fled to Medina on 
their own could follow the new religion, a precept that implies that women have their 
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independence to perform their religiosity.238 Women in the age of the Prophet also memorized 
the Quran and Hadith. The Prophet’s wife ‘Aisha is one of the most important transmitters, 
having narrated at least 2500 hadiths. Women also attended the Prophet’s lectures in the 
mosque and funeral prayers.239 In general, Islam sanctioned women’s public participation in the 
Prophet’s life time until the revelation of the hijab verse. Thus, the revelation of the hijab verse 
has marked the birth of the spatial segregation institution in Islamic tradition.240  
Taking Al-Tabari’s late-ninth-century exegetical commentary as point of reference, 
Mernissi sees that the hijab verse, which initiated the practice of spatial segregation in Muslim 
space, was a solution to the social tensions that the Prophet encountered during those years, 
yet it developed to serve as a model that fundamentally changed the spatial arrangement 
through the division of the private and the public as well as men and women.241 Ahmed argues 
that the Quranic verse institutes seclusion to allow the Prophet, as a “powerful leader of a new, 
unambiguously patriarchal society” to set a distance between the Prophet’s wives and his 
community242 and to provide “domestic comfort and privacy for the female elite” and to 
protect them from the hypocrites.  243 However, upon the death of the Prophet, women’s active 
participation in public space was gradually limited and discouraged, and ultimately under the 
rulers of the Abbasid dynasty (750-1258), it was banned. ‘Umar ibn Khattab, the third caliph of 
Medina (634-644 CE) was well known for his strict regulation on women’s appearance in public, 
including the imposition of spatial segregation in the mosque and the prohibition of the 
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Prophet’s widows from going on pilgrimage.244 Ahmed shows that the norms governing 
women’s behavior were not uniform: Islamic minority groups such as Kharijis and some early 
Shiites tended to provide women with more freedom.   
Both the veil and the custom of sex segregation have been the most visible Islamic 
practices that are often debated in discussions of how Islam treats women. While among 
Muslims themselves there are still different interpretations on whether or not the verse of the 
veiling is universal across time and context, instead of historical, the imposition of both 
practices on women is often situated as a battleground for ideological contestation between 
modernism and traditionalism or fundamentalism, as well as between the West and Islam. 
Amina Wadud argues that Muslim fundamentalists tend to utilize the hijab as a way of 
preserving Muslim identity in dealing with modernization. For secular feminists, the hijab is 
seen as a symbol of backwardness, women’s exclusion from public life and the oppression of 
women’s body.245 In Iran for example, appearing with the hijab in public was a punishable 
offence under Reza Shah Pahlavi’s modernization program (1936), but in the 1980s, after the 
revolution that expelled the Pahlevi rulers and installed in their place a conservative religious 
elite, women appearing without the hijab in the public could be punished, regardless of their 
religion, under the Islamic Republic.246   
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Looking at Muslim Women and Their Space 
Much of the writing on this issue has focused on Muslim women’s subordinate status 
while portraying them as passive subjects who are confined within secluding walls or the 
wrapping of a chador (the full body veil). For example, Mandelbaum in his study on the 
northern region of South Asian subcontinent, including North India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan, 
argues that purdah is practiced among Hindu and Muslim women from middle to upper classes 
as a way of protecting men’s honor through the control of women’s conduct inside and outside 
the house. Women strictly cover themselves and their face, except for the eyes, every time they 
leave the house or meet men. Although they vote, they neither speak nor participate visibly in 
any activities in public space. The dichotomy of public (“outside”) and private (“inside”) is 
central in Mandelbaum’s study, in which men are associated with public space and women with 
domestic space. Women are depicted as subservient and vulnerable figures who are supposed 
to control their demeanor and cover their body and face in order to protect themselves from 
predatory men outside the house.247  
However, there are several studies that depart from this kind of essentialist view and 
attempt to see the other side of purdah. Mandelbaum’s depiction of women is problematic to 
scholars who look into spaces that are mostly occupied by women. Researching modern 
Pakistan in the early 1970s, Hanna Papanek found that the concept of purdah extended beyond 
domestic boundaries. Confirming the ideal norms that women learn from the cultural and 
Islamic tradition, modern educated women tended to select teaching and medicine as fields of 
occupation that allowed them to remain in a largely female sphere and thus maintain sex 
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segregation in public. While depicting women’s commitment to preserve purdah, Papanek’s 
study demonstrates how such a conception of female modesty is brought to and maintained in 
women’s public participation.248 Like Papanek, Shampa Mazumdar and Sanjoy Mazumdar show 
that the dichotomy of public and private which may exist outside is no longer relevant in the 
discussion of space in a traditional Hindu house, where women perform their religious rituals 
and social activities. There women play a pivotal role in their family, in spite of their limited 
activities outside the domestic area. Through the rituals that they maintain, the domestic area 
becomes a “significant space” in Hindu tradition.249 Arguing that the private and the public 
spaces are not bound to the domestic-nondomestic boundary, Mazumdar and Mazumdar 
suggest that they are instead defined by the understanding of the Islamic conceptualization of 
mahram and na-mahram (the eligibility or ineligibility to be married by virtue of kinship).250  
The dichotomy that results from the focus on public vs. private has prevented 
Mandelbaum and similar scholars from discovering secluded women’s opportunity to enact 
agency from their domestic area.  In her study of the imperial Ottoman harem of the 1500s 
and1600s, Leslie Peirce argues that the harem, which has been mostly associated with women’s 
seclusion, was not initially defined as a female space. Rather, it was an elite space, the “vortex” 
of power inhabited by the sultan. Like the case of the Yogyakarta Sultanate palace, the 
Ottoman sultan resided inside the harem and was the only adult male (other than young sons 
and eunuchs) who had access to it; but likewise, it meant that the women of the harem had 
unparalleled access to and influence upon him. Peirce argues that despite their seclusion within 
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a guarded harem, the royal women exercised political power and influence through their family 
networks and their control of the sultan (including his sexual alliances and thus offspring).251 
Moreover, a study conducted by Yasser Tabbaa on women of the Ayyubid court (1174-1260) 
showed examples of women’s patronage on sufi convents (khanqah) despite their invisibility in 
the public space in Aleppo.252 Echoing these scholars, Elizabeth Thompson argues that the term 
public and private needs meticulous scrutiny so as to provide an adequate explanation of 
women’s political participation despite their limited access to public space.253 
Mazumdar and Mazumdar elsewhere critique the “essentialist construction” of Muslim 
women’s association with domestic space that fails to present the complexity of women’s 
religious discourse with regard to their participation in the public sphere. Focusing on the 
fundamentalist Islamic society in Iran, the reformists in Egypt, and the syncretics in Morocco 
and India, they show that women employ their own strategies to create their “Islam” within 
their own space, reshaped through women’s financial supports, through the re-interpretation 
of their roles and the reconstruction of their way of practicing Islam within the community of 
Muslim women.254 Appropriation is also employed in the mosques of Khartoum that Salma A. 
Nageeb has studied. The self-organized women’s groups in these mosques utilized their social 
networks to defend their space in the mosque when the mosque committee decided to 
demolish the wall dividing women and men’s spaces so as to expand the men’s prayer room. 
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Moreover, they demanded that the mosque activities be more responsive to child caring, which 
is commonly assumed as women’s responsibility, to allow the women to participate in social 
events.255  
Although numerous studies on women in Islam attribute women’s seclusion and sex 
segregation to the prevalence of gender inequality in Islamic society, contemporary studies 
have shown that despite seclusion in private quarters, historically women had significant roles 
as patrons of architecture and in controlling vision over public space. Studies on elite women of 
medieval Islam demonstrate that women enjoyed honorable positions in society as wives, 
mothers, and grandmothers of an authoritative ruler. Demonstrating the prominent role that 
women played in medieval Islam as the controller of the gaze, Ruggles and contributors to her 
book explore the degree to which women’s participation in public space may or may not be a 
sign of empowerment.256 Of particular note, Thys-Senoçak’s study on the Yeni Valide Complex 
Mosque (1597-1665), built in Ottoman Istanbul, shows that female patronage shaped the 
architectural planning of a large mosque complex: the gendered, oblique vision between 
buildings reflected the sequestered position of the patroness in that space, despite her limited 
presence in the public sphere.257 
Our desire to see the culture of others intervenes in the way we look at women in 
Islamic society. As Foucault and Debord argue, the gaze is tied to human desire, which comes 
from deep psychic drives. In that model, the gaze is a desire for the realm of the other, and is 
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predicated on a primary division between self and other.258 Vision, like knowledge, is never 
innocent because it is always entangled in the interests of its producers. Moreover, as Spivak 
argues, knowledge is a commodity, exported from the West to the third world for economic 
benefits.259 Having said this, the reading of “non-Western” society requires both sensitivity and 
respect for difference and perhaps above all an awareness of where one stands with respect to 
the society being studied. As Said has argued, the knowledge construction of the “non-
Western” society contains the danger of asserting and even reifying the dominant power of the 
West. Western feminists are mostly convinced that equal access to public space is a necessary 
modality for gender equality in society and this often ignites debates on whether or not a 
particular “non-Western” women’s group is subordinated. Saba Mahmood’s study on an 
Egyptian women’s Islamist group shows that it employs non-liberatory movement and defines 
its own agency and politics, which may be different from those of Western feminism. She 
further argues that female agency in the Islamic world is not based upon the enactment of 
resistance and subversion. On the contrary, she shows that submission to the patriarchal 
Islamic law (shari’a), which is often blamed by Western feminist scholars for enforcing gender 
inequality in Islamic society, has enabled women to enhance their public role in religion and 
political arena.  
This theoretical understanding of power relations between the dominant and the 
subordinate is applicable to the way we see the ‘Aisyiyah’s strategy in dealing with the Javanese 
patriarchal public space. Not only are there unequal power relation between the West and the 
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East, but also gender relations between women and men within the site in which orientalist 
knowledge production works. The knowledge of Muslim women and their veiling and sex-
segregated spaces are driven by what Stoler calls an “ocular obsession” related to the power to 
construct knowledge.260  
 
The ‘Aisyiyah Organization and the Challenge of a “Good Javanese Woman” 
The establishment of the ‘Aisyiyah organization in 1917 was part of the 
Muhammadiyah’s long history of Islamic reform on women. At the end of the nineteenth 
century, Javanese women were excluded from public space and were traditionally assigned 
domestic roles, known as macak, masak, and manak (“primping, cooking, and giving birth”), 
affirming their subordinate position and devotion to their husband.261 Women’s subservience 
was even specifically addressed in 1860 in Sêrat Candrarini (The Letter of Women’s Beauty), an 
ethic didactical book on women’s physical and moral beauty that provided an essential 
guidance of women’s feminine conduct in order to preserve their marriage. Narrated in 
Javanese poetries, the book was authored by a well-known male royal poet named 
Ranggawarsita, under the order of Paku Buwono IX, the monarch of the Surakarta Sultanate, 
which shared many similarities with the Yogyakarta Sultanate. In both sultanates, feudalism 
was practiced and controlled by the Islamic kingdoms, and polygamy was practiced at all levels 
of society. According to Sêrat Candrarini, a woman should maintain her “internal virtues,” 
including modesty, chastity, compassion, service, and refined manners, in addition to her 
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physical beauty in order to preserve her marriage.262 This view on women was inherited from 
the pre-Islamic Hindu culture that later mingled with Islam in Java. Although very few Javanese 
people had actually read the book, its stereotypical views of a “good Javanese woman” spread 
widely. In fact, traditional Javanese ethics saw woman as man’s back companion (“kanca 
wingking”), meaning she was her husband’s companion who had to stay behind in the house. 
Appearing in the public was considered improper for a woman. Such a view contributes to 
shaping women’s code of conduct to support their husbands without appearing in public. 
Additionally, her salvation in the hereafter was seen as contingent upon her husband’s 
spirituality, well known in a Javanese proverb as “suwarga nunut, neraka katut,” which literally 
means “(if her husband goes) to the heaven, (she) hitchhikes, (if her husband goes) to hell, (she) 
tags along.” In short, a “good Javanese woman” required a woman’s total obedience to her 
husband.263 This was contradictory to what Islam teaches, according to which women are 
independent and responsible for their own religious conduct as pronounced in the Quran verse 
16:97: “Whoever works righteousness, man or woman, and has faith, verily, to him/her, We 
give a new life, a life that is good and pure, and We will bestow on such their reward according 
to the best of their actions.” 
Given the tradition of subordination and domesticity, women’s education and 
participation in public space were deemed unnecessary. In the early twentieth century, a 
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Javanese woman’s educational status varied according to her social class. Girls from aristocratic 
families usually went to elementary schools and afterwards stayed home until a man came to 
marry them.264 Girls from clerics’ and religious families, including families in Kauman village, 
learned Islam from their older male relatives, and girls from poor families received no 
education at all.265 Although the Kauman women made significant economic contribution to 
their household by co-managing the batik industry with their husband, they did so while 
remaining in their home.  
In Indonesia’s political trajectory, Ahmad Dahlan and Siti Walidah were not the first to 
fight for women’s education and improved social status. At the end of the nineteenth century, a 
young passionate woman who was born into a Javanese aristocratic family advocated for 
Javanese women’s opportunity for education. Kartini (1879-1904), inaugurated as the first 
Indonesian feminist and a symbol of Indonesian women’s awakening movement against gender 
discrimination, depicted her own life and that of other Javanese aristocratic girls as being like 
birds in a cage.266 In her intensive correspondence with Dutch acquaintances, she grieved over 
the discrimination that she and other Javanese girls suffered, compared to boys. She contended 
that girls from both poor and high-class families deserved the same opportunity as boys to gain 
education and economic independence. Believing that education was an important tool of 
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social change, Kartini thus founded a girls’ school, which later inspired other young Indonesian 
intellectuals to devote more attention to female education.  
The rise of nationalism among youths in early-twentieth-century colonial Indonesia was 
an unexpected excess that the Dutch colonial encountered, following the announcement of the 
Ethics Politics in 1901 by the Dutch government to improve Indonesian people’s education. It 
was accompanied by increasing concerns for cultural reform and education improvement, 
including those related to women. Some male-pioneered organizations, such as Budi Utomo 
(the Noble Mind), Sarekat Islam (the Islamic Organization), and Muhammadiyah, marked the 
national awakening in the 1900s to 1920s, and most of them promoted education. Inspired by 
Kartini’s struggle for women’s education and the girls’ school that she founded, they later 
supported the establishment of the first women’s organizations, such as Putri Mardika (the 
Independent Women), Wanudiyo Utomo (the Noble Women), and ‘Aisyiyah, as the female 
wings of their organizations. In addition to these male-associated women’s organizations, a 
number of independent women’s organizations were also founded in Indonesia, raising 
consciousness about issues such as child marriage, polygamy, and women’s education. 
However, among these pioneer movements, Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah are the only 
organizations that survive today.267  
The issue of sending girls to school was about more than seclusion, economic concern, 
and gender discrimination. Under Dutch colonialism (1600s-1945), schools in Indonesia were 
mostly held by the colonial authority. Deeming the Dutch colonizer as infidel, traditional 
Javanese Muslims avoided sending their children, let alone daughters, to these schools. They 
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believed that the Dutch schools, education, and fashion were haram (prohibited according to 
Islamic law), and thus, going to such schools, obtaining the education, and imitating their 
fashion and customs were considered part of infidelity.268 What was at stake was more than 
women’s education and access to public space but also the larger issue of religiosity and 
religious identity that rested on Muslims’ understanding of Islamic law.  
Confronting this view, Dahlan and Walidah urged their neighbors to send their 
daughters to the schools, insisting that the Dutch education was a way of releasing women and 
Muslims from backwardness and colonialism. Additionally, in order to support the girls with 
religious knowledge which they did not obtain from the Dutch schools, Dahlan and Walidah 
founded an afternoon Islamic school for girls in the couple’s home. Countering the traditional 
Javanese views and practices that placed woman subordinate to man and regarded her as a 
secondary spiritual agent, Dahlan and Walidah promoted the return to what they believed as 
the Islamic guidance that respected women as partners to men in achieving the ideal Islamic 
society. Both activists also underlined women and men’s equal access to education stated in 
Hadith, in which the Prophet said: “Seeking knowledge is mandatory upon Muslim men and 
Muslim women.” In front of her female students, Walidah said: “A woman should be aware of 
her responsibility for being the servant of God. She will be a mother of her children and [this] 
nation. Therefore, [she] has to be smart and capable of educating her children well.” 269  
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Dahlan and Walidah’s conception of gender—which later infused the Muhammadiyah 
and ‘Aisyiyah organizations—was based on the Quranic verse where God reveals: “Whoever 
works righteousness, man or woman, and has faith, verily, to him/her, We give a new life, a life 
that is good and pure, and We will bestow on such their reward according to the best of their 
actions” (16:97). Interpreting this as a statement revealing equality, and in order to propagate 
Fig. 63 The cover of the Suara 'Aisyiyah magazine of 1932 showing the 
organization's recommendation of Javanese Muslim women's clothing  
(Drawing: Suara Muhammadiyah, 1932). 
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their ideas, the Muhammadiyah organization regularly posted articles on the ideal women in 
Islam in Suara Muhammadiyah (written in the old Indonesian spelling as “Soeara 
Moehammadijah”), a magazine published since 1915. A special column for women named 
“Isteri Islam” (“Muslim Wives”) was published in 1924 explaining the Islamic principles for 
women’s equality with men.270 In 1926, the ‘Aisyiyah organization began publishing its own 
magazine, Suara ‘Aisyiyah (“Soeara ‘Aisjijah”), distributed widely among its followers. The 
magazines had been an important media source that bridged the founding figures’ ideal of 
women in Islam and the followers, who had not been familiar with the newly defined 
conception (Fig. 63). Even today, the magazines continue to play this critical role in both the 
‘Aisyiyah and Muhammadiyah.  
The ‘Aisyiyah’s perspective on women in Islam mirrors the gender ideology of the 
Muhammadiyah founders. First, the naming of the ‘Aisyiyah organization was inspired by the 
Prophet’s wife, ‘Aisha, who was believed to demonstrate the Muhammadiyah’s ideal 
conception of a Muslim woman due to her intelligence, independence, and social involvement. 
271 The selection of ‘Aisha, instead of the others, including Khadija (the Prophet’s first wife) who 
clearly demonstrated economic and sexual independence, and unconditional supports to the 
Prophet during the early age of his prophecy, was possibly due to her popularity among 
Muslims as lots of hadiths quote and narrate her. She was an unlikely model for “modern” 
womanhood in some respects, being a mere girl when she was married to the Prophet, but in 
some ways she was seen as an appropriate Muslim figurehead. Unlike Khadija, ‘Aisha lived in a 
polygamous marriage to the Prophet—a kind of marriage that was commonly practiced among 
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the Muhammadiyah founders and early board members—and thus she was seen to perfectly 
portray the founders’ conception of how the Muhammadiyah women should be.  
Second, although offering a radical change in women’s life by encouraging their 
participation in the public sphere, the Muhammadiyah, through the ‘Aisyiyah organization, 
nonetheless preserved woman’s position as an obedient wife and a devoted mother in the 
family. While being encouraged to achieve education, women were also reminded of their main 
roles as mother and wife. In her teaching to the girls, Walidah asserted that a good wife should 
not look at what other women were wearing to embellish themselves and that she should be 
thankful for what her husband provided.272 As part of the obedience, the early ‘Aisyiyah even 
taught women to accept polygamy and this had been identified by secular feminists as applying 
a double standard: on one side it promoted women betterment through education, yet on the 
other, it permitted the Muhammadiyah members to practice polygamy, which was considered 
gender subordination.273 
Third, both the Muhammadiyah and the ‘Aisyiyah see women as men’s counterpart, and 
this is obvious in the special column for them in the Muhammadiyah magazine that was named 
“Isteri Islam” or Muslim Wives. This is also confirmed through the organizational relationship of 
the ‘Aisyiyah to the Muhammadiyah that reflects their ideal of an Islamic family, in which the 
Muhammadiyah stands as the father and the ‘Aisyiyah represents the mother.274 Salman sees 
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that this ideal has been consistently maintained by both organizations with the aim of building 
the Islamic keluarga sakinah (serene family)275 and to preserve the concept of zawj (a pair) as 
mentioned in the Quran (4:1).276 Thus although the ‘Aisyiyah has been declared as an 
autonomous organization in 1936, specifically in terms of administrative affairs, it keeps on 
serving as the female wing of the Muhammadiyah and its chair is named one of the 
Muhammadiyah national board members.   
Fourth, since its establishment in 1917, the ‘Aisyiyah has consistently promoted the idea 
of women’s critical role in protecting the nation from moral deterioration through her role as 
the children’s primary educators.277 A reminder of this position is also apparent in the ‘Aisyiyah 
hymn, sung in the opening of each ‘Aisyiyah meeting: 
Wahai warga ‘Aisyiyah sejati 
Sadarlah akan kewajiban suci  
Membina harkat kaum wanita  
Menjadi tiang utama negara 
Di telapak kakimu terbentang surga 
Di tanganmulah nasib bangsa 
Mari beramal dan berdarma bakti 
membangun negara 
Mencipta masyarakat Islam sejati,  
penuh karunia 
 
Berkibarlah panji matahari 
Menghias langit ibu pertiwi 
Itu lambang perjuangan kita 
Dalam menyebarluaskan agama 
Islam pedoman hidup wahyu Ilahi 
Dasar kebahagiaan sejati 
[O true members of ‘Aisyiyah]  
[Please be aware of your noble duty] 
[To build women’s dignity] 
[To be the nation’s main pillars] 
[The heaven lies under your feet] 
[The nation’s destiny is in your hands] 
[Let’s work and devote  
to build the country]  
[Creating a true Islamic society,  
one that is blessed] 
 
[Flaunt the sun pennant] 
[Decorating the nation’s sky] 
[It is the symbol of our struggle] 
[In spreading the religion]  
[Islam, the guidance of God’s revelations, 
the foundation of the true happiness] 
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Mari beramal dan berdarma bakti 
Membangun negara 
Mencipta masyarakat Islam sejati, 
Penuh karunia 
[Let’s work and devote  
to build the country]  
[Creating a true Islamic society,  
one that is blessed] 
 
The hymn lyrics clearly express the ‘Aisyiyah’s vision that women are responsible for educating 
their children’s morality and guiding their family, and thus are expected to to serve the nation 
as part of their mission in spreading Islam. This resembles what Muhammad Abduh and Qasim 
Amin, whom Dahlan admired for their reformist thoughts, had coined earlier.278 Although the 
larger goal may have been an improved nation and a stronger Islamic society, nonetheless, in 
this—contrary to the accusations that the ‘Aisyiyah only maintained the status quo—the model 
did advocate for the betterment of women because the organization revised the customary 
assumption of woman’s inferior role in the family and seclusion in her home. 
 
Veiling: Shame, Identity, and Borders 
“Aren’t you ashamed of showing your ‘awra to men?” Ahmad Dahlan asked his female 
students. “It would be a deep embarrassment, Sir!” They replied. “Then, why do you go 
to male doctors when you are ill, even when you deliver your baby [and let them see 
your ‘awra]? If you are ashamed, then continue studying and become doctors, so that 
we have female doctors for women. How excellent that is!”279  
 
This was a quote from one of Dahlan’s teachings in front of his female students. He 
conveyed three messages. First, his encouragement of female doctors expressed his respect for 
gender equality in both education and public participation. Resting on what he believed as the 
“pure” Islamic morality, he affirmed that equal to men, women deserved advanced education. 
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Second, given women’s low awareness of education at that time, Dahlan raised the issue of 
‘awra, which is central not only to Muslim women’s religiosity but also the Javanese ethical 
conduct. Shame has been taught as an essential conduct for a Javanese woman, controlled 
through social guidance of proper behavior.280 This ethical education mingled with Islamic 
recommendation of preserving modesty and had been the focus of Islamic teaching in girls’ 
schools in Java, and Dahlan astutely employed it in his call for more education. Third, while 
encouraging girls to pursue high education, he reinforced the norms of sex segregation in the 
community. 
Shame is central in both Islamic and traditional Javanese code of conduct, particularly 
with regard to the interaction between women and men. The Quranic verses 24:30-31 control 
both the gaze, which one directs toward others, and the ‘awra, which falls upon oneself and 
must be prevented so as to preserve one’s own body from the eyes of others. Other verses 
emphasize the connection between shame and revealing the ‘awra. The verses narrating the 
story of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the garden of paradise state that the display of their 
‘awra had made them ashamed to each other, so that they covered themselves with leaves.281 
In support of these verses, one of the Prophet’s companions, Abu Huraira, narrated that the 
Prophet said: “Faith consists of more than sixty branches. And haya is part of faith.”282 The term 
haya covers a large number of concepts which are to be taken together; amongst them are self-
respect, modesty, bashfulness, scruple, etc. Modesty and shame (for showing immodesty) are 
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therefore central to Islamic conduct. Shame is also a key attitude in traditional Javanese ethics, 
according to which men and women have to control their behavior and emotion. Women are 
particularly enjoined to restrain themselves from appearing in the public and instead are 
encouraged to stay at home. The palace’s peranakan costume that was also common among 
women of the lower class outside the palace in the past demonstrates that in traditional 
Javanese tradition, modesty was emphasized on the basis of behavior rather than dressing.283  
The fear of women’s appearance in public space was one of Javanese Muslims’ reasons 
for refusing the female education that Walidah and Dahlan proposed. Tradition placed women 
in the domestic sphere—as opposed to public space which was regarded as a men’s domain—
not only because of their responsibility for domestic duties such as cooking and child rearing, 
but also because of the danger of public space to women, who were considered physically 
vulnerable.284 While encouraging women’s education and social participation in the public 
space was considered very liberal to traditional Muslims, it was not considered liberal enough 
by the “secularist” groups, such as the Putri Indonesia and Putri Mardika.285 They thought that 
the ‘Aisyiyah’s attempt to maintain sex segregation in the Muhammadiyah meetings, for 
instance, was an attempt to preserve women’s subjugation. However, the ‘Aisyiyah contended 
that this was an Islamic practice according to which women and men should not mingle with 
each other. Secularist groups instead believed that religion had served as an impediment in 
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enhancing women’s status through the imposition of veiling, sex segregation, the 
recommendation of women’s obedience, etc.  
In the early twentieth century, the concept of Islamic modesty was not new to Kauman 
residents, the majority of whom were knowledgeable in Islam, but the practice of veiling was 
still limited to old pious women and those who had performed pilgrimage (hajj). It was 
perceived as “too Arab” previously, until the ‘Aisyiyah and the Muhammadiyah, through its 
magazine, promoted the practice as a salutary part of Islamic religious practice. In her speech in 
the first Women’s Congress in Yogyakarta in December 1928, Siti Munjiyah (of the ‘Aisyiyah 
delegation) proudly promoted her hijab as mandatory clothing in Islam.286 Although Islamic law 
requires the practice only after a girl began her menstruation, Dahlan and Walidah taught the 
girls to cover their ‘awra in order to inculcate their sense of shame and modesty at young 
ages.287 This encouragement has also consistently appeared in both Suara Muhammadiyah and 
Suara ‘Aisyiyah. In so doing, Dahlan and Walidah could show parents that their daughters would 
preserve their modesty (also required in Javanese tradition) and thus be safe from molestation 
when they left home for school. Furthermore, the teaching of being a good wife and well 
behaved woman that Walidah delivered to the girls proved to parents that the progress she and 
her husband pursued was very different from being Westernized. The teaching of modesty and 
the recommendation of the hijab, while preserving the traditional clothing, was therefore a 
strategy to distance themselves from both the traditional Javanese culture and Western 
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modernity, in addition to reinforcing sex segregation.
 
Fig. 64 The 'Aisyiyah women performed in an organization event. They wore traditional Javanese clothes with the 
hijab covering their head (Photo: Suara ‘Aisyiyah, 1984). 
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Today, the hijab is very popular among both young and old people in Yogyakarta and 
other Indonesian cities. Brenner’s study shows that it was only several decades after the first 
‘Aisyiyah’s recommendation for veiling that Javanese women began to practice it 
enthusiastically as a sign of piety improvement.288 Different from other places in Indonesia, 
Kauman has been well known for its veiled women particularly upon the establishment of the 
‘Aisyiyah organization in 1917. Bu Zahra recalled her college years in the end of the 1950s when 
she and her sister were the only students who wore the hijab over the traditional Javanese jarik 
(a long and tight batik skirt) and kebaya (a close-fitting blouse) (Fig. 64). A Dutch visiting 
professor was so impressed by her appearance that he took her picture and asked about her 
hijab. Bu Zahra replied: “Firstly, this is what my religion embraces; women have to cover their 
‘awra. Secondly, I preserve Indonesian traditional culture: wearing jarik and kebaya, and cover 
my hair with the headscarf.”289 Another participant, Bu Khadijah, was also told by her mother 
that in those years all women of Kauman wore the hijab: “My mother once told me that those 
who did not wear it on daily basis felt awkward to enter the village without their hijab.”290 
Kauman in the 1950s was even well known for the crochet headscarves produced and worn by 
the village women.291 In the early years of the ‘Aisyiyah establishment, Muslim women’s attire 
in Kauman reflected the incorporation of Islam and the pre-existing Javanese culture. More 
specifically, it also constructed the village’s identity as an Islamic village.  
Almost a century upon the establishment of the ‘Aisyiyah, veiling grew into a public 
issue in the village particularly as more and more people migrated there. In 2010, the Kauman 
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organization’s branch distributed flyers calling that woman adhere to modest Islamic clothing in 
Kauman. Posted on the village announcement boards, the women’s mosques, and on the door 
to the women’s washing pool at Masjid Gedhe, the flyers were forms of the ‘Aisyiyah’s claim of 
the Kauman public space so as to constitute what they defined as “Islamic” public space, where 
women should dress modestly according to the organization’s definition. The women’s washing 
pool received particular attention from the committee members because it was mainly used by 
homeless women, most of whom never visited the mosque for prayer or attending the Islamic 
teachings (Fig. 65). The chair of the mosque board, Pak Budi, explained that while following the 
sultan’s mandate to open the mosque complex for the public, the mosque board intended to 
control non-worshippers’ access to the mosque complex. He and other committee members 
often felt discomfort seeing women’s “un-Islamic appearance” in the mosque compound, even 
though those women entered only through the rear of the compound. In line with what Pak 
Budi explained, Bu Mus (of the committee of the women’s affairs) said that as homeless 
women sometimes appeared in their “improper” clothing, leaving their shoulders uncovered, 
she and other members supported the ‘Aisyiyah’s flyer’s recommendation of modesty.  
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Fig. 65 The women's washing pool at the south side of the Masjid Gedhe Kauman  
(Photo: Aryanti, May 2011). 
 
For some Kauman women, the hijab seemed to be associated only with explicitly Islamic 
activities. Despite wearing the hijab in the pengajian (Islamic study group), they often left their 
home without it for mingling with neighbors or shopping at nearby vegetable stalls because 
they were well acquainted with the neighbors. Bu Titik Fahmi, the local ‘Aisyiyah chair said: 
“The ‘Aisyiyah branch expects women to wear their hijab every time they leave their home, 
even it is only to shop at the vegetable stall. They always dress and cover their body and hair 
neatly when they attend the pengajian, but some of them just leave their hijab home when 
they linger with the neighbors. This is not what Islam asks us to do.” In a meeting, the chair of 
the sub-district branch expressed her concern about women’s clothing in Kauman, as an Islamic 
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village, and urged Bu Titik in her capacity as chair of the local branch to insist upon the hijab 
among Kauman women. Recommending the hijab, Bu Titik and other ‘Aisyiyah committee 
members set a signifier of a girl’s reaching of maturity by urging that menstruating girls should 
begin veiling. This demonstrates that in addition to expressing piety, for some women who do 
not embrace it on daily basis, wearing the hijab is an indication of being in a space where they 
feel comfortable and protected, despite the presence of close non-mahram males. For them, 
the veil (or rather its absence) marked not a domestic-public boundary but a sense of familiarity 
and trust with people that they encounter. For those who practice veiling in the “correct 
manner” as expected by the ‘Aisyiyah, the veil does mark the segregation from non-mahram 
males or trusted females, and in fact many of them wore hijab when receiving female guests in 
their house. Some of my female participants did this on my first visit to their home but once we 
began to meet each other at the mosques, they no longer wore their hijab when I visited their 
home. 
 
Segregation: The Space of Their Own 
Compared to the veiling, sex segregation had been strictly observed in Kauman village 
long before the Muhammadiyah organization was established. In addition to the provision of 
the sequestered pawestren at the Masjid Gedhe for women’s Friday prayer since 1839, the 
Masjid Gedhe was only daily attended by men and boys. In response to the women’s limited 
access to Islamic education at the grand mosque, a respectable male Islamic scholar of Kauman, 
named Kyai Lurah Nur, built a small girls’ Quran classroom for Quran teaching nearby his house 
in the end of the 1890s to facilitate their education. Following the segregation custom, Dahlan 
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and Walidah had strictly separated girls from boys since the founding of the first girls’ school in 
1913. Women’s religious study groups were also regularly held at residents’ houses. In 1922 the 
‘Aisyiyah finally founded its own mosque, named Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, in the village. Thereafter, 
the ‘Aisyiyah organization conducted classes so that women could learn Islam and prepare 
themselves to become preachers. Taught by Siti Walidah and Ahmad Dahlan, the lectures were 
centralized in the couple’s home. 
Being managed and used by women who are members of the ‘Aisyiyah, both Musalla 
Ar-Rosyad and Musalla ‘Aisyiyah follow the Shafi’i school of legal thought, which the Masjid 
Gedhe and the Muhammadiyah follow. Thus, the practices in these mosques are almost always 
reflections of the Muhammadiyah’s edicts, although in some cases, particularly those related to 
gender relations, the edicts are not applied correspondingly (as will be discussed in the next 
chapter).  
Leading the Prayer. Worship practices are carried out somewhat differently at the 
women’s mosques. Unlike the rituals performed in ordinary mosques, attended by both men 
and women, the first call to prayer (adhan) is never performed in the women’s mosques. In his 
visit to Kauman in 1930s, Pijper reported that a small hollow log (known as kenthongan in 
Javanese) was hung at the veranda of the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah. Working like a Morse code 
transmitting texts through a series of tones, such a log was commonly used in Central Java and 
Yogyakarta to inform residents of events, news, or incidents that took place in the community. 
It was also commonly used in small neighborhood mosques to call to prayer before the adhan 
was recited. Thus, while the adhan is not performed at the women’s mosques, the call to 
prayer in the past was replaced by the beating of the hollow log. Today, as the log has been 
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removed, the call to prayer follows the one aired through a microphone at the Masjid Gedhe. 
However, the mosques perform their own iqamah (the second call to prayer), which is usually 
recited once the appointed imam arrives and marks the beginning of the prayer. This reflects 
the religious authority that the major mosque holds. 
The absence of the adhan reflects the Muhammadiyah’s perspective of women’s voice 
as the ‘awra in the public space. Whether or not a woman’s voice should be defined as such is 
still debated in the community. Bu Ima, who was an imam at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, a 
Muhammadiyah women’s high school teacher, and an Islamic religious studies teacher, was 
always assigned by the ‘Aisyiyah to lead the simulation of hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) for female 
and male pilgrim candidates. She insisted that a woman’s voice in teaching and the recitation of 
du’a (supplication) and the Quranic verses is not considered ‘awra, but that what is deemed as 
‘awra is the alluring and seducing voice.292 The fact that a woman is never appointed an imam 
of a mixed congregational prayer, a muezzin, or a Quran reciter—all of whose voices resonate 
through the community—reflects the widespread assumption that a woman’s voice should not 
be performed to the mixed-gender public. Additionally, instead of saying “subhanallah (glorious 
is God)” as men are recommended to do to correct an imam’s mistake in a prayer, women are 
recommended to clap their hands.293 But these rituals are performed differently at the 
women’s mosques. There, like men, the women say “subhanallah” to alert the imam—in this 
case a woman—to her mistakes.  
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Fig. 66 Musalla ‘Aisyiyah: women were conducting the congregational prayer led by a female imam  
(Photo: Aryanti, October 2010). 
 
The prayer lines are also arranged differently at the women’s mosques (Fig. 66). Unlike 
those at the Masjid Gedhe and other mixed mosques where the prayer leader stands in front of 
the first line of the entire congregation, the female prayer leader at the two women’s mosques 
stands in the middle front line, placing herself side by side with the other women. The Masjid 
Gedhe also follows Hadith stating that the front line is the best position for men and the 
rearmost is the best for women. Given this different guidance between the mixed mosque and 
the women’s mosque, the mihrab niche should be unnecessary at the women’s mosque.  
Women can and do serve as imams, however. There were at least fourteen women at 
Musalla ‘Aisyiyah and ten at Musalla Ar-Rosyad who were appointed imam for daily prayers in 
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2010-2011. The female imams took turn leading the prayers. Some of them also served as the 
mosques’ board members, but most of them did not. Most of them attended Islamic schools 
and boarding schools during their school ages and were trained to memorize the Quran and to 
lead prayer. Musalla ‘Aisyiyah also conducted a Quranic class to let the imams improve their 
Quranic fluency and preserve their memorization. Some of these imams regularly delivered 
lectures at the women’s Islamic groups in Kauman and nearby villages. 
To be appointed an imam at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah was a challenging and demanding 
responsibility. Bu Hannah (who passed away at the age of 87 in 2010) had served as an imam 
and a preacher at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah of Kauman for sixty-nine years before her retirement in 
2007 due to a health problem. She was just fifteen years old when the ‘Aisyiyah local leaders 
asked her to support the women’s congregational prayer at the musalla. Being a granddaughter 
of Kyai Lurah Nur, the founder of Jam’iyah Nuriyah (the precursor of the Ar-Rosyad), Bu Hannah 
had served as an instructor for the Kauman girls’ Quranic reading class at the musalla since she 
was nine years old. Today, it is unusual that a nine-year-old girl is granted permission to teach 
the Quranic reading, and is even more uncommon that a fifteen-year-old girl is allowed to lead 
the prayer in a formal religious institution such as the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, but Bu Hannah was 
exceptional. As a daughter of a Kauman renowned Islamic scholar, Kyai Humam, she had been 
taught Islamic studies intensely by her father since a very young age.294 
As imams, Bu Hannah and other female imams felt honored that they could contribute 
to animating the women’s mosques at Kauman. Bu Hannah, for instance, saw that being an 
imam was a way of proselytizing Islam and believed that there was nothing else better than 
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teaching Islam and doing good deeds to please God. I observed that the female imam’s 
contributions are larger than merely leading worship and keeping the women’s mosques active. 
They also instruct their congregation in the correct Islamic practices, particularly those 
pertaining to worship. Because imams are elected, they usually have not only religious 
capability but also considerable respect as pious persons in the community. Thus, in addition to 
leading the prayers, the female imams are usually asked for advice regarding religious 
community programs and activities as well as social issues. Although not invited formally to the 
Masjid Gedhe board meeting, they maintain communication with the mosque board members. 
For example, several days prior to her passing in October 2010, Bu Hannah called the chair of 
Masjid Gedhe board to her house and communicated her thoughts on how the social ties 
among the community members could be improved. The chair then delivered her message to 
the Masjid Gedhe congregation in the funeral speech at Masjid Gedhe. Furthermore, when 
meeting with other female imams and the ‘Aisyiyah activists, who were all actively engaged 
with either Masjid Gedhe or the women’s mosques, the board members frequently discussed 
how men and women could work cooperatively in celebrating Islamic holidays and setting 
charity events for helping the victims of natural disasters in the country (Fig. 67). 
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Fig. 67 The Kauman women donated food and clothes for the victims of natural disasters  
at the neighborhood center (Photo: Aryanti, November 2010). 
 
The imams also play a pivotal role in teaching Islam to women in informal ways. For 
instance, Bu Khadijah admonished her congregation in Musalla Ar-Rosyad one evening when 
she finished the prayer. From her prayer mat, she turned to face the worshippers who prayed 
behind and next to her and said: “Next time, please start your line from behind the imam. 
There has been a guideline on this in Hadith.”295 On another occasion, she informed the imams 
of Musalla ‘Aisyiyah of what Quranic chapters that Hadith recommends to recite during certain 
prayers.296 As such, she felt responsible for her congregation’s practices in worship. She found it 
easier and more useful to teach women as responses to daily practices in such a small mosque 
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where she knew most of the attendees and most of them knew her. The private prayer space, 
despite its openness to female visitors outside of the village, provided her with a comfortable 
environment among other women. 
Learning and Teaching Islam. One evening in October 2010 after the dusk (Maghrib) 
prayer at the veranda of Masjid Gedhe, an ustad (male Islamic teacher) spoke in front of around 
120 people, approximately one-third of who were women (Fig. 68). He quoted a hadith 
mentioning that a Muslim who continuously attends congregational prayers in the mosque for 
forty days and nights, and stands behind the imam since his first pronouncement of God’s 
greatness in the beginning of prayer (takbiratul ihram) would be guaranteed safety from 
hypocritical characters, which are deemed appalling in Islam, and the hellfire. Several minutes 
before the call to the evening (Isha) prayer was recited from inside of the mosque prayer hall, 
the ustad concluded his teaching, and attendees left the veranda and flocked to the prayer hall. 
There was no question-and-answer session, no discussion. I walked home with questions 
lingering in my head. If the forty-days-and-nights requirement is mandatory, then how would 
women be able to reach the reward? If women naturally begin their menstrual cycle every 
twenty-eight days from puberty until menopause, how can their piety be expressed? Does the 
hadith thus privilege men over women and even overlook the needs of women? I wanted to 
know how the other women felt about that. When the female attendees did not ask a question 
to the teacher, was it because they had understood the hadith and how to respond to it, or 
were they embarrassed to ask questions, or did they feel it was improper to ask questions 
about Islamic law, particularly with regards to women’s matters and gender issues? 
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Four days after the evening lecture, I attended a lecture at the hall of the ‘Aisyiyah 
kindergarten at Kauman that was attended by approximately eighty women from Kauman and 
the surrounding villages. Fortunately the session was taught by Pak Husein, who was well 
known for providing a discussion session once he finished his teaching. Several women raised 
their hands and asked questions on varied issues from fasting to the concept of guidance in 
Islam. I used the opportunity to ask his opinion on the forty-days-and-nights hadith and how 
women could observe the hadith’s instruction. Pak Husein answered: “No need to feel jealous. 
Islam provides so many ways for us to gain rewards. Kyai Ahmad Dahlan once quoted a hadith, 
‘Do you know people who are insolvent? [They are] those who consistently practice the prayers 
but hurt others’ heart.’ You see, there are many ways of gaining God’s rewards other than 
doing the congregational prayers at the mosque.” I had posed the question in part due to my 
own curiosity about the practice of my own religion, but more than that, I was curious about 
the ‘Aisyiyah women’s response to gender equality in Islam. As I asked my question, I saw that 
women were eager to hear Pak Husein’s answer and smiled once they heard it.  
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Fig. 68 The Islamic lecture at the veranda of the Masjid Gedhe Kauman  
(Photo: Aryanti, August 2010). 
 
Sex segregation is often seen as preventing women from gaining access to community 
resources, but in Kauman, as I have observed, it has to the contrary facilitated women with 
more privacy and comfort so that they feel empowered to learn more about their religion and 
other subjects. In the women’s lecture group, women felt comfortable not only to voice 
concerns about specific issues, but also simply to speak up (Fig. 69). In a lecture held by the 
Neighborhood XIII women’s group, for example, Pak Husein accidentally forgot the complete 
verse that he was citing in his teaching, but one of the women completed the verse for him. In 
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some other occasions, female preachers also freely shared their opinions on what they thought 
of Islamic gender relations.  
 
Fig. 69 A woman was asking a question in the neighborhood women's religious lecture at Langgar Adz-Dzakkirin 
(Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
 
For women preachers, the women’s mosques and Islamic groups have given them 
opportunity to proselytize and teach Islam in the public (Fig. 70).297 Bu Hadiroh Ahmad, who is 
Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu’s wife and one of the ‘Aisyiyah national board members, taught: “We all 
have to follow the Prophet’s examples. Javanese people often teach women to totally devote 
themselves to their husband. That is wrong! God lifts a mother three degrees higher than that 
of a father. You know why, because a mother is granted three specialties, compared to a father. 
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She is pregnant, giving birth, and breastfeeding; therefore, a child always has ties to her/his 
mother. The Prophet respected women very much. He loved his daughter, Fatimah.” Referring 
to a passage that is often found in an elementary student’s textbook, she continued: “It is 
wrong to teach children, ‘Father reads the newspaper; mother cooks in the kitchen,’ because it 
simply stereotypes men and women according to their gender division of roles. Therefore, 
women, please teach your family knowledge, skill, independence, and respect.” Such a teaching 
was never heard in Masjid Gedhe or from male teachers and it might have been controversial 
to a wide audience. Some women whom I interviewed concurred with Bu Hadiroh’s opinion. 
However, her progressive teaching was not unchallenged. While gender issues were rarely 
discussed by preachers, either men or women, male preachers often implicitly affirmed the 
idea of women’s association with domestic affairs as a form of piety (for devoting themselves to 
their husband).  
For some women, the women’s mosques have allowed them to worship in a kind of 
tranquility that they rarely had at Masjid Gedhe. Being positioned behind the male lines, where 
men, male teens, and boys pray, Bu Farida suffered distractions during her congregational 
prayer. In addition to the late male congregants who walked in front of the women’s lines, 
many boys and teens left the prayer room once the congregational prayer ended. Often they 
left while having conversation, albeit in low voice. In contrast, at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, where she 
attended daily, women came and left quietly. Most of them even stayed quite long after the 
congregational prayer for dhikr (reciting God’s names), du’a (supplicating), and shalat sunnah 
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(extra prayers). Although the attendees often had conversations with other women, they did so 
on the mosque veranda after all other forms of worship had concluded.298 
 
Fig. 70 A female preacher delivered a sermon at Musalla Ar-Rosyad (Photo: Aryanti, August 2010). 
 
Being among other women, Bu Rina felt more secure and protected from men’s gaze. 
While she never experienced an uncomfortable interaction with Kauman men, the encounters 
with male outsiders at Masjid Gedhe sometimes disturbed her. “I attended the mosque with a 
covering prayer robe and we all came for prayer. But bad guys are bad guys, no matter where 
they are. They greeted me, ‘assalaamu ‘alaykum’ [the Islamic greeting], but their eyes glanced 
at me and that made me uncomfortable.”299 For this reason, she decided to pray at Musalla 
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‘Aisyiyah during the peak season of the mosque visit, when visitors from outside of the village 
flooded the mosque. Such a secure feeling was what Bu Farida’s late father had when he sent 
his young girl to the Muhammadiyah girl’s school nearby in the 1940s. Bu Farida told me that 
her father was very eager to educate his daughter outside their home but did not feel confident 
that they would be safe. The women-only school has allowed dreams to come true for girls like 
the young Bu Farida wishing to learn and develop themselves. Later when she graduated from 
the girl’s high school, her father was reluctant to let her teach and asked her to help her mother 
at home instead. He finally gave her a permission when the Muhammadiyah girl’s elementary 
school nearby offered a position for a teacher.300 My interviews with both male and female 
participants demonstrate their preference of segregated religious activities. In fact, some of my 
female participants told me that their husbands preferred that they were active in the 
pengajian and engaged with the women’s mosques rather than in other women’s social groups.  
Compared to those at Masjid Gedhe, the relationships among worshippers at the 
women’s mosques were less formal. The Masjid Gedhe is a disciplinary space where 
worshippers are regulated through a fixed and regular procedure, such as the rigid schedule of 
the recitation of the first (adhan) and the second (iqamah) calls to prayer and the designation 
of who deserves to stand at the very front line. This rule is not applied at the women’s 
mosques. As experienced by Bu Husna, girls may pray at the front line. At both Musalla 
‘Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad, the start of the prayer time is usually less strict. Because the 
first call to prayer is not recited, women at the musallas usually chatted on any daily issues, 
including the renovation of the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah (Fig. 71). This resembles what Mazumdar and 
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Mazumdar observed in Iran, India, and Morocco where shrines provide alternative religious 
spaces for women to contemplate and express their piety.301  
 
Fig. 71 Women chatted after prayer at Musalla 'Aisyiyah (Photo: Aryanti, October 2011). 
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Fig. 72 The Musalla 'Aisyiyah board members in a meeting at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah (Photo: Aryanti, December 2010). 
 
Women’s Voice. In October 2010, the Masjid Gedhe held an election for the mosque 
board members for the 2010-2015 period (Fig. 73). Although the Kauman community as the 
main user of the mosque has been granted the authority by the sultan to manage the mosque 
under the supervision of Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu since the 1950s, the members of the mosque 
board were conventionally selected through deliberation. Those who were selected were 
usually respectable old inhabitants of Kauman. The first election took place in 2005 responding 
to the youths’ aspiration for better mosque management. In the 2005 election, the candidates 
were selected from the list of names that the Masjid Gedhe worshippers proposed, but in 2010, 
the election committee invited all Kauman Muslim groups and the worshippers of the 
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neighborhood mosques to offer nominees. Pak Budi, the chair of the mosque, said that the 
committee intended to call for all people’s participation and that he expected the women’s 
groups to propose women’s names. Although it is too early to tell, the new system should be 
advantageous to women. Among community groups that were invited to participate, eight of 
them were women’s groups, three were men’s groups, and four were neighborhood boards 
that might involve both women and men. The eight women’s groups included the ‘Aisyiyah of 
Kauman branch, the Nasyiatul ‘Aisyiyah of Kauman branch, the Adzakirat women’s Islamic study 
group as well as the women’s Islamic study groups of Neighborhood X, XI, XII, and XIII. 
However, people had not been familiar with such a democratic system. Some of them thought 
that they should propose male worshippers because they would serve for the mosque, where 
the majority of the congregation is male.  
The women were well cognizant of the political opportunity that this afforded them. 
One of the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah’s imams, Bu Yayah, reminded other women while awaiting their 
turns to vote: “Don’t forget to vote the women. [Vote] Bu Kamila!” She pointed her finger to Bu 
Kamila’s name on the voting paper while giving suggestions to other women. Women and men 
worshippers of all Kauman mosques were invited to the vote at the veranda of Masjid Gedhe 
that evening. A woman distributed the voting sheets and the queue numbers to women and a 
man did the similar to male worshippers as they left the main prayer hall and entered the 
veranda. Most of the participants had already familiarized themselves with the list of nominees 
because a week earlier, information sheets were pinned up at the village announcement 
boards. Women also chatted about the upcoming vote while they shopped at the vegetable 
stalls or awaited the teachers at the women’s pengajians several days beforehand. Bu Kamila, 
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whom Bu Yayah recommended to other women, was well known as an activist of the ‘Aisyiyah 
organization at Kauman and had served as a committee member of the Masjid Gedhe board to 
manage the women’s affair in the recent period. By voting women onto the Masjid Gedhe 
board, Bu Yayah and other women hoped that the mosque would better accommodate 
women.302  
 
Fig. 73 Women and men participated in the board member election at the Masjid Gedhe Kauman  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, October 2010). 
 
The Hijab and the Women’s Mosques: Discriminatory or Liberating? 
The word hijab, contains several meanings that are related to borders:  it has a visual 
meaning in the sense of concealing, a spatial meaning in the sense of segregating, and an 
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ethical meaning, signifying something that is forbidden.303 Additionally, in the context of the 
Prophet’s life, it also denoted a woman’s circumstance when being married to the Prophet.304 It 
is clear that spatial segregation and veiling share the same function for women in public space 
by concealing the bodily parts or the whole body altogether from men.  
In Kauman specifically, the meanings of the veil evolve and have been contested among 
the residents, including the women themselves, through time. Initially, the hijab was promoted 
to address two concerns. First, it concealed the woman’s body, which was previously confined 
within the house due to its sexual potential. Their confinement was reinforced by the Javanese 
discourse on women according to which women should restrict their appearance in the public 
space so as to maintain modesty. The hijab therefore served as a device to cover women’s 
sexuality in lieu of walls and to shift the meaning of modesty from the absence of the body to 
the concealment of it. The recommendation of veiling for the ‘Aisyiyah women was a 
requirement and expectation that women were asked to fulfill in order to enter the public 
space. Mernissi contends that in covering a woman’s body and concealing her sexuality, the veil 
marks a woman’s presence in what Mernissi labels as the “male space” without her being 
visible.305  
Second, the hijab of the ‘Aisyiyah women was intended as a “signifier” of the Javanese 
Muslim’s resistance against the Western, “infidel,” Dutch colonizer’s domination.306 While on 
the one hand, the Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah claimed it in principle as a “pure” Islamic 
practice, they had to adapt the headscarf to cover the women’s hair as well as the Javanese 
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long-sleeved close-fitting blouse (kebaya) and the long and tight batik skirt (jarik). This reflects 
the social development that the Muhammadiyah and ‘Aisyiyah espoused that was overtly 
declared as “women’s development” instead of the Western “women’s freedom.”307 Thus, the 
hijab, along with the women’s public appearance and their participation in education, marked 
the “modern” Javanese Muslim’s identity as part of the Javanese’s resistance against the long-
standing Dutch colonial in Indonesia. The hijab, thus, has been utilized as an index of 
modernity. 
Today, more and more women in the Javanese public space put on the hijab. Whereas 
in the 1980s many parents refused to let their daughters adopt hijab, it has become less of an 
issue and thus there is less confrontation between opposing points of view regarding the hijab. 
Moreover, there has been an increasing interest among designers in creating fashionable hijab 
and Muslim clothing in Indonesia, and this encourages more women to veil. However, there 
were still numerous Kauman women, specifically those who were newcomers and rarely 
attended the mosques, who did not veil. Moreover, some of them often appeared in the 
Kauman public space in their shorts or tight and sleeveless blouses. This has been a source of 
concern for the ‘Aisyiyah board members because they found that kind of public sight 
inappropriate for a community called an Islamic village. Again, the hijab appears as a signifier 
for a settlement labeled as Islamic. While it is also an expression of piety, it also has this other 
significance.  
In one sense, the veiling and spatial segregation that the ‘Aisyiyah women of Kauman 
embrace can be seen as a surrender to the normative structure of power in which male 
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privilege prevails and women simply stay out of sight. The establishment of the two women’s 
mosques can be understood as a submission to the sultanate because by creating distinctly 
female prayer spaces outside the mosque, it re-asserted the primacy of the grand mosque as a 
male space. Such a submission works to fortify the religion, which also serves as the legal basis 
for such practices to be imposed on its adherers. Framing this in Althusser’s “state ideological 
apparatus,” the Islamic conceptions of body covering and women’s concealment are sustained 
through practices performed recurrently by its adherers.308 The hijab and spatial segregation 
therefore serve as the “apparatuses” that enable the Islamic conception of women’s 
appearance to operate in Islamic society. Here, power is asserted through such an ideal, 
embodied within the practice of veiling and sex segregation and internalized by its adherents 
through daily practices, education, and religious affiliation. When Ahmad Dahlan asked his 
students about the ‘awra and the shame of revealing, he did not threat them with punishment. 
Instead, he posed a question that the students then grappled with among themselves. The 
question “Aren’t you ashamed of showing your ‘awra to men?” contains an assumption that 
the girls would indeed be ashamed of doing such a thing. The shame works as a tool of self-
constituting borders, embodied in the hijab. The spatial segregation works in a similar way. Bu 
Rina’s discomfort in being looked at by men emerged from her internalized reluctance to 
appear in front of unfamiliar men. And this kind of feeling was learned and trained through 
everyday practices, of which the hijab and spatial segregation are two of the most important 
examples. This way, she set a border from men other than her mahram so as to avoid visual 
and physical access to her body. 
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The hijab as an issue both in its early promotion in the early 1990s and today when 
many women embraced the practice demonstrates its highly contested visuality. The hijab is 
clearly pregnant with political meanings, contained within a set of scopic regimes, of which 
Islamic, modernity, and piety are some. The body has what Foucault convincingly argues as 
“micro-physic power” and engineered to be a “useful force,” both in positive or negative 
senses, through subjection and submission. The bodies, which are not only limited to those of 
women but also include men, are controlled through a constant coercion in order to guarantee 
docility and to produce maximum utility.309 Therefore, the hijab and spatial segregation are 
powerful devices that fortify the Islamic ideology of gender relations through the women’s own 
control of gaze and appearance.  
The emergence of Musalla Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad by non-royal women’s 
groups and exclusively accommodating women can be understood as a signifier of “resistance” 
(in de Certeau’s sense) as a way of finding alternatives that refuse to accept the values of the 
dominant culture. In opposition to Foucault who believes that discipline is a mechanism that 
operates to enforce the institution of power, de Certeau contends that folks have their own 
“tactics” to resist power through anti-discipline. He writes: “[The] ‘ways of operating’ constitute 
the innumerable practices by means of which users reappropriate the space organized by 
techniques of sociocultural production.” Further, de Certeau explains the difference between 
“strategies” and “tactics.” Strategies require a subject separated from the environment and a 
“proper” place, which is regularized and institutionalized. On the contrary, tactics are sporadic 
and unorganized. They have no “proper” location and tend to blend with its surroundings. In 
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fact, they are often situated within the territory of others. Both Foucault and de Certeau 
believe that power is disembodied.310  
Framed in de Certeau’s notion of power resistance, the ‘Aisiyah movement can be seen 
as both “tactic” and “strategy” employed by the Kauman women. In the early years of the 
establishment of their movement, Dahlan and Walidah overtly challenged the traditionally 
embraced assumption of women and their education as well as religiosity. They persuaded 
members of Muslim community of what they believed as pure Islamic practices. Instead of 
separating, they follow the existing social system. They succumbed to part of the patriarchal 
system, according to which men are the rulers and the leaders over women and that women 
belong to the domestic sphere, while positioning their idea of the new gender relations as part 
of discourses. The recommendation of the veiling and segregated prayer space was to show 
their reading of Islamic law in a new way without radically resisting the existing one: facilitating 
women’s access to the public to improve the quality of the whole community without exposing 
their sexuality, which has been presumed to cause the fitna (chaos). As their movement is 
settled into an organization, it becomes a strategy, through which female behaviors are 
regulated and certain practices, including the veiling, are sanctioned. 
Secularist feminists would perhaps see that how the ‘Aisyiyah women choose to 
empower themselves constitutes a double-standard, through which women’s participation in 
the public is encouraged while asserting subservience to the existing patriarchal system. 
Western feminist scholars often recognize “resistance” as a political act against male 
dominance that is predicated upon liberal feminism. Lila Abu-Lughod suggests that resistance is 
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used as a “diagnostic of power” so as to allow us to move beyond the generally defined 
resistance as a practice of subversion.311 Moreover, Mahmood contends that the concept of 
political subject defined by poststructuralist theory is limited to the binary model of 
subordination and subversion, and thus the subject of agency remains a liberatory one. 
Mahmood asserts that the “desire for freedom” is neither natural nor universal, but culturally 
and historically constructed. Therefore, the concept of “agency” in feminist movements does 
not necessarily have to subvert the dominant group and the structure, and this is precisely what 
we have seen in the case of ‘Aisyiyah.312 This cultural and historical specificity is in line with 
Spivak’s argument on the subaltern, whose concept should not be seen as simply a subject of 
resistance. The subaltern always stands for resistance (in liberal terminology) against the 
dominant regime.  
Investigated within this theoretical framework, the architecture of the Masjid Gedhe 
can be seen as the sultanate strategy in regulating gender relations in society. The women’s 
secluded room serves as a device that continues to define men and women’s appearance in the 
mosque. But located in the same village as Masjid Gedhe, both women’s musallas were erected 
as alternatives to the women’s pawestren of Masjid Gedhe and thus can be seen as a protest 
against the inadequacy of the prayer space provided in the congregational mosque by the 
sultanate. These women’s mosques embody silent resistance against the Islamic law regulating 
women’s limited public participation, the Javanese tradition, and the sultan as institutions, 
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under which the gender conceptions are defined and regulated; at the same time, they enable 
women’s agency as defined by Mahmood.  
For the ‘Aisyiyah women, the desire for freedom is not formulated as rebellion against 
the patriarchal system but as a way of negotiating those constraints without actually subverting 
the dominant power. Its method is not to subvert the patriarchal system but to find a space 
within it and to assert female rights from within. The ‘Aisyiyah case demonstrates that this kind 
of strategy provides women with opportunities to empower themselves as leaders among 
themselves. It relies on building new parallel structures and systems, i.e. new women’s spaces 
and organization, rather than dismantling the old ones, which have been male dominance. The 
women’s groups and their exclusive mosques serve as their representations and help them to 
be more visible and audible in the patriarchal community. In Mahmood’s study, women’s 
agency was shown through the increasing participation in the mosque action to perform piety 
and in the teaching of Islam that thereby altered the historically male-centered character of 
mosques and Islamic pedagogy. Although the focus remains on religiosity, the ‘Aisyiyah women 
has benefited from having their own space and organization, which allow them to organize 
social movement and educational as well as religious programs for the community. This slow 
strategy opposed the secular liberal feminism, which believes in radical resistance against the 
existing patriarchal system and shows how women’s struggle for equality occurs differently the 
Islamic world than elsewhere.   
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Chapter 6 
Gendered Borders and Political Space 
“Sisters, it is not a women’s entrance! Please enter the mosque from the south side!” A 
man in a sarong with a skullcap shouted to me and my female friend from the mosque veranda. 
We had just entered the Masjid Gedhe through the gallery, which served as the main entrance 
to the mosque. It was after the Asr (afternoon) prayer time in the city of Yogyakarta and the 
veranda was filled with around fifteen men who were lying down on the floor to take some 
rest. As the man in the sarong shouted to us, other men indicated with their eyes which way to 
go. The gate to the women’s area was located at the south fence of the mosque, next to the 
village alley. Behind the wooden gate was an open corridor to the women’s washing pool, 
restrooms, ablution area, and several steps leading upward to the women’s pawestren. The 
side entrance was hidden from the façade and it was humble, keeping female attendees 
invisible to the males. However, since women were supposed to do their prayer behind men 
inside the main prayer hall—not in the pawestren—they had to exit to the lower veranda and 
then enter the main prayer hall through the south door. This kept women out of the men’s 
sight.313 
That visit to the mosque occurred more than a decade ago, well before my recent 
dissertation fieldwork at the vicinity. Since then, the spatial layout of the women’s area has 
been slightly changed by the construction in 2001 of a new door to the women’s restrooms, 
located south of the pawestren’s main door. The new layout was intended to allow a closer 
control by mosque attendants after the building had been partially harmed by a bomb attack in 
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2000 and to restrict access from the homeless. The mosque board was worried that, being 
hidden from open sight, the former women’s gate received unintended visitors. Similar to male 
attendees, women now enter the mosque through the front gate to reach the women’s area, 
and the south side gate only allows access to the women’s washing pool. The construction has 
had an effect not only on the mosque’s spatial layout, particularly the women’s area, but also 
on the women’s emergence into visible space, which was previously dominated by men. 
Compared to 1996, women’s access to the main prayer hall and the veranda is now more open 
and welcome, and women and men interact more informally at the veranda.  
This chapter discusses the way that sex segregation is applied to space, how it changes 
in response to socio-cultural dynamics, and the way these preservations or challenges occur. As 
a consequence of women's daily attendance at the main prayer hall of the Masjid Gedhe, the 
women, who were formerly only a weekly presence at the hidden pawestren, now interact 
more with the men and this affects gender relations in the mosque. This chapter further 
discusses the way the mosque space serves as a site of gender political activism. In Chapter 4, I 
discussed the pre-existing layout of the mosque to see how it was intended to be used in the 
past and to hide women from the public sight; here, I look into its physical and social spaces 
and how they function now with people present.  
  
Gender and Social Political Space 
Space is traditionally viewed as a physical object and a static geometrical compound 
that merely serves as a container of human’s activities. However, poststructuralists see space as 
a discourse, which is always producing and changing, rather than a final product. In “Space, 
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Knowledge, and Power,” Foucault argues that space is political and “fundamental in any 
exercise of power”; thus, architecture should be understood not merely as space but as a way 
of facilitating social relations. It is practiced within and through space, and spatialized and 
reproduced through architecture.314 Glossing the spatialization of power that Foucault 
identifies, Lefebvre regards space not as a facilitator but as a product because it is produced as 
social interactions take place. Moreover, he also argues that the social relations are shaped by 
social space. In arguing the relations of space and the practice of power, Lefebvre stands apart 
from structuralism, positivism, and existentialism by seeing space as a “motivated” and 
unstable institution. Critiquing architects for being dominated by bourgeois capitalism and for 
employing the abstracted methods of the representation of space through the “reductionist” 
blue-print, he argues for “social space,” which is often neglected and not represented through 
two-dimensional drawings. He critiques semiotics, whose discussion of codes remain on the 
descriptive level, saying that if space is seen as text or “message” (as structuralists argue), then 
occupying space would be considered “reading.” Arguing against this model according to which 
everything is but a representation, Lefebvre posits that instead of only being read (or occupied), 
space is being continuously constructed and thus constantly producing meanings. 
Consequently, there can be no such thing as natural or physical space. Instead, space should be 
understood as a social entity that is always “socially constructed.” Conversely, the social is 
spatially created.315 His notion of space counters Kantian space, which is ahistorical and a 
universal empty container that is external to the spatial experience that it accommodates, and 
also the Cartesian conception of space, which is geometrically measurable and absolute. 
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Lefebvre suggests that space should not be regarded as passive, constant, and natural, but 
rather, it powerfully shapes humans’ identity and permeates social relations that occur within 
it. In contrast to Bruno Zevi, who defines space as a geometrical compound that is animated by 
the occupants’ gestures, Lefebvre formulates that the space that we lived is not abstract, inert, 
and neutral space.316 Being perceived, conceived, and lived, it is not linear and pre-existing 
given, but rather, tri-dimensional and on-going production of spatial relations. He writes that 
although the space produced by social and political forces serves as “a tool of thought and of 
action, and that in addition to being a means of production, it is also a means of control, and 
hence of domination, of power,” and thus the control over it cannot be absolute. Consequently, 
space is not natural and is particular because every society produces its own space, which 
Lefebvre calls “differential space.” This implies the disappearance of “natural space.” Lefebvre 
suggests that space is produced both conceptually and materially. He proposes that the social 
production of space works through “spatial practice” (the functional or the “perceived” space), 
“representations of space” (the “conceived” space), and “representational space” (the lived 
space).317  
Lefebvre’s radical thinking to regard space as something that is neither flat nor stable 
has changed the way scholars see geographical space and architecture. Following him, Massey 
contends that “the spatial” is produced out of social relations and power, which are always 
changing throughout time. Because of this, the identity of place is unstable and place is 
permeable, and therefore, any attempts to establish boundaries and the identity of places can 
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be seen as “attempts to stabilize the meaning of particular envelopes of space-time.”318 
Likewise, Weisman and Leach argue that architecture is shaped by social, political, and 
economic forces and values embodied in the forms, the processes of the construction, and the 
way it is used through occupation.319 Thus, although the structure may be completed once the 
building construction ends, architecture continues to be infused by social values and in this 
sense, social space keeps on being produced.  
Putting social justice alongside spatiality, a discourse of social space must comprise a 
discussion of gender as one aspect that is fought for in social justice. The androcentric discourse 
of space generally omits women and their use of public space from the conversations. Typically, 
space is regarded as natural and innocent—even when women are clearly absent (often 
because they have been made to be so)--and such an assumption has resulted in further gender 
discrimination. But to put women back into view and to take a more consciously gender 
perspective in looking into space will provide us with a frame of social awareness through 
which we can understand space as well as the experience and meanings that emerge from 
occupying it. Ultimately such a perspective reveals how power is produced and asserted 
through the built environment. Thus although Foucault, Lefebvre, and Althusser do not discuss 
gendered space directly, their works deal with how power operates through social apparatuses 
and this has significant potential for application to gender. Lefebvre’s elaboration of how social 
space is produced and how space works as a representation is a significant contribution to the 
study of gender and architecture in challenging the pervasive representation of gendered space 
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as an oppositional and segregated sphere. Discussing how space is produced materially and 
conceptually, Lefebvre’s theory helps to explain the role that representation plays in the 
complex relations of gendered identities and spaces.320 Like Lefebvre’s differential space, 
gendered space is composed of a unique gender constellation in society. Althusser’s 
formulation of how power works insidiously through ideological apparatuses clarifies the way 
architectural arrangement contributes to distributing the conception of gender relations in 
Islamic public space. Such a construction of space helps to form gender identities and sustain 
the gender stereotyped spaces as specifically assigned according to the commonly recognized 
sexual division of roles. Traditional houses, as shown in Weisman’s research, often embody 
gender symbols and sustain gender differences embraced by society. Moreover, not only does 
such a symbol live in conceptual space but it is also materialized in real space and distances 
women from knowledge and resources that are required for them to stand on equal footing 
with men.321  
 
Sex Segregation in the Mosque 
Although sex segregation in the houses of worship is a common practice among 
religious communities, it has been a highly visible feature of Islamic society. Many Muslim 
communities, for example in Palestine, Iran, and Saudi Arabia, have applied such a spatial 
treatment by establishing single sex education to separate boys from girls. Even though the 
majority of Muslim communities in Indonesia are not as strict as those other communities in 
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sequestering women, sex segregation is mandatory in the mosques. Women are mostly 
welcome to pray and to attend Islamic study groups and other activity programs with men in 
the mosques, as long as they maintain a separate group or place. As Indonesian mosques have 
developed into community centers offering child education, social charity, economic 
improvement, etc., women’s participation is a benefit to not only women but also society as a 
whole.  
There have been very few studies on segregation in the mosque and on how such a 
practice took place in the Prophet’s lifetime. K.A.C. Creswell’s reconstruction of the Prophet’s 
mosque does not show any visible segregating device.322 However, this does not signify that sex 
segregation was not applied. Together with men, women also attended the Prophet’s teachings 
and posed questions to him at his mosque. Nevin Reda provides an important historical work 
on the practice of sex segregation in the early mosques that possibly serves as a model for the 
practice in Islamic societies today. Reda contends that while the Qur’an as the primary sources 
of Islamic law says nothing about segregation in the mosque, its historical narrative depicts the 
full access that Mary enjoyed to the Masjid Al-Aqsa long before the life of the Prophet. 
Likewise, she sees no evidence of sex segregation in the Prophet’s mosque during the prophetic 
era (610-632 CE) and under the leadership of Caliph Abu Bakr (632-634 CE). Thus, her research 
shows that the assertion that separation of the sexes in the mosque dates to the beginning of 
Islam is incorrect. It was, rather, a practice that was adopted later under the reign of second 
caliph, ‘Umar (634-644 CE), and that continued to be practiced under his successors. Under 
‘Umar’s reign, women did their prayers in a separate room in the mosque and were assigned a 
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separate male imam. The spatial segregation was still practiced under Caliph ‘Uthman (644-656 
CE), but women and men were led by one male imam.323  
The Quran does not explicitly discuss sex segregation in mosque space but there are 
verses that state that men should only speak to the Prophet’s wives from behind a curtain, and 
that the Prophet’s wives should stay at home. Although this practice was restricted to the 
wives, its significance has been expanded historically to suggest Islam’s preference for sex 
segregation as the way of guarding a pure heart. Although the Quran says very little about sex 
segregation, Hadith and akhbar literature challenge the impression that there was no 
segregation of the sexes during the Prophet’s lifetime. A hadith mentions that women prayed 
the pre-dawn prayer behind the men and then left quickly in order to keep the men from 
looking at them. There is also another hadith prohibiting women from applying perfume on 
their body whenever they prayed at the mosque. In addition to the hadith on the prayer line 
arrangement positioning women behind men, there is also a hadith mentioning the Prophet’s 
recommendation that a door be reserved for women to avoid the mixed crowding at the 
entrance and exit.324 These hadiths provide us with an idea of how mixed congregational prayer 
was conducted in the Prophet’s time.  
Notwithstanding the critiques of the gender bias in the transmission of Hadith and 
reading of the Quran as a source for Islamic law, the majority of Muslims believe that the 
recommendation of sex segregation is part of Islamic law. Except at the Masjidil Haram at 
Mecca where male and female pilgrims praye together, women typically pray in groups 
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separately from men. The women may be placed in a separate room at the right, left, or behind 
the men’s room, or at the upper floor, mezzanine, lower level, or barred altogether from the 
mosque. The segregating devices can be a curtain, a wall, a short dividing board, floor level 
separation, or simply a distance.325 In all these cases—Mecca being a singular exception—never 
do women mingle with men and stand side by side in the public worship.  
The spatial segregation at the mosque is a consequence of the Islamic regulation of 
women’s and men’s interaction and the assumption of gender and sexuality differences, which 
ultimately effects worshippers’ formation and leadership in prayer as it deals with who may 
stands at the front and back of the formation. Moreover, many Muslims assume that women’s 
attendance at mosque worship is not recommended and that the most private room of their 
home is considered the best place for prayer, according to some hadiths. This assumption is 
supported by the fact that throughout the Muslim world, women are barred from attending the 
mosque during menstruation and immediately after parturition, during which women do not 
perform prayer and fasting. Defined as impure, menstruating women are prohibited from 
entering the prayer room. Although they are still able to attend Islamic lectures, they have to 
stay on the veranda. Furthermore, segregation is also a way of maintaining purity among the 
worshippers themselves because touching someone of the other sex voids the prescribed 
ablution prior to prayer. These regulations show that spatial segregation is also about the way 
the mosque space is defined as a religious space and who possesses access to it and who does 
not, either permanently or temporarily.  
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The Change of Segregation: The Negotiation of Power and Authority 
Even before the women enter the main prayer hall, the spatial segregation is apparent 
at the Masjid Gedhe. In addition to the presence of the pawestren, the stipulated entrance and 
circulation restrict men and women within the prescribed space and restrained them from 
mingling with each other. The mosque attendees have been taught the norms of properness 
according to which women and men should not interact closely in the mosque. In support of 
this teaching, the absence of women in the space where prominent activities were displayed to 
the public and visitors and the men’s avoidance of entering the women’s area had served as 
signs of how women and men should behave in the mosque. Thus, in addition to the physical 
borders, sexual segregation was also enforced through social relations, supervised through 
social surveillance, and communicated in the teachings of religion and ethics in the mosque, 
Islamic schools, and home. 
The construction of the pawestren at the Masjid Gedhe has been a way of demarcating 
sexual boundaries, in addition to regulating women’s public appearance in avoidance of men’s 
gaze, as discussed in Chapter 4. The floor plan of the Masjid Gedhe immediately reveals the sex 
segregation that is applied at the mosque through the placement of the women’s areas (the 
pawestren, the women’s restrooms and ablution area) in relation to the men’s areas. 
Recognizing sex segregation as a trait of Islamic public space, one could quickly extrapolate: 
women are fully sequestered within the pawestren and they occupy less space (approximately 
20% of the main prayer hall or 8.7% of all spaces to which men have access) than that of men. 
However, my observations and interviews with some elderly worshippers reveal a different 
story. Although the pawestren seems to provide evidence of women’s presence in the mosque 
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since its establishment, female worshippers did not come for daily prayer until the end of the 
1960s. Bu Husna, whose late father was a guard at the Masjid Gedhe, noted the absence of 
women at the mosque during her childhood. Taught by reputable Islamic scholars, boys learned 
the Quran at the mosque veranda, while girls were taught by women at Musalla ‘Aisyiyah, 
Musalla Ar-Rosyad, and the pagongan building at the Masjid Gedhe courtyard. At that time, the 
mosque attendees were not as many as they are today ,and female tourists rarely visited the 
mosque. A number of women came to perform their weekly Friday prayer at the pawestren and 
more of them attended the mosque during the sultan’s Friday-Kliwon visit. Those female 
visitors usually came directly to the pawestren through the old south side gate, made their 
ritual ablutions at the women’s restroom and ablution area, and performed their prayer inside 
the pawestren. They could emerge from the room and stand in front of it to see the sultan 
when he left the mosque, but it was a rare occasion.326 
Women’s first daily attendance at the Masjid Gedhe was possibly encouraged by the 
37th Muhammadiyah National Congress in 1967 when the members of the organization and its 
wings, including the ‘Aisyiyah organization, were invited to the lectures by male Islamic scholars 
held at the mosque. This nationwide congress was centralized at the Masjid Gedhe and the 
north city square, which is located across the sultanate state mosque. During this event, the 
women prayed behind men inside the main prayer hall, instead of in the pawestren. The fatwa 
(edict) of the Muhammadiyah—whose recommendations have informed the Islamic law 
interpretation at the Masjid Gedhe—on the spatial arrangement of a mixed congregational 
prayer of women and men recommends that in such prayer, women should position 
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themselves behind the men’s lines. Although women still use the pawestren for the Friday 
prayer, they now appear more frequently to perform their daily prayers with male congregation 
inside the main prayer hall. In so doing, the mosque has virtually eradicated the solid physical 
border, which was built by the sultan through the pawestren, and women are now visible to the 
public.  
This revision was a consequence of the mosque management transfer from the 
sultanate officials to the local community as mandated by Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX in the 
1950s. The Sultan may have expected that his mandate would only include the mosque 
management and maintenance while preserving the architectural heritage, but it turns out that 
it has been a way of negotiating power between the sultan as a social political institution and 
the Muhammadiyah. In accordance with the Muhammadiyah’s edicts, those practices that are 
considered “impure” are amended or omitted. Some of the omitted practices, for example, are 
the recitation of salawat barzanji (a kind of salutation to Prophet Muhammad) during the 
celebration of the Prophet’s birthday at the Masjid Gedhe veranda and the communal feast to 
commemorate someone’s passing while reciting the Quran and the pledge of God’s oneness 
(tahlilan), both of which are commonly practiced among traditional Muslims in Java. With 
regard to women, the Muhammadiyah’s vision has been clear since the establishment of its 
female wing, the ‘Aisyiyah. Unlike the traditional Javanese recommendation that women 
remain in seclusion to protect family honor, the Muhammadiyah encourages women to 
participate in the public space and pursue education. Moreover, women are encouraged to 
teach and spread Islam to the community as well as to educate other women and their 
children. In contrast to the revealing dress code in the palace and the sultanate mausoleum, the 
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Muhammadiyah recommends that women veil their head and body in accordance with 
orthodox Islamic practice. At the Masjid Gedhe, the Muhammadiyah shifts the women’s prayer 
from the sequestered pawestren to the main prayer hall, and from the side to the back of men 
(Fig. 74).  
 
 
Fig. 74 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the women's prayer area inside the main prayer hall  
(Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, August 2010). 
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The transfer of management has challenged the sultan’s ideal conception of a woman 
and gender relations in the public sphere. The Muhammadiyah and the ‘Aisyiyah actively 
promote women’s social contribution through education and charity taking place at the Masjid 
Gedhe, in addition to the Kauman women’s mosques (discussed in Chapter 5). The selection of 
Masjid Gedhe as one of its bases for activity makes use of its high visibility as a sultanate state 
mosque. Having a historical connection with the sultanate and the establishment of the 
Yogyakarta Sultanate and Islam in the inland of Java, the Masjid Gedhe has been well known 
and respected among wide communities. As more and more of the Muhammadiyah’s edicts are 
sanctioned in the religious practices in the mosque and affirmed through sermons, the mosque 
now has emerged as a major Muhammadiyah mosque in Indonesia. Other sultanate mosques 
mostly follow traditional Islamic practices, which share many similarities with the palace’s 
traditions. Since the sultan’s transfer of management, the Masjid Gedhe has been a site of 
contestation between the sultan’s ideal conception and the Muhammadiyah’s vision of an 
Islamic society. In recent years, the debates over what practices should be accommodated in 
the Masjid Gedhe have even ignited disputes among the mosque board, the Kauman residents, 
and the sultanate officials. However, there seem to be no significant debate on the shift of 
women’s space and attendance at the Masjid Gedhe. There was no record showing the conflict 
between the mosque board and the sultanate officials when women were encouraged to join 
the daily prayers at the Masjid Gedhe prayer hall for the first time during the organization’s 
national congress in 1967. That so significant a change occurred with little argument may have 
been possible because women have been attendees of the mosque for a long time, albeit in 
very small numbers. Moreover, women had gained improved access to public space following 
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the establishment of a number of women’s organizations, including the ‘Aisyiyah, in the early 
twentieth century and the women’s annual national congresses beginning in 1928.327 Since at 
least as early as 1980, in the Masjid Gedhe, women have the opportunity to deliver preaches in 
front of a mixed audience during the last week of the Prophet’s birthday celebration (Fig. 75).328 
The women, taking turns with male preachers, teach Islam from a minbar set at the mosque’s 
entrance gallery. Additionally, the mosque has occasionally held seminars, in which female and 
male speakers sat side by side in front of the mixed gender groups.    
 
 
Fig. 75 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: a female preacher delivered a teaching in front of a mixed audience during the 
Prophet's birthday celebration (Photo: Aryanti, February 2011). 
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Women’s appearance as preachers at the special events at the Prophet’s celebration 
week demonstrates both the mosque and the Muhammadiyah’s claim of power over the 
Masjid Gedhe and their attempt to gain more attention from broader Islamic community. 
During the peak celebration week, the outer courtyard of the Masjid Gedhe is filled with a food 
and souvenir bazaar, to which people and even tourists come. Emulating the way that the 
famous fifteenth-century saint Sunan Kalijaga spread Islam, some preachers speak in front of 
the crowd, letting them listen to the teaching while enjoying food at the bazaar. For the 
sermon, the small wooden minbar is moved from the mihrab niche to the entrance gallery. 
Unlike the usual daily teachings, the sermons at this celebration are less formal. Whereas the 
mosque is often seen as an exclusive religious institution that firmly distances itself from 
mundane daily life, and thus, also from lay people, the displacement of the mihrab shows the 
mosque’s attempt to be more populist and approachable. Women’s appearance as speakers at 
the event serves several purposes. First, giving women an opportunity to stand equally with 
men in delivering their thoughts in front of the public, it reflects the Muhammadiyah’s vision of 
Muslim women through the encouragement of women’s contribution to a broader community. 
Second, in so doing, the mosque demonstrates its advocacy of gender equality, which rarely 
happens in other Islamic institutions (despite their claim of Islam’s support of it). Third and 
more importantly, the unusual appearance of women in this unusual role demonstrates that it 
is the mosque that controls the space. While the mosque is acknowledged as a heritage 
belonging to the sultan, it is also well known as a Muhammadiyah mosque because of its 
practices, including its support of women.  
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Preserving the Barrier 
Now as women enter the main prayer hall to pray on an equal floor level with men, the 
most visible border has vanished. Although the wall between the pawestren and the main 
prayer hall is still in place, it is no longer the main device of sexual segregation in the Masjid 
Gedhe. Women appeared more frequently in the previously male space as their participation in 
the mosque’s programs and activities increases. While in the 1990s there was no woman 
appointed in the mosque board, now five women are holding positions in the Committee of 
Women’s Affairs. As I compare the way women and men interacted during my fieldwork in 
2010-2011 to what I had observed during my visit in 1996, I noticed changes. Women and men 
often crossed each other’s path on their way to and from the main prayer hall. Some of them 
occasionally sat close to each other to converse on the lower veranda. It is obvious that 
women’s continuous appearance in front of the public in this house of worship has encouraged 
further informal interaction with men in the mosque, particularly in the veranda. While spatial 
segregation has diminished as women’s visibility in the public increases, female and male 
worshippers continue to define sexual boundaries in non-spatial ways which have preserved 
the barrier between women and men in the mosque. 
The Concept of 'Awra and Purity. Islamic schools of law have regulations on how 
women and men should dress to cover their ‘awra (as discussed in chapter 5) in daily practice 
and in the mosque. Although many Kauman women do not practice veiling in the sense of 
covering the whole body and the hair, they usually dress modestly when they visit the mosque. 
Women usually come to the mosque with a long dress or trousers and a long-sleeve blouse, 
with a headscarf covering the hair and the neck. Additionally, women wear a prayer robe, called 
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rukuh, which in addition to the rest of the body covers the upper part of their palms and their 
feet (Fig. 76). The rukuh, as several female informants explained, is essential to conceal a 
woman’s body shape during the prayer.329 In other parts of the world, including the CIMIC 
mosque at Urbana, such an accessory is rarely worn because the dress and headscarf 
themselves are considered to sufficiently cover the women’s ‘awra for prayer. As in the hijab, 
the rukuh delineates a physical border that separates them from men and more importantly, 
helps to construct the sexual difference and remind worshippers of its danger that ultimately 
reaffirms distance, the control of movement and gaze between them. Mostly made of white 
garments (the contemporary ones are more colorful and fashionable), the rukuh also helps to 
define the act of worship from other activities. More than merely concealing the body, and thus 
also its sexuality, the rukuh hides the individual body, which then appears en masse as a group 
and thus, unrecognizable. It is different from men’s praying attire that is simply their daily 
clothes covering their upper and lower body.330 Unlike women who have to wear the rukuh to 
cover their hair, men are not required to wear the prayer cap, although many do so. 
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Fig. 76 Masjid Gedhe Kauman: the female worshippers are wearing the rukuh,  
concealing their bodies during prayer (Photo: Muhlis and Aryanti, May 2011). 
 
The sexual difference is also embedded in the regulation for modulating women’s voice. 
Some examples are the Hadith recommendation differentiating women and men’s procedure 
to correct the imam’s mistake and the appointment of muezzin, imam, and Quran reciter to 
men. This implies that the women’s voice is part of the ‘awra that should not be seen or heard 
in public. However, the fact that the Masjid Gedhe invites women to speak in front of mixed 
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audience and facilitates both women and men in the Quran recitation class at the veranda may 
provoke other possibilities. Like the weekly Islamic lectures delivered by male teachers, women 
and men sit in separate groups divided by short curtains and wooden partitions, in a U-shape 
facing the teachers. In the Quran recitation class attended by approximately fifteen women and 
men, the male teacher sits at the middle flanked by female students to his right and male 
students to his left. The student rows face each other but are divided by a short wooden 
partition so that although they can hear each other’s voices, they cannot see each other. In the 
class that I observed, students first followed the teacher’s recitation and then recited the verse 
by themselves one by one. This suggests that in practice, the modulation of women’s voice 
seems to be limited to the context of mixed worship. 
 
 
Fig. 77 The Quran recitation class at the veranda of Masjid Gedhe Kauman  
(Photo: Aryanti, January 2011). 
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The segregation is also preserved through the recommendation to maintain purity, 
which is required for the prayer to be valid, according to the Quran: 
O you have believed, when you rise to (perform) prayer, wash your faces and your 
forearms to the elbows and wipe your heads and wash your feet to the ankles. And if 
you are in a state of janabah (precluded), then purify yourselves. But if you are ill or on a 
journey or one of you comes from the place relieving himself or you have contacted 
women and do not find water, then seek clean earth and wipe over your faces and 
hands with it. Allah does not intend to make difficulty for you, but He intends to purify 
you and complete His favor upon you that you may be grateful (5:6). 
 
There are two ritual conditions, in which someone has to purify her/himself before 
performing prayer: 1) the condition of being “affected” by certain materials that the body 
produces (vomit, blood, urine, and excreta); 2) the condition of being “precluded” (junub) by 
any act of intercourse, any emission of semen, menstruation, and parturition. The first 
condition has to be purified through ablution (wudu’), while the second one requires lustration 
(ghusl) or a ritual of bathing.331  
Sex segregation is connected to the state of purity because the verse implies the 
recommendation to avoid women in order to remain pure, and women are naturally given 
conditions that are considered to defile the prayer. The phrase “contacted women” in verse 5:6 
is widely understood as touching women’s skin, although the Islamic scholar Muhsin Khan 
interprets it as having sexual intercourse with women. Based on the more widely accepted 
interpretation of the verse, men and women avoid touching each other in order to preserve 
purity for prayer. Although some scholars agree that unintentional touching does not defile the 
purity, many Muslims prefer avoiding the physical contact altogether so as to protect their 
ritual and heart purity. The verse is further interpreted that women may pollute purity. 
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There is no written regulation prohibiting menstruating women from entering the 
prayer hall at the Masjid Gedhe. However, as Bu Husna maintained, menstruating women are 
considered “dirty” and therefore, they are not supposed to stay in the place where prayers are 
conducted. This assumption provokes further thoughts. First, menstruation is a personal issue 
and is often kept private even among women. Because being in such a condition, women are 
released from the obligation to pray, performing prayer becomes a sign of whether or not a 
woman is in the state of being pure and may enter the prayer hall. Thus her physical state is 
revealed to all present; she thus lacks privacy. Second, referring to Hadith narrating the 
Prophet’s saying that any places on the earth are “masjid,” how can menstruating women be 
separated from the “masjid” (in the Prophet’s sense)? Third, some Islamic scholars categorize 
non-Muslims as always in the state of impure because they never perform lustration. For this 
reason, numerous mosques prohibit non-Muslim tourists from coming to the prayer hall. 
However, the Masjid Gedhe board itself does not apply such a regulation. Instead, it welcomes 
tourists and non-Muslim visitors to come and learn more about Islam. Menstruating women 
themselves, however, usually do not come to the prayer hall. As they visit the mosque to listen 
to the Islamic teaching, which is also aired through the microphone, they usually stay at the 
veranda. Thus, while the prohibition of menstruating women is not a universal rule among 
Muslims, it is often imposed on them in order to maintain the purity of the prayer hall. This also 
demonstrates the way that the prayer hall is a privileged space that is carefully protected in 
order to support the worship to God. Although as Reinhart shows, impure women are not 
dangerous in Islam—unlike those of other religions in which impurity is regarded as danger--
purity in the mosque has served as a means of reinforcing social rule, according to which 
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women are temporarily included or excluded from a certain ritual. In contrast to what Mary 
Douglas argues, based on her study on Hindu communities, impurity in Islam does not evoke 
potentiality to confront the order of the community.332 Rather, it serves as a means of women’s 
temporary exclusion from the mosque space that is internal to the body. Unlike the segregating 
device installed (either permanently or temporarily) in the mosque whose effects on the 
congregation can be easily observed, impurity lies inside the women’s body. Being personal, it 
requires personal submission in order for the rule to operate. The use of purity/impurity to 
exclude women from the mosque demonstrates how bodily and personal matters are 
externalized and performed in space.  
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Leadership and the Polemics of Female Leadership. The spatial arrangement of women 
behind men at the Masjid Gedhe is connected to the issue of leadership in the mosque. It has 
been widely embraced among Muslims that men are the leaders and that women cannot serve 
as leaders, specifically in public prayer. Within the last decade, this issue has provoked debates 
among Islamic scholars.   
 
Fig. 78 The New York Friday prayer led by Amina Wadud in March 2005 (Photo: www.news.bbc.uk). 
 
In 2005 in New York City, a group of Muslim feminists held a Friday prayer led by Amina 
Wadud, a female African-American Muslim feminist and a professor of Islamic studies whose 
1999 book, Quran an Women: Rereading the Sacred Text from a Woman’s Perspective, 
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launched an important debate.333 The event marked an awakening awareness of gender justice 
among Muslims. In the controversial action, Wadud delivered a sermon and led a 
congregational prayer of women and men who stood shoulder to shoulder behind her (Fig. 78). 
This has contributed to the world-wide debate among Muslims over whether or not a woman 
may lead such a public worship. To Muslim feminists and many scholars in Islamic studies, the 
New York prayer was both a self-critique of patriarchal practices among Muslims themselves 
and a key moment in what Wadud has called “gender jihad” or the Islamic struggle in God’s 
way for gender justice. Feminist supporters called it a counter action against both the Islamic 
religious leadership that has been appropriated by men and the dominant patriarchal authority 
in the interpretation of the Islamic law.334 But to conservative Muslims, this action was 
considered an erroneous innovation (bid’a), often referred to as heretical or illegal innovation 
in the practice of religion. Many Islamic scholars contend that women cannot lead a mixed 
congregational prayer because being sexually attractive to men, they must not stand in front of 
and recite the Quranic verses to them. Such an innovation of leadership, which has no evidence 
in the Quran or Hadith, is considered a misguidance that leads to hellfire. Particularly 
interesting is that the New York prayer group was classified as “Western Muslims,” “progressive 
Muslims,” or “liberal Muslims” in the discourse about the event where it was clear that it was 
not only feminism but Islam’s compatibility with the West and the “Western” ideas of gender 
equality that were being tested.  
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Debates regarding female leadership stem from the different interpretations of Islamic 
texts, mainly the Quranic verse 4:34 in which God says: 
Men are in charge [qawwaamuuna] of women by (right of) what Allah has given one 
over the other and what they spend (for maintenance) for their wealth. So righteous 
women are devoutly obedient, guarding in (the husband’s) absence what Allah would 
have them guard. But those (wives) whom they fear arrogance—(first) advise them; 
(then if they persist) forsake them in bed; and (finally) strike them. But if they obey you 
(once more), seek no means against them. Indeed, Allah is ever Exalted and Grand.335 
 
The verse has four key messages with regard to gender relations. First, God has 
endowed men with privilege over women. Second, because of this privilege, men are assigned 
as the qawwaam over women. Third, women’s righteousness is defined based upon their 
obedience to their husband and God. And last, men hold the right to discipline their wives in 
order to ascertain their obedience toward God and the husband himself. Qawwaam is the 
keyword in the interpretation of this verse. Traditional scholars, such as at-Tabari (d. 923 CE) 
and Baydawi (d. 1286), interpreted it to mean “guardian,” those who are “superior to,” or 
“have authority over.” According to them, men are consequently responsible for providing 
women with maintenance and educating them to fulfill their duty to God and their husband, 
and women have to be obedient to their husband. In reading this verse, Wadud argues that 
God’s preference of one over the other is not absolute and is dependent upon the support they 
provide for the other. Such hierarchy was relevant historically when women worked at home 
and men were the breadwinners for the household, but scholars such as Wadud question 
whether it is relevant in the modern era. Traditional scholars are convinced that women’s 
subjugation to their husband is a consequence of the husband’s position as their maintainer so 
that he is legalized to beat them. However, Laury Silvers argues that rather than a permission, 
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the beating is instead a reminder for the husband of avoiding such an attitude toward his wife 
as exemplified by the Prophet, and thus also a sign of how the sacred text should be read 
holistically and contextually.336 Vali Nasr believes that the Quran establishes not a dominant 
relationship but a protective stewardship, and must be interpreted through that lense. Such a 
kind of protection is apparent for example in the permission for men to take up to four orphans 
to marry (4:3) as a response to the large number of widows and orphans created as a result of 
wars.337 Thus. Many modern scholars emphasize that, as with the core of the divine message, 
verse 4:34 should be interpreted as an admonition for love and justice among humans. 
In addition to the debates pertaining to verse 4:34, traditional Islamic scholars often 
discourage female leadership by relying their arguments on Hadith in the collection of Imam al-
Bukhari (810-870 CE) containing the Prophet’s comments on the woman-ruled Sassanian Iran, 
as narrated by Abu Bakra: “Those who entrust their affairs to a woman will never prosper.” 
Muslim feminists have argued that the Prophet’s saying referred to the specific condition that 
he encountered at that time and thus cannot be regarded as a general sanction of female 
leadership. They advocate that, like the Quran, each hadith should be read within its historical 
context so as to grasp the essence of its narration. Unfortunately, the hadith was remembered 
by its transmitter as a justification for condemning female leadership after the participation of 
the Prophet’s wife, ‘Aisha (d. 678 CE) in the Battle of Camel (656 CE) for political succession. 
Both Sunni and Shi’i scholars have historically concurred that ‘Aisha’s defeat when she 
confronted ‘Ali (the Prophet’s son-in-law and cousin) was evidence of God’s discouragement of 
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female leadership and women’s involvement in public affairs. They also refer to verse 33:33, 
which recommends to the Prophet’s wives that they remain in their home, although the verse 
was only applicable to the Prophet’s wives (as explained in the previous chapter). On the other 
hand, in support of women as leaders, the Quran gives the example of the glory of Bilqis, the 
successful queen of Sheba in the time of Prophet Suleyman (27:23).338 These disparate cases 
show that the Quran has many things to say about women and that the interpretation—and the 
mind view of the interpreter—matters. And the fact that the Quran may seem to contain 
contradictions may actually be an opening that allows and even encourages its human readers 
to actively engage in the act of interpretative exegesis. 
Numerous Islamic communities are now beginning to accept women as their leaders. 
For example, in 2001 Ingrid Mattson was elected the vice-president of the Islamic Society of 
North America (ISNA) and in 2006 she was elected its president. The United States has 
longstanding democratic tradition which may facilitate women’s leadership, but we also 
recognize several names in Islamic and Muslim countries such as Benazir Bhutto, the prime 
minister of Pakistan (1988-1990 and 1993-1996), Megawati Sukarnoputri, the president of 
Indonesia (2001-2004), Khaleda Zia, the prime minister of Bangladesh (1991-1996 and 2001-
2006), and Amra Babic, who was just elected the mayor of Visoko (Bosnia) in 2012. In 
Indonesia, the presidential candidacy of Sukarnoputri sparked a national debate on whether or 
not a woman could lead in an Islamic society. Her road to presidency was fraught with religious 
constraints, particularly from the traditional Islamists, indicating the abuse of the sacred 
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texts.339 But because she demonstrated successful governance, people became more used to 
the idea and now start to accept female leadership in the public arena, as indicated by the 
increasing number of female leaders in various community levels in Indonesia.  
These are examples of secular leadership, but the New York prayer led by Wadud was 
different and significant for several reasons. It demonstrated the way actual architectural space 
was employed in the struggle for gender justice. Wadud and her feminist group believed that 
the Islamic patriarchal norms, restraining women from leading a mixed-sex congregational 
prayer, were reified within the mosque space. Thus, challenging the hegemonic patriarchal 
space of the mosque, where women are often barred and marginalized, could serve to defy the 
patriarchal basis for religious authority in the mosque and the Muslim world as a whole.  
The selection of the Friday prayer for the event targeted the very heart of Muslim 
religious practice. Although the prayer was ultimately held in a church, for the duration of the 
prayer the building became a masjid—literally a “place of prostration” which is the meaning of 
masjid. The Friday prayer is at the center of Islamic communal prayer and according to 
traditional exegesis, it is obligatory only for men. We have already seen that this exegesis, 
supported by a hadith recommending women’s prayer at their home, is often utilized to justify 
women’s exclusion from the mosque.  
Mosques, particularly those in countries where Muslims are a minority, have developed 
into community centers and symbols of communal religious identity. Women’s exclusion from 
the mosque has traditionally been the result of conservative interpretation of religious texts, 
economic issues, and space availability. But because the mosque is not only a place for prayer 
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but also for education and even socializing, this has resulted in women’s limited access to 
knowledge and information. Thus when the New York prayer was held, the goal that the 
feminist group wanted to achieve was more than equal access to the mosque space. Juliane 
Hammer writes, “… women who demanded equal access to their mosques, the lack of space 
and visibility of women was symbolic of the exclusion of women from communities generally. 
Thus achieving connected, accessible, and non-segregated prayer spaces would, in their 
understanding, recognize their equal rights with men and provide women with equal access to 
community leadership. Space becomes a metaphor for rights, which need to be actualized 
through women’s leadership.”340 Therefore, the intervention of women in the Friday prayer and 
the mosque—temporarily embodied by the church in New York—demonstrated the critical role 
of space in the practice of power in the religious milieu.  
The New York prayer was also important for shifting the discourse about the spatial 
practices of Muslim women away from their historical seclusion in the harem and exclusion 
from public space, and into a discourse on how women’s attendance in the public space, i.e. the 
mosque, contributes to their empowerment. In this regard, not only does the mosque as the 
central Islamic public space become the setting of activism where the discourses on female 
leadership are contested, but also, women instead of being subjects that passively wait for 
permission to access the mosque space, insist on their own agency by putting themselves at the 
center of the activism as the motors of change. Thus, the New York prayer provides an 
opportunity for critical insight on how gender, space, and knowledge interplay in a Muslim 
context.  
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Intersecting the New York prayer and the discursive formation of debates on female 
agency particularly focused on leadership and authority in the mosques of Yogyakarta, my 
research shows that the discourses on women in Islam are shaped differently in diverse 
contexts in which mosques play a critical role as a site of contestation. The mosques, including 
the Masjid Gedhe, have served as sites where the tensions regarding female leadership (both in 
worship and the managerial sphere) at the scholarly level are muffled in order to preserve the 
traditional gender relations. Yet this issue is not new: it has been long discussed among the 
members of the Muhammadiyah’s Committee of Legal Affairs and Islamic Thoughts 
Development. In fact, in 2003--two years prior to the controversial New York prayer--the 
Muhammadiyah Committee of Legal Affairs and Islamic Thoughts Development (Majelis Tarjih 
dan Pengembangan Pemikiran) held a national conference on female Islamic jurisprudence 
(fiqh) in Jakarta. In this conference, two of the organization’s scholars spoke favorably of the 
permissibility of having a female imam for a mixed congregational prayer of women and 
men.341 However, it remained at the level of discourse and at the grassroots level, no one 
expected any change. Bu Sarah, the ‘Aisyiyah scholar and the Musalla ‘Aisyiyah imam, 
expressed her opinion on the subject of female imams, saying: “It is obvious that a woman 
cannot stand in front of men and lead their prayer. I don’t know why they argued for that while 
the Prophet taught us that in a mixed congregational prayer, women should stand behind men 
and even the rearmost line is the best for them.” She sternly affirmed the common practice of 
leadership that was held by men in Islamic public rituals by quoting a hadith on the prayer line 
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arrangement in the presence of both men and women.342 She was responding to proposals on 
the topic put forward by those scholars who were arguing in favor of female imams in the 
conference in Jakarta in 2003. Bu Sarah did not prolong her disagreement since the proposal for 
a female imam did not extend beyond the conference sessions and had no actual effect on 
leadership at the Masjid Gedhe, where she occasionally attended prayer. Although their 
controversial opinions ignited a debate at the conference, this debate was not sustained 
afterward, mostly because it was not translated into any serious actions among the 
proponents. Nonetheless, a ground of discourse with a distinct feminist position had been 
opened. 
As a Muhammadiyah mosque, the Masjid Gedhe is expected to serve as a role model 
where the Muhammadiyah’s values can be practiced. However, the issue of female leadership 
is a sensitive one among Muhammadiyah members themselves. Once I asked the mosque 
board members if women can hold the chair position at the Masjid Gedhe. Although they did 
not deny the possibility of female leadership in the mosque board, they confessed that it was 
unlikely, given the resistance from conservative mosque attendees.343 Not many members of 
the community even knew about the Muhammadiyah’s recent edict to endorse leadership by a 
female imam in the case when a capable man is absent. Thus it shocked them to know that the 
Muhammadiyah actually does allow women to lead a mixed prayer, albeit only in a certain 
restricted condition. They simply could not imagine any reason for a woman to lead mixed 
prayer. Bu Sarah observed that an imam doesn’t have an authoritative position regarding the 
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endorsement and legalization of practices in the mosque. Thus, except for the position at the 
very front of the mosque and congregation, the imam has no other privileges, and therefore, in 
her eyes, was not a position worth struggling for.344 Bu Sarah was implying that the mihrab, 
where the imam stands, is not politically critical in striving for gender justice. As Mattson 
responded to the issue earlier, the access to religious leadership is pivotal in gaining gender 
equality in Islamic society. However, considering the schism that could potentially emerge 
among the community, she has said that the insistence for the leadership should be postponed 
until it has unified public support.345 Hers is not a stance against female leadership, but rather a 
stance regarding the process by which it should be achieved. 
The fact that the scholars at the Muhammadiyah board level are not in line with the 
grassroot members’ concerns shows the way that the discourse of female leadership emerges 
and circulates as well as creates a gap between the diverse members of the Muhammadiyah. In 
the Muhammadiyah organization, women’s rights and status in family and society have been of 
the key concerns of the Majlis Tarjih and Tajdid (Committee of Legal and Reform, formerly the 
Committee of Legal Affairs and Islamic Thoughts Development). In 1972, the committee had 
released a legal draft entitled Adabul Mar’ah fil Islam (The Ethics of Women in Islam).346 At the 
time when it was published, the book took a firm stance in support of more public participation 
for women but it did not entirely support gender equality as we comprehend it today. Wawan 
Gunawan, one of the current committee members, courageously posted several articles on the 
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Suara Muhammadiyah magazine, challenging women’s subordinate position in the traditionally 
embraced Muslim household. In one, he argues that women do not have to request permission 
to perform the optional fasting. Another member, Ismail Thaib, suggests that the Friday prayer 
is mandatory to both men and women, using Quran 62:9 for this argument. This contrasts to 
the dominant concept that lingers on in Muslim society in which the weekly prayer is only 
mandatory for men.347 Requiring Friday prayer for women could bring a radical change to the 
mosques, including the Masjid Gedhe, because they have historically been reserved for men 
during the Friday prayer. Moreover, with regard to Wadud’s New York action, the general 
argument denying female leadership in Friday prayer because the prayer is regarded as not 
mandatory to women would no longer be relevant.   
Being aware of the gap between scholars and the general public, the Muhammadiyah 
and ‘Aisyiyah leaders seem to express their opinions prudently with regard to women’s status 
and rights in Islam. In my interview with Bu Hadiroh Ahmad, the ‘Aisyiyah national leader and 
female preacher who lives in Kauman, she lamented that many hadiths that circulate among 
Muslim community often denigrate women despite what she (and many others) held to be a 
clear Quranic statement on the gender equality before God (Quran 4:124; 16:97). To explain 
this, she highlighted the translation of the Arabic word zawj, which actually means “spouse,” in 
the verse that addresses the creation of human (Quran 4:1); the fact that it is invariably 
translated specifically as “wife” conveys a wrong impression of the Quranic message, as if it 
prefers men over women. In explaining the ‘Aisyiyah’s programs on the fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) of women, for example, Bu Hadiroh emphasized: “The ‘Aisyiyah national board 
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is... well, it is not criticizing, [but] reviewing hadiths that..., not disgrace, [but] subordinate 
women.” Carefully selecting her words, Bu Hadiroh avoided controversy among the community 
members, who traditionally embrace the idea of women’s secondary status in Islam. Bu 
Hadiroh, like other ‘Aisyiyah national leaders, believes that the reading of the Quran should 
follow the Quranic core spirit of justice, and thus, the readings of Hadith and the Quran that are 
not in accordance with it need examining. Her opinion is a departure from the majority 
Muslims’ belief that the Quran should be read literally as though its meanings were transparent 
and not subject to human understanding and interpretation. A number of male preachers from 
the Masjid Gedhe minbar reminded the congregation that such a liberal reading—referring to 
what the “liberal” Western Muslim scholars, not Bu Hadiroh, have proposed—contradicted 
what God has commanded. But they ignore the question of how those divine commands are 
received and understood, which is a very human endeavor. Moreover, their teachings often 
reaffirmed the stereotyped gender differences and insisted on women’s subservience as good 
wives while rarely mentioning the Quranic guidance on what a good husband should be like. In 
this regard, the Masjid Gedhe serves as a site of political activism where there are conflicting 
teachings of gender and social justice. The fact that speaking at the minbar is almost never 
challenged by the audience, because of the absence of conversations and question-and-answer 
sessions, makes the minbar an even more powerful instrument of public speaking, teaching, 
and discourse production. 
The spatial segregation of the mosque appears to derive from the prohibition of female 
leadership in mixed worship. Because men are believed to be the leader of women and the 
leader is traditionally positioned at the very front, the front space of the mosque is reserved for 
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men. While there are some Islamic legal schools of thought that do allow a woman to lead 
prayer, those cases are limited: she is limited to her household and to the condition in which 
she is old and her husband and her sons are not capable of being an imam because of their lack 
of fluency in reciting the Quran. But even in such a case, the woman has to remain at the back 
of the men. Because female leadership is constrained by women’s sexuality, the front position 
at a mixed mosque appears impossible for women. On the other hand, spatial segregation is 
also the reason for the regulation of leadership. As Bu Sarah and several world Islamic scholars 
have argued, women cannot lead because the Prophet never exemplified it and has 
recommended that their position in a mixed congregational prayer should be at the back of 
men. But this may not be mandate but rather a custom, and if so—as Wadud showed—it could 
change. If sexuality of the body is the issue, then a woman can be protectively cloaked—as the 
use of the rukuh to create the barrier of separation and remove the female body from male 
sight—while she is serving as imam before men. 
 
Ephemeral Space, Stabilized Place 
The women’s migration from the sequestered pawestren to the rear of the openly laid 
out main prayer hall at Masjid Gedhe has coincided with an increase in women’s participation 
in the mosque administration. In the past, no woman served in the board; but in the 2005-2010 
period, two women were involved; and in the recently elected (2010-2015) board, there are 
five women, consisting of the chair and members of the Women’s Affairs Division. This has 
provided more opportunities for women’s voice to be heard in the mosque board. 
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Despite their seemingly-equal position in the mosque, the women still have limited 
access to leadership and are sometimes still excluded from daily practices. Unlike those at the 
Kauman women’s mosques (as, for example, Bu Khadijah’s experience in Chapter 5), practical 
teaching and leadership cannot be easily done at the Masjid Gedhe, even among women. This 
was admitted by Bu Umi and Bu Husna, the attendants of Masjid Gedhe, who were expected to 
manage female worshippers in daily prayers. First, the attendees consist of not only the 
Kauman residents but also occasional visitors who were simply passing by. Communicating with 
visitors was sometimes difficult because the visitors did not recognize the two women as 
mosque attendants. Second, the women could not speak loudly to address all female 
congregants, who stood in a line of approximately twelve meters. The fact that the mosque 
space was shared with men, who were separated from the women just by some short wooden 
dividers, impeded them from vocalizing too prominently.348 Visually and spatially, Bu Umi and 
Bu Husna occupied a different space from the one that Bu Khadijah occupied at Musalla Ar-
Rosyad, although in both contexts they placed themselves in the most privileged women’s spot. 
As an imam among women, Bu Khadijah stood at the center of the front line, instead of at the 
front of all congregations. Her position was a claim to the authority to control both the act of 
worship and the secular practices among her congregation at the musalla. That authority was 
not held by either Bu Umi or Bu Husna. The women’s prayer lines at Masjid Gedhe were 
situated at the rear side of the main prayer hall in accordance with a hadith that the 
Muhammadiyah’s edict follows in which the women’s prayer lines in a mixed congregational 
prayer should be at the back, where they are not directly in the men’s view. Because the 
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women’s lines do not start in the middle, moving toward the rear, but rather begin at the space 
against the rear wall, there was no most privileged position for the attendant to occupy. 
Although another hadith asserts that the best women’s line is the rearmost one, humans 
psychologically pay more attention to persons or items in front of their body, toward which 
their eyes gaze. Due to their position at the back of the congregation, it was hard for both Bu 
Umi and Bu Husna to gain the women’s attention and respect. Thus spatial position affects 
women’s ability to lead and enact their leadership in the mosque. The spatial arrangement of 
the pawestren in Javanese mosques, as Thanti Felisiani argues, reflects the binary opposition of 
men and women, as comprehended in Javanese ethics.349 However, my research demonstrates 
that spatial segregation is not a clear-cut arrangement, and that at the Masjid Gedhe, there are 
changes to women’s emergence to the public sight and the dynamics of gender relations. The 
regulations and assumptions of the danger of female sexuality in the religious environment 
restrict the interactions of women and men in the mosque. Moreover, the patriarchal structure 
that restricts leadership to men also contributes to the limitation of women’s access to the 
privileged spaces in the mosque. As a consequence, the front space of the mosque where the 
mihrab, maqsura, and minbar are situated are exclusively reserved for men and are identified 
as male space. The three structures inevitably help the construction of the space identity and 
enshrine it as stabilized place, produced as an “assemblage” from the process of “becoming.”350 
The pawestren is also stabilized through a similar process by means of the pawestren 
inscription, the aling-aling wall, and commonly understood prohibitions and restrictions. 
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Nonetheless, rather than two gendered spaces stabilized within a dichotomy, the space at the 
Masjid Gedhe is a spectrum of difference. The in-between categories, according to which space 
is ephemerally occupied by a certain sex, can be easily found in the daily practice at the 
mosque. The short wooden portable partitions in the lectures and prayer inside the main 
prayer hall to set borders between women and men do not serve as true barriers because the 
people can still see each other. Instead, the partitions act more as indexical signs that show 
where women and men should temporarily position themselves and which places they should 
avoid during the events. It is noteworthy that in conjunction with the “removal” of the dividing 
solid wall at the Masjid Gedhe, the Muhammadiyah and the ‘Aisyiyah through their preachers 
promote the idea of guarding the heart by affirming that the true segregating device resides in 
one’s heart. The fact that the organizations’ definition of border has evolved from the strict 
application of dividing screens between the sexes in meetings in the early years of the 
organizations’ establishment to a less materialized device, demonstrates to us that the 
segregation, despite being deeply rooted in culture and apparently enshrined in Islamic law, is a 
social production of a specific time and context. Having observed this and as indicated by the 
rising opportunities that are offered to women at the Masjid Gedhe, the ephemerality of space 
seems to facilitate the negotiation of power in gender relations in order for women to stand on 
equal footing with men, albeit at a slow pace.       
  
 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion: Revisiting Islamic Gendered Space  
Studies on the history of Javanese mosque architecture have focused on sultanate 
mosques, spanning from the end of the fifteenth century to the end of the nineteenth century. 
Primarily formalistic and stylistic, the studies treat meaning as stable, something that can be 
interpreted through an iconographic analysis. Studies by O’Neill, Wiryomartono, and Budi, to 
name a few, are immensely valuable in the way that they focus on the local formal idioms as a 
product of cultural hybridization in colonial Java. Kusno’s study goes well beyond formal 
perspective to examine the way architecture has served as a political tool in postcolonial 
Indonesia, and an important instrument for princely patrons engaged in the process of identity 
formation. These sources are immensely useful for understanding the formal history of the 
architecture, but the insistence on form as the primary object of investigation leaves an 
important area of meaning unexamined: the interaction between the viewer and the object. 
Architecture has been the primary focus of attention, but the role of the viewer has been 
virtually ignored. Indeed, in such an object-centered framework, the actual users of mosques 
are either overlooked or assumed to be a homogeneous group. There is no consideration of 
gender or other forms of difference. The mosques are therefore perceived as static 
monuments, transmitted through generations, and assumed to have a static meaning even 
while the social context continues to evolve. However, poststructuralist visual theory, which I 
employ in this dissertation, contends that the meaning of art is produced from a complex 
interweaving of cultural, political, and economic conditions that includes the ever-changing 
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viewer, rather than located within the art itself. Rather than fixedly assigned and located in the 
object itself like a kind of deposit, the meaning of art emerges as a discourse that is constantly 
changing. Visual theory has shifted the previous emphasis of art history from the art object to 
the humans that make, receive, and interpret the object to produce as many meanings as there 
are viewers. In this sense, the meaning of a work of architecture is constantly coming into 
being. In architectural and spatial studies, this has contributed to the way space is 
apprehended. 
The discussion of women and gender in Islamic public space raises numerous questions, 
particularly of how Islamic law regulates the interactions between women and men, and how 
these regulations affect spatial practices in a public space such as a mosque. As an architectural 
scholar, I have not focused my interrogation on which and what kind of practices are right 
according to Islamic law or which Islamic rules—particularly those dealing with spatial 
practices—promotes gender equality in Muslim society (although I do consider the discourse 
surrounding these). Instead, this dissertation has examined how the lingering rules, locally 
understood as part of Islamic law, govern the architectural spatial arrangement and spatial 
practices in a specific set of mosques and how these examples offer windows of opportunity for 
improved gender equality in Islamic society. Therefore, the questions posed in this dissertation 
have focused on how the mosques’ architectural space contributes to gender relations, how it 
was defined, arranged, and viewed, as well as how it reflects the ideology and social, cultural, 
and political backdrops. Therefore, my study of Islamic gendered space makes two significant 
contributions . First, I have elucidated the way in which architecture serves as a device to assert 
the patron’s conception of Islamic gender relations through spatial arrangement and the 
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control of movement and vision. Second, I have looked into the way the Islamic women’s space 
is seen in discursive formation.  
 
Defining Gendered Border 
We have seen that the Islamic recommendation of sexual segregation has been 
translated diversely across time and cultures. In the palace mosques, Masjid Keputren and 
Masjid Penepen, the segregation is strictly applied through separate zones and curtailed sights. 
In the old Masjid Gedhe—before women’s participation in daily prayers beginning in 1967—the 
segregation was achieved through not only the provision of the women’s pawestren but also by 
restricting women’s access to prayer at the Kauman’s major mosque to Fridays only. In the later 
arrangement, segregation at the Masjid Gedhe was defined through indexical signs that plainly 
indicated where women should position themselves and which area should be avoided by men. 
In the Kauman village, the border was likewise apparent in the women’s mosques: Musalla 
‘Aisyiyah and Musalla Ar-Rosyad. Borders are usually apprehended as spatial and defined as 
physical; but as seen in Chapters 3, 4, and 6, they can also be delineated through language and 
naming practices. Language has the ability, through discreet codes, to imply spatial hierarchy, 
without overtly stating it. 
We have seen that the incarcerated bodies studied by Foucault, where both movement 
and sight are austerely controlled according to the prescribed path, and where individual 
figures lose their individuality as the bodies are grouped as a uniform corporeal being, can 
serve as a model for all disciplined bodies. The docile bodies of Foucault lose their specificity, 
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suffer virtual erasure, and submit to the ruling power.351 Something similar occurs in the case of 
the women whom I studied. As we have seen in the mosques where I conducted my primary 
fieldwork, as well as the larger keputren and the keputren where the two sultanate mosques 
are located, the bodies are subjected to both tacit and explicit codes that regulate where they 
move, what they do, and what they wear. In the palace, female attendants have to wear the 
revealing peranakan attire and officials wear their monochromatic uniforms. But in Kauman, 
voluminous white prayer robes are worn by women during their visit to the mosques, a 
customary practice that exists despite the fact that such attire is neither sanctioned nor 
recommended in the Quran and Hadith. In both extremes, clothing has served as a way to 
categorize bodies into emplaced groups and hierarchize them according to different social 
status.  The way the body is treated helps to create the representation of space. The clothing in 
certain prescribed spaces show both the connection of body to space and the subjection of the 
bodies to the power that operates within the space.  
In the contemporary reading of the Quran, however, the border that divides the sexes is 
not defined as a physical dividing device; it is not literally spatial. Instead, the Muhammadiyah’s 
reformist Quranic reading recommends that the heart is the highest means of self-control and 
that gender separation occurs there, as a concept rather than an as an inscription in physical 
space. As I have argued in Chapter 6, the erasure of the dividing wall—through the 
accommodation of women’s daily prayer inside the main prayer hall rather than the 
sequestered pawestren—has led to a sharing of the previously-male-defined space with women 
and thus also a subtle yet profound change in the established identity of the mosque as a male 
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space. Moreover, despite the absence of the segregating wall, the worshippers tend to restrain 
themselves to their groups and limit interactions with the opposite sex. Thus, the traditionally 
embraced concept of the ‘awra and Islamic gender relations engender a self-boundary that 
guides the worshippers’ movements in interacting with the other sex.  
These demonstrate the following five things. First, although the existing border—the 
pawestren wall—appears to be fixed, the practice of segregating continually evolves as a 
response to socio-cultural dynamics. Second, although the need for sexual borders generally 
organizes the mosque space into female and male space, intermediary space—either fixedly or 
temporarily present—can and does emerge as a result of the spatial negotiation. We saw that 
these three kinds of space are present either solitarily or co-occurring in the mosque. Third, this 
negotiation, together with the socio-cultural and political changes in the community, allows a 
conceptual space for women to alter the existing real space, which has generally been a space 
of male dominance. Fourth, the increasing women’s access to positions of authority in the 
mosque administration is a result of the disappearance of the segregating wall, and it shows 
that the physical presence of a sexual border has also functioned as a less visible gendered 
border that impeded women’s access to political positions in the mosques. Fifth, the control of 
the self in the interactions with the opposite sex as resulted from the concept of the ‘awra and 
the idealized Islamic gender relations, in addition to the sex-labeled spaces shows that space is 
both imagined and material. This also proves that borders involve bodily matters. Thus, a 
border can be set through material walls, visual barriers, and the prescription of movement and 
vision.    
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Border: Differentiating Spaces 
There is a difference between sexual borders and gendered borders, yet they can 
function similarly. Not only do gendered borders separate sexes but we have also seen that 
they differentiate access to sources of knowledge, leadership, and political positions. More 
importantly, gendered segregation also typically results in a different quality of space, but 
because that social hierarchy is masked, it appears as natural in spatial terms. Borders do far 
more than plainly separate the inside from the outside: they simultaneously assign hierarchy 
through restriction and limitation, which results in exclusionary practices. When it is given a 
name, such as harem, keputren, and pawestren, restricted space can offer the impression of 
exclusiveness, of a forbidden area that is a place of honor, and even of an opportunity, all of 
which have positive connotations. However, exclusionary practices may also have a negative 
result. On the one hand, the label “women’s space” can refer to the representation of women 
and to their honor (and thus, something that should be restricted), but, on the other hand, 
because a certain space is labeled as “women’s space,” it can also imply that women belong 
there in that place but not to the other unlabeled space, which is often the public space. In this 
way, sexual borders work to privilege one, which gains the main space, while subjugating the 
others, who are relegated to the marginal space.  
Spatial layout can also be a way of not only regulating women and men’s physical 
interactions but also restricting women’s appearance and representation in the public eye. In 
the sultanate mosques that I studied, this served as a mechanism to support the visibility of the 
center as a male space. We have seen in the sultanate mosques how visuality is regulated both 
to conceal the women’s space and to reveal the men’s space, where the sultan as the 
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authoritative power holder is either present or represented through devices such as mural 
inscriptions, and the platform and the maqsura where he prays. At the palace, the women’s 
Masjid Keputren is made invisible to the public and managed in a way that subordinates it to 
Masjid Panepen, the sultan’s private mosque. The practices at Masjid Panepen posit that 
mosque at the center—mirroring the political centrality of the sultan himself—although it does 
not literally stand at the physical center of either the palace or the larger keputren area. 
Nonetheless, the Masjid Panepen appears superior to Masjid Keputren due to the vital rituals it 
accommodates, the restricted access to it, the sultan’s presence (as represented in the 
inscription and his prayer platform), its architectural appearance, and the prayer leader 
assigned to it as the chief royal Islamic scholar. Centrality occurs differently at the large 
congregational Masjid Gedhe. There, the main prayer hall, which was traditionally occupied 
only by men, is an open soaring space that is visually compelling as the architectural center of 
the mosque. In it, the maqsura, the mihrab, and the minbar, are three elements that embody 
power. As Derrida and Tagg have suggested in their studies of visual representation, the center 
collects power from the periphery so as to appear superior to it. In the case of the Masjid 
Gedhe, the main prayer hall is displayed to the public as a representation of a state sultanate 
mosque. As in the case of the mosques inside the palace, this form of representation exposes 
the center while overwhelming the periphery as the “insignificant other.” Therefore, while the 
provision of a separate space for women seems like an accommodation for their comfort and 
privacy, it has another less positive function. In the Masjid Gedhe, this other function places 
women in relation to men but performs that relationship in spatial terms, according to which 
men are central in the main prayer hall while women are peripheral in their side hall; men are 
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heard and women are silent; men have access to a place for prayer every day of the week, 
while women have a space only on Fridays. At the palace mosques, even though men and 
women have their own places of prayer, the hierarchy is maintained: the spatial relations 
between the two sexes are defined through distinctions in which men are led by the highest 
religious authority, while women are led by the male religious attendants; men serve at a place 
where important royal rituals are conducted and displayed, while women serve invisibly at a 
place where food and offerings are prepared (a kind of extension of their other domestic roles 
as homemakers). While the argument that women and men should pray separately seems to 
make such an allocation inescapable, such differences have helped the formation of schemata 
in our minds of not only how spaces are actually hierarchized , but how they should be 
hierarchized, implying an inherent disparity. Here, power operates in different ways. In formal 
representation, sovereignty is intentionally made visible, while in the disciplinary system, it is 
disguised in the form of regulation that operates not through prohibition and obligation, but 
through voluntary submission.352 
And yet, segregation cannot simply be dismissed as an engine of discrimination. In the 
actual experience of the women I interviewed, it was also “liberating” (in a sense that is 
different from the liberal Western feminist definition). As we have seen in the Kauman 
women’s mosques, segregation in the forms of veiling and woman-restricted prayer facilities 
accommodates women’s comfort and privacy while it also affords women the opportunity to 
embrace leadership roles among themselves. Moreover, united in a women’s group and under 
the aegis of the women’s mosque, the women have also been able to utilize their institutions as 
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their form of representation in dealing with political positions in broader community 
organizations. The character of a women-only space also challenges the traditional association 
of domestic space with women and public space with men. The fact that women are more 
actively engaged in their social life than men shows that segregation and the existence of 
women’s institutions such as the mosque or a women’s lecture circle, despite the liberal 
feminist assumption of it as a form of women’s submission to the patriarchal system, are a 
silent (albeit slow) revolution enacted by women seeking to claim a larger share of public space. 
Rather than women appearing as rebels against the established patriarchal system, the struggle 
for gender equality attempts to find a place for them within the system and then to alter it from 
within. As we respond to the contemporary Quranic reading, which suggests that the most 
important place for guarding modesty is in the heart, we see that political agency—like sexual 
modesty and sexual segregation—requires first and foremost individual will. With this in mind, 
the establishment of the women’s mosques as places where women could exercise agency and 
will was a historic strategy that was useful to women at the beginning of the twentieth century 
and may remain so into the twenty-first. 
 
Borders in the Discursive Sphere 
The history of Islamic architecture has been regarded as a history of male patronage of 
works that we recognize as masterpieces.  It has typically ignored vernacular buildings—built by 
common people and non-princely patrons—as well as women and other minor groups and not 
regarded them as the actors of history or builders of architecture. Written history very rarely 
mentions vernacular mosque architecture built by common people, woman’s prayer spaces as 
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part of a larger mosque, or woman’s mosques as a legitimate thread in the history of 
Indonesian architecture, and for this reason those phenomena are often invisible. The history 
of mosque architecture in Indonesia as written by the majority of scholars places emphasis on 
the authoritative power holders—mostly sultans and presidents—and these have of course 
traditionally been male. One of the reasons for this could be the historians’ interest in 
privileging great or monumental buildings with unique style—those rare moments when 
architectural form and style changes—over everyday architecture, which changes far less 
perceptibly but reveals the underlying social cultural factors that take place in society and that 
affect a far greater portion of human society. As I showed in Chapter 4, women’s prayer space 
and women’s stories remained hidden and unheard in part because of the limited access, either 
visual or physical, that most people and historians have had to them. Kangjeng Jatiningrat was a 
male outsider who had some limited knowledge of the keputren because as a family member 
he was not barred from entering it. One outcome of the fact that, until very recently, much of 
history was written by men, is that men did not report on what they could not see. At the same 
time, there is another parallel exclusionary practice in which the keputren occupants do not 
have access to public discourse and thus cannot write about themselves. The result on both 
counts is the exclusion of the secluded space from public vision and even from history. 
However, the problem of its visibility to historians, including female historians, is more than 
simple visual accessibility. It is also a matter of the social preferences and way of looking at 
behavior that emerges from the historian’s own cultural formation. The absence of women and 
their space in history therefore reflects both their visual absence from the public realm and 
their absence from historians’ consciousness. To see them, therefore, one must begin with the 
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premise that they matter. Focusing productively on the issue of political power, current 
histories of Indonesian and specifically Javanese mosque architecture have provided a depiction 
of mosques as authoritative spaces in Muslim society. The mosque is represented as a top-
down space, through which Indonesian Islam is taught and distributed by the power holders or 
the authoritative Islamic scholars. Those histories rarely mention the presence of Muslim 
women, who have striven to claim their space in public life through the construction of a 
mosque of their own, a unique building that sets Indonesia apart from other Islamic countries.   
     
The Mosque as a Social Institution 
The mosque is a disciplinary space in which worshippers follow prescribed rules and 
regulations that may be explicit or simply quietly understood. While they are not incarcerated 
prisoners, as in Foucault’s study, they do partake of a disciplinary space in which they both are 
being observed and obliged to follow certain regulations according to which their movements 
and behaviors are controlled. But as a voluntary space, the mosque’s visual and spatial system  
is even more sophisticated than the surveillance system at the prison, in which the inmates are 
aware of their subjugated position to the jailer; in the mosque, the system works unnoticeably 
and apparently benignly. Worshippers voluntarily attend and follow rules regarding where to go 
or to not go, what to do, when to do it, how to dress, etc., most of which are taught in the 
family and social relations in daily life. Framed in religiosity—a religion which requires 
submission to God and to whom worshippers do want to submit--these rules appear to be 
absolute divine products. Worshippers submit themselves to the human conception of God, as 
developed through history and interpreted for us by Islamic jurists, defined according to what 
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Muslims in the mosque embrace, and are observed by the religion system. Within such a 
submissive environment, people are often unaware that, while the Scripture itself is divine, the 
reading of it is human. This willingness to confuse the human voice with the divine has allowed 
the prevailing ideology to infuse itself insidiously through the mosque space and practices so 
that it disguises itself as divine regulation. In Islamic communities like the Kauman village, the 
mosque has served as the community center. It is the second most important formal 
organization, after government itself, particularly due to its role in the provision of the 
authoritative reading of the Quran. As such, the mosque plays a pivotal role in shaping and 
controlling all relations in Islamic society, including gender relations. The mosque space 
becomes a political space (as indeed, it has always been through history), and one that is critical 
in the expression and contestation of gender ideology. More than simply an envelope for 
human’s activities, architecture has the power to shape social practices and ways of thinking. 
Thus the mosque is both an archaeological artifact and social institution.  
 
Contributions, Methodological Limitation, and Direction for Future Research 
This study focuses on women’s prayer space in Yogyakarta, but there are similar 
tensions and negotiations in the contemporary world not only in Indonesia but also in many 
other areas of the Islamic world. My dissertation has focused on the contemporary use of a 
range of mosques—from a fairly typical congregational mosque that serves the community, to a 
small palace mosque reserved for women only—while considering the broader historical 
background that have given rise to those different forms of prayer spaces. My dissertation 
examines the continuing issue of gender equality that is negotiated in Islamic religious 
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architecture, with the hope of shedding light on current debates regarding Islam’s compatibility 
with feminism. Situated at the interface of religion, which is immensely personal and 
immaterial, and architecture—a material objective substance, through and within which social 
values are embodied and practiced—my study joins the personal and the societal, while 
recognizing that these in turn provoke questions of social and personal piety. Thus, my study 
provides a model of analysis that may be broadly applicable to promote social justice in the 
religious sphere. The study is both reflective, in that it looks at existing spatial conditions and 
practices, but it is also productive. By looking at buildings as parts of an integrated socio-
cultural and political system in which women’s prayer space emerged and developed in 
Indonesia, my project has the potential to aid architects striving for gender-sensitive designs in 
the current and future work.  
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Appendix A 
Glossary 
‘awra : the bodily areas that have to be covered 
abdi dalem keparak : female royal servant 
abdi dalem pamethakan : (male) royal Islamic scholars, indicated by their white garbs; 
also known as abdi dalem punakawan kaji (because 
assumed to have high level religious knowledge); abdi 
dalem kaji selosin (the twelve royal Islamic scholars) 
abdi dalem suranata : (male) royal religious servant 
adhan : the first call to prayer 
akad nikah : Islamic marriage contract  
aling-aling : a barrier wall to form a bent entrance 
asrama : dormitory 
baturana : a big barrier wall  
bid’a : erroneous innovation in Islamic worship 
bu : Mrs./maam 
dhikr : reciting God’s names 
du’a : supplication 
fiqh : Islamic jurisprudence 
fitna : trial, upheaval, chaos, temptation 
gamelan : a set of traditional Javanese music instruments 
Gusti : a title for queen or prince or princess 
hafizah : a woman who has completely memorized the Quran 
haul : the commemoration of the dead ancestors 
hijab : the Islamic veil, covering the hair 
i’tikaf : the Ramadan retreat 
iqamah : the second call to prayer 
jarik : a long and tight batik skirt 
jilbab : a loose outwear or cloak 
kakung : male (in fine Javasene) 
Kangjeng : the title of the palace high official 
Kangjeng Kyai Pengulu : the chief religious official 
Kangjeng Raden Ayu : the title of a female high official (higher than Raden Ayu) 
kasatriyan : the knights’ quarter 
kebaya : a traditional tight blouse 
kedhaton : the sultan’s palace, also known as kraton 
Kejawen : the traditional mystical Javanese belief that was derived 
from Hindu-Buddhist ethical and spiritual values 
keputren : the palace women’s quarter 
Khulafaur Rashidin : the four righteous caliphs who ruled the Muslim 
community upon the death of Prophet Muhammad (632 
CE) consisting of Abu Bakr (632-634 CE), ‘Umar ibn Khattab 
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(634-644 CE), ‘Uthman ibn Affan (644-656 CE), and ‘Ali ibn 
Abi Talib (656-661 CE). 
khurafat : superstition 
krama : semi-formal Javanese 
krama inggil : fine, formal, polite style Javanese 
kyai : a male Islamic scholar 
langgar : a small neighborhood mosque; also known as musalla in 
Arabic 
mahram : a person who is ineligible to marry dur to kinship 
malem Jemuah : the night before Friday 
maqsura : a box reserved for the sultan to pray 
mihrab : a prayer leader’s niche 
minbar : a pulpit 
musalla : a small neighborhood mosque; also known as langgar in 
Javanese 
nyai : a female Islamic scholar 
nyi : a title for women of lower status in lieu of Madam/Mrs.  
pagongan : a building used to store the gamelan (traditional Javanese 
music instruments)  
pak : Mr./sir 
pasaran : the five Javanese day (as in a week), consisting of Legi, 
Pahing, Pon, Wage, and Kliwon. 
paugeran : rule 
pawestren : the women’s prayer room 
pengajian : Islamic studies group 
peranakan : the royal servants’ attire 
qibla : the orientation of prayer indicating the direction toward 
Mecca 
Raden : the title of a male royal high official 
raubah : the funeral room 
riwaq : an arcade 
RT (Rukun Tetangga) : the sub-neighborhood unit 
rukuh :  
RW (Rukun Warga) : the neighborhood unit, consisting of a number of sub-
neighborhood units (RT) 
sahn : an open courtyard 
saka guru : the main column 
sekaten : the Prophet’s birthday celebration festival 
selametan : a communal feast for the hope of blessings 
selapan : a thirty-five day cycle consisting of seven pasaran according 
to Javanese calender 
serambi : veranda 
shalat : prayer, consisting of shalat wajib (obligatory prayers) and 
shalat sunnah (extra prayers). Obligatory prayers are 
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conducted five times daily, consisting of: Fajr/dawn prayer 
(4:30 a.m.), Dhuhr/noon prayer (11:30 a.m.), Asr/afternoon 
prayer (2:45 p.m.), Maghrib/sunset prayer (5:45 p.m.), and 
Isha/evening prayer (6:45 p.m.) 
sharia : Islamic law 
shirk : polytheism 
sunna : the Prophet’s exemplary traditions 
tahasus : the Quran memorization program 
tahlilan : the communal feast held upon a person’s death that is 
preceded by reciting the Quran or chanting the tahlil (the 
Islamic sentence that declares God’s oneness) 
taqlid : following a religious practice without having knowledge of 
it 
tarawih : the Ramadan night prayer 
tingalan : anniversary 
udhik-udhik : the coin distributed by the sultan 
ulama : an Islamic scholar 
ustad : a male Islamic teacher 
ustada : a female Islamic teacher 
Wali Sanga : the legendary nine saints who spread Islam in Java in the 
fifteenth to sixteenth century 
wudu’ : the ablution required before prayer   
yatihuun : the mosque meeting room 
ziyada : an outer courtyard 
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Appendix B 
Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Community Religious Programs 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
4:30 a.m.
After fajr 
lecture 
(Musalla 
'Aisyiyah)
After fajr 
lecture 
(Musalla Ar-
Rosyad)
After fajr 
lecture 
(Musalla 
'Aisyiyah)
After fajr 
lecture (Masjid 
Gedhe)
6:00 a.m.
Adzakirat 
lecture at Bu 
Uswatun's 
house
11:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
Senen Pon 
lecture - once 
in five weeks 
(every Pon 
Monday) at the 
West Palace 
pavilion
Selasa Wage 
lecture - once 
in five weeks 
(every Wage 
Tuesday) at 
'Aisyiyah 
kindergarten 
hall
Wal Asry 
'Aisyiyah 
lecture 
(Kemisan) at 
'Aisyiyah 
kindergarten 
hall
Aisyiyah 
tafsir/Qur'anic 
interpretation 
lecture (Pak 
Abunda's 
house)
Ar-Rosyad 
Saturday 
Afternoon 
lecture 
(Musalla Ar-
Rosyad)
6:00 p.m.
Thursday Night 
lecture (Masjid 
Gedhe)
Riyadus-salihin 
lecture (Masjid 
Gedhe)
Tafsir  lecture 
(Masjid Gedhe)
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
Neighborhood 
X lecture 
(neighborhood 
multi-purpose 
building)
Neighborhood 
XIII lecture 
(Musalla 
'Aisyiyah etc)
Tadarus Safari 
(the only men's 
Islamic group 
in Kauman) 
Isha  (evening) prayer
Maghrib  (sunset) prayer
Day and VenueTime
Fajr  (dawn) prayer
Dhuhr  (noon) prayer
Asr  (afternoon) prayer
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Appendix C 
Research Schedule 
Events/Activities
Events:
The centennia l  anniversary of Muham-
madiyah organization (July 3-8, 2010)
The observance of the holy month of 
Ramadan (August 11-September 9, 2010)
Eid a l -Fi tr hol iday (September 10, 2010)
Mas jid Gedhe board members  election 
(ca l l  for nomination and voting)
Mount Merapi  eruption 
Aisyiyah and Muhammadiyah chari ty for 
the victims  of Mount Merapi  eruption
Eid a l -Adha hol iday (November 17, 2010)
The celebration of Prophet Muhammad's  
bi rthday (Maul id Nabi ) at the north ci ty 
square and Mas jid Gedhe
Udhik-udhik  night and Garebeg Maul id 
(the peak of the Prophet's  bi rthday 
celebration) at Mas jid Gedhe
The 'Aisyiyah Kauman branch meeting
Kauman arisan warga  (res ident gathering)
Mas jid Gedhe board meeting
Musal la  'Aisyiyah board and imam meeting
Pengajian (Islamic lectures):
Pengajian Senen Pon  (at the palace)
Pengajian bersama  (the 'Aisyiyah Kauman 
branch combined lecture)
Pengajian ibu bersama  (mothers ' combined 
Is lamic lecture)
Research activities:
Requesting permit to enter the keputren 
and palace l ibrary
General  observation (Kauman)
Observations  (Mas jid Gedhe Kauman, 
Musal la  Ar-Rosyad, Musal la  'Aisyiyah)
Interview with focal  participants  (Kauman)
General  observation (the palace)
Archiva l  investigation (Widyo Budoyo)
Archiva l  investigation (Sonobudoyo)
Archiva l  investigation (Suara  
Muhammadiyah and Suara  'Aisyiyah)
Observation (Mas jid Keputren)
Observation (Mas jid Panepen)
Interview with focal  participants  (Mas jid 
Keputren and Mas jid Panepen)
Interview with experts
2 3 4 5
2010 2011
7 8 9 10 11 12 1
 
 
